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ABSTRACT
Synthetic power system test cases offer a wealth of new data for research and
development purposes, as well as an avenue through which new kinds of analyses and
questions can be examined. This work provides both a methodology for creating and
validating synthetic test cases, as well as a few use-cases for how access to synthetic
data enables otherwise impossible analysis.
First, the question of how synthetic cases may be generated in an automatic
manner, and how synthetic samples should be validated to assess whether they are
sufficiently “real” is considered. Transmission and distribution levels are treated
separately, due to the different nature of the two systems. Distribution systems are
constructed by sampling distributions observed in a dataset from the Netherlands.
For transmission systems, only first-order statistics, such as generator limits or line
ratings are sampled statistically. The task of constructing an optimal power flow case
from the sample sets is left to an optimization problem built on top of the optimal
power flow formulation.
Secondly, attention is turned to some examples where synthetic models are used
to inform analysis and modeling tasks. Co-simulation of transmission and multiple
distribution systems is considered, where distribution feeders are allowed to couple
transmission substations. Next, a distribution power flow method is parametrized to
better account for losses. Numerical values for the parametrization can be statistically
supported thanks to the ability to generate thousands of feeders on command.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The electric grid is the largest machine created by humans, and it is critical for the
functioning of developed economies. Research and development work concerning the
power grid rely heavily on computational models, allowing studies to be conducted
without disturbing the critical day-to-day operation of the system. This work consid-
ers where these models come from, how they are created, and why automating their
creation opens doors to new insights and types of studies. Conceptually, this is done
in two main parts. Part one, Chapters 2 and 3, considers the automatic creation and
assessment of power system models, while the second part, Chapters 4 and 5, utilizes
the models to both explore and improve power flow calculations. In that respect part
two answers both why part one matters and how it might be used.
1.1 Power System Test Cases
Power system test cases are the foundation on which most studies in the field are
conducted, and the starting point for many research, development, or educational
lines of inquiry. However, due to national security and utility proprietary issues, real
test case data is often hard to get, and when obtained, comes with non-disclosure
agreements. As a result, reproducibility of published results is often complicated, and
algorithms or demonstrations are frequently only tested or conducted on a relatively
small set of cases. Some of the work presented here is part of a larger effort to expand
the library of power system test cases available to the community at large [ARPA-E
Grid Data(2017)].
The most common transmission test cases available in literature either come
from [Power Systems Test Case Archive(2018)], where they are either reduced por-
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tions of real systems and/or the product of a working group like the Reliability Test
System [Grigg et al.(1999)]. On the distribution side, many of the available cases
can be found in [IEEE PES Distribution Test Feeders(2018)], where some like [Ker-
sting(2001), Arritt and Dugan(2010)] were published in IEEE transactions, as well
as a few others like [Schneider et al.(2008)]. This work strives for a fundamentally
different approach, where cases are created completely automatically, thus increasing
the number of available samples to be arbitrarily large. Doing so relies on analyzing
statistics of real systems and then developing methods to exploit these statistics in
synthesis algorithms.
Insisting on automatic generation comes with certain benefits, as well as costs.
The power grid is a highly engineered system, which means that it exhibits some
highly idiosyncratic behaviors. It is extremely difficult to capture very rare corner
cases in a statistical approach, and as such, very rich detail is difficult to obtain. At
the same time, the statistical approach relies at its core on an ensemble of results.
Following basic Monte Carlo reasoning, the idea is that a sufficiently large number of
cases will capture the distribution of situations encountered in the real world systems
(at the chosen level of abstraction). Seen in this light, the presented approach to
synthetic test case generation, is an initial tool for a different way of conducting
power system studies. Instead of presenting results on a particular (or a handful)
of cases, while varying certain parameters of interest, with automatically generated
synthetic test cases, studies are run on large ensembles of cases and make evaluations
based on the distributions of result statistics.
The objectives of Chapters 2 and 3 can be summarized as:
Creating steady-state power flow models, at both the distribution and
transmission levels, that are automatically generated, such that in prin-
ciple, a large number of models can enable Monte Carlo like statistical
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testing.
Power systems are traditionally split into two classes: transmission (high voltage)
and distribution (medium and low voltage). Accordingly, the algorithms presented
tackle the two systems separately. Chapter 2 deals with distribution system feeders,
while Chapter 3 addresses the bulk transmission system.
1.1.1 Related Work
Beginning in the late 1990s and into the 2000s there several works characterized
the power system as a complex network, focusing mainly on the topology of transmis-
sion grids. In [Watts and Strogatz(1998)] the grid is compared to small-world graphs,
and in the subsequent year [Baraba´si and Albert(1999)] compared it to preferential
attachment models which form scale free networks, where the node degree distribution
exhibits a power-law behavior. Following the 2003 Northeast blackout in the U.S. [US-
Canada Power System Outage Task Force et al.(2004)], many papers were written
analyzing the grid’s vulnerability through the lens of the topological analysis that
had already begun. Work on cascading failure, such as [Albert et al.(2004), Rosato
et al.(2007),Rosas-Casals et al.(2007)], effectively consider emergent behaviors relat-
ing to connectivity on a graph under removal of edges or nodes. Much of the literature
in this vein is summarized in [Pagani and Aiello(2013)].
Beginning with [Wang et al.(2010a)] these topology models began to be exploited,
in order to synthesize realistic grid topologies. Where [Wang et al.(2010a)] focused on
the small-world tendencies of power systems, [Deka et al.(2016)] and [Cloteaux(2013)]
employ a more preferential attachment model approach, and [Hu et al.(2015)] exploits
clustering related observations. Soltan and Zussman present a geographically embed-
ded topology model in [Soltan and Zussman(2016)] and [Soltan and Zussman(2015)],
where Gaussian Mixture Models of population are used to sample node locations,
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that are then connected by a tunable weight spanning tree procedure. As the com-
plex network community increased its interaction with the power system commu-
nity, some warnings began to appear about the efficacy of the complex network ap-
proach. [Hines et al.(2010)] suggests that a strictly topological view is insufficient
to assess the vulnerability of the power grid, [Cotilla-Sanchez et al.(2012), Cotilla-
Sanchez et al.(2013),Hines et al.(2016)] use the so-called “electric distance” described
in [Klein and Randic´(1993)] to capture an alternative graph representation of the sys-
tem. Both [Brummitt et al.(2013)] and [Rosas-Casals et al.(2015)] summarize some
of the challenges of combining the generalities of the complex network approach, with
the idiosyncrasies of the power system.
As a partial response, current work began to pay more attention to the intricacies
of the power system. Still from a strictly topological perspective, [Aksoy et al.(2017)]
considers the relationship between voltage levels connected by transformers, by com-
bining Chung-Lu random graphs representing the voltage levels, with star graphs rep-
resenting transformers. Most similar to the work presented in Chapter 3 are [Elyas
and Wang(2016a), Elyas and Wang(2016b)], which identify different bus types in a
topology based on defined entropy measures. Notably, [Birchfield et al.(2016),Birch-
field et al.(2017b)] created as part of the ARPA-E Grid Data project [ARPA-E Grid
Data(2017)], present a much more engineering decision focused, almost greenfield
planning, style approach, which draws on many publicly available data. For instance,
topologically, the grid is assembled by selecting edges from the Delaunay triangulation
of geographically placed loads and generators. Loads are sited at post-office zip-codes
and sized based population data, while real geographical coordinates of generating
units from the Energy Information Administration are used. It should be noted that
these are no longer fully automated cases. The possibility to create large ensembles
of such cases is therefore somewhat limited, however, they offer a level of detail far
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greater than any of the other models discussed.
At the distribution level, there has been much less system level analysis in terms of
complex networks. One notable exception is [Pagani and Aiello(2011)], which presents
a first analysis of the data that is used extensively in Chapter 2. While creating their
prototypical feeders, [Schneider et al.(2008)] also performs some similar analysis on
feeders from various U.S. regions. This analysis contributes to the feature vector,
used to clustering real feeders and produce the final set of 24.
Recently, [Kadavil et al.(2016)] described a method for generating stochastic feeder
data in The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)’s GridLAB-D [GridLAB-
D(2018)] environment. However, this approach is mainly designed to enhance the load
model as seen from the transmission system, and does not, therefore, go into much
detail on how the distribution system is constructed.
Several works from the planning field are also quite related to the synthetic gen-
eration area. All [Rotering et al.(2011), Carrano et al.(2006), Mateo et al.(2011)]
perform an optimization to create some sort of optimal distribution system. These
algorithms bare some similarity to [Birchfield et al.(2017b)], in that they take as a
starting point fixed load (and generation) points embedded in space. As such, they
solve the problem of how to best serve this load given various geographic and other
constraints, and are treated as either greenfield or brownfield planning problems. A
few representative Europeans systems are created using the Reference Network Model
from [Mateo et al.(2011)] and are presented in [Mateo et al.(2018)]. The same model
is also adapted for the single and double phase laterals found in the U.S and used to
create a few systems in the SMART-DS project from the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory [SMART-DS(2018)]. While these models offer a great deal of detail, the
planning approach taken makes it relatively costly to produce new models and there-
fore, large numbers of samples are difficult to achieve. Finally, a completely different
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approach is taken by the OpenGridMap project [Rivera et al.(2016)], which attempts
to crowdsource data collection to create models of the real grid.
1.2 Co-Simulating Transmission and Distribution
Chapter 4 considers co-simulation regimes for coupled Transmission and Distri-
bution (TnD) systems. As distribution systems become more active, meaning that
power is both withdrawn and injected, there is growing need to regularly simulate
their behavior. Increased interaction between transmission and distribution also re-
duces the efficacy of typical assumptions, where either side treats the other as a fixed
known: constant power loads for transmission and constant voltage source for distri-
bution. A growing area of research into co-simulating TnD is developing to serve this
need.
Imbalance in distribution systems stems from several factors including load im-
balances, lack of transposition, and the prevalence of single and double-phase laterals
in the U.S. [Kersting(2012)]. Therefore, in the U.S., modeling in three phase detail
has become the norm. At the transmission level, balanced assumptions are more
valid and positive sequence modeling is prevalent. Distribution system models tend
to view transmission nodes as perfect voltage sources, while transmission generally
views distribution as a load, modeled as a current sink (voltage dependent or not).
While methods for solving large electrical circuits in pieces have been around for
decades [Kron(1963)], the different modeling regimes and assumptions make the di-
rect application of techniques such as Diakoptics problematic. One can chose to create
fictitious voltage or current sources in Diakoptics [Brameller et al.(1969)], however,
this particular application would require both.
Where real systems are concerned, all relevant models should already exists, how-
ever, to conduct more exploratory studies about the influence of TnD on each another,
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or simply assess the performance of co-simulation routines, test cases are needed.
These require one transmission and many distribution models. Chapter 4 uses the
PNNL taxonomy feeders [Schneider et al.(2008)] since three-phase models are needed,
however, similar constructions using generated synthetic feeders would also be of great
interest.
1.2.1 Related Work
A three-phase/three-sequence co-simulation approach is proposed in [Huang and
Vittal(2016)] for power flow and dynamic studies. All distribution segments are as-
sumed to connect to transmission at one and only one node, simplifying the translation
of the distribution system to a load. A Master-Slave-Splitting powerflow approach for
integrated TnD is proposed in [Sun et al.(2015)]. Current loops via the distribution
system are allowed, and handled by adding equivalent branches to the master (trans-
mission system) problem. However, [Sun et al.(2015)] neither derives the equivalent
branch model, nor provides any validation against a combined TnD model.
In [Huang et al.(2017)], the FNCS co-simulation platform developed at PNNL is
introduced in its use for dynamic TnD simulations. Unlike other works in the area,
the co-simulation is decoupled, meaning that there is no iteration between federates
within a single time-step. Similar to most literature, it only considers a single point
of coupling per feeder. The impact of tighter coupling vis-a`-vis the need for iter-
ation is the motivation for the work in Chapter 4, and Section 4.2.3 addresses it
specifically. Finally, a method for converting transmission system sequence model to
three-phase detail is developed in [Jain et al.(2016)]. As pointed out in [Huang and
Vittal(2016)] and [Huang et al.(2017)], this approach excludes established algorithms
and applications developed for transmission systems in the sequence domain.
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1.3 Distribution Power Flow
Similar to the interest in co-simulation, increased activity at the distribution sys-
tem level due to integration of distributed generation, has led to renewed research
interest in power flow and Optimal Power Flow (OPF) solutions at the distribution
level. Distribution feeders generally employ a radial topology that can be exploited
by power flow algorithms [Kersting(2012), Baran and Wu(1989)]. At the same time,
multiphase modeling is often necessary as opposed to the single phase, positive se-
quence modeling in transmission analyses, which requiring some algorithmic modifi-
cations [Garcia et al.(2000)].
Chapter 5, explores one distribution specific power flow method, the Baran and
Wu Distribution Power Flow [Baran and Wu(1989)] (DistFlow) formulation, and ex-
pands it to better account for line losses using a parameter. Single and multiphase
formulations are developed as matrix-vector equations with similarities noted be-
tween the two derivations. In fact, combining the equations into matrix-vector forms
helps illuminate the relationship between DistFlow and several linearized power flow
methods for meshed networks.
The parametrization to approximate line losses and reduce error is performed
numerically utilizing synthetic feeders from Chapter 2. This chapter thus provides the
most concrete validation and justification for the automatic synthesis of test cases.
Obtaining the necessarily number of cases (multiple thousands) for the numerical
studies performed would have otherwise been immensely difficult if not impossible.
1.3.1 Related Work
Kersting’s forward-backward sweep has long been used for distribution power flow
[Kersting(2012)]. The DistFlow model and its simplified linearized solution are first
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proposed in [Baran and Wu(1989)]. The non-linear DistFlow considers power flows in-
stead of currents, but is otherwise very similar to Kersting’s method. The formulation
is expanded to three-phase circuits in [Gan and Low(2014)] utilizing a Semidefinite Re-
laxation to solve an OPF. In a balanced radial system, [Low(2014a)] and [Low(2014b)]
establishes the convex relaxation OPF solution is exact, which makes the approach
particularly interesting. A similar observation is made in [Jabr(2006)], where conic-
programing is used to solve the power flow in a radial system. As in the DistFlow
formulation, v2 is used as an independent variable instead of v.
Three-phase modeling is expanded to include delta loads in [Zhao et al.(2017)],
as well as [Bernstein et al.(2018)], although the latter does not utilize the same set
of DistFlow equations but rather a Ybus formulation. Furthermore, the linear formu-
lations in [Bernstein et al.(2018)] require either a linearization about an operating
point or a single fixed-point iteration.
The use of v2 as an independent variable in the DistFlow formulation draws par-
allel to its use in recent transmission system power flow and OPF studies. In [Yang
et al.(2018b)], a linearized power flow method using v2 is developed with results
in [Yang et al.(2018a)] showing that linearization errors are reduced. Fatemi et al.
also develop a linearized power flow in v2 that includes an additional factor of 0.95 to
improve the linearization error [Fatemi et al.(2015)]. The parameter α introduced in
this study is similar to the factor in [Fatemi et al.(2015)] with additional justification
embedded in the physics-based analyses used to quantify and tune α for a particular
distribution network. Chapter 5.1.3 shows how formulations using v2 as an indepen-
dent variable naturally arise by generalizing the radial DistFlow equations to meshed
networks.
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— PART I —
Generating Synthetic Power System Models
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CHAPTER 2
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION FEEDERS
2.1 Overview of Methodology
The dataset used to inform the distribution system algorithm described in this
chapter comprises the Medium Voltage (MV) system from one of the Distribution
System Operators in the Netherlands, covering an area around 8200 square kilometers.
Summary statistics are provided in Table 2.1. Data was provided in several .vnf
files, the proprietary format of the Vision software from Phase2Phase1. From there,
the data was exported to Excel and imported to a PostgreSQL2 database for easier
manipulation.
1http://www.phasetophase.nl/en_products/vision_network_analysis.html
2https://www.postgresql.org/
Table 2.1: Data component overview
(a) Buses: 21,118
Voltage Level #
220 kV 6
110 kV 53
20 kV 708
10 kV 18,357
3 kV 1979
400 V 15
(b) Branches: 23,041
Type #
Underground Cables 21,274
Transformers 711
Link 996
Overhead Lines 7
Reactance Coils 53
(c) Node Objects
Type #
HV Grid Connection 64
Transformer Loads 17,548
Loads 1494
Generators 461
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2.1.1 Feeder Identification
For the purposes of analysis, a feeder is defined as a section of the distribution
system fed by a single primary substation MV bus, plus the High Voltage (HV)
source bus on the other side of the distribution transformer. To identify the feeders,
the complete system data is gathered into a large graph, G(N ,L ), with buses as the
vertices,N , and all the branch elements as the edges, L . Importantly, only branches
that are connected at both ends are used. There are 20,903 of these branches as
opposed to the full count shown in Table 2.1.
Beginning at each HV source, b, all its neighbors in G are collected in set, η. Two
nodes, i and j are neighbors, if there exists an edge ` ⇔ {i, j}, with ` ∈ L . Each
r ∈ η is used as the starting point of a Breadth First Search (BFS) [Kepner and
Gilbert(2011)] that excludes HV source s and its other neighbors, η \ {r}. All of the
nodes found in the BFS constitute the feeder. The HV node, b is referred to as the
source, and r as the root of the feeder. Around 100 such feeders are identified in the
data.
An additional set of feeders is generated by grouping nodes that are separated by
very small impedances3. These “reduced” feeders are used for much of the analysis
since the difference between a large busbar or two smaller busbars connected by
negligible impedance is, for this analysis, immaterial.
2.1.2 Feeder Analysis
The nodes and edges of each feeder are analyzed for various properties. These
include topological properties such as node degree, and hop distance from the source,
h, where hop distance is the number of edges along a path between two nodes. Note
3These are primarily the “Link” branch type that has R = X = 1µΩ.
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that, in contrast to meshed transmission networks, e.g. [Wang et al.(2010a)], distri-
bution circuits are limited to trees, which are representative of feeders. Therefore,
since at this stage open connections are ignored, there is no ambiguity about the class
of graph under consideration.
For tree graphs representing distribution feeders, h can be thought of as similar in
spirit to the betweenness centrality [Brandes(2001)], while the distribution of h gives a
sense for the average path length (both common metrics in literature). In fact, in the
context of a radial feeder, the one path of interest for each node is the one between it
and the substation. Other common topological features such as clustering coefficients
do not make sense for this analysis, since clustering on a tree is, by definition, zero.
Additionally, electrical properties like load at nodes, as well as actual and nominal
branch currents are collected. From the graph perspective, these are different weights
or attributes. Analysis of specific properties is conducted over all the nodes or edges
in all the feeders, granting access to a larger sample pool and therefore, more reliable
statistics.
The main objective of the analysis is to identify clear distributions in the data
that can be exploited in a synthesis process. Distributions that are a good fit to
the cumulative data are compared to each individual feeder to determine the range
of deviation at the feeder level from the cumulative trend. Note that although the
dataset comprises one distribution system, it comprises about a hundred independent
feeders, which are the meaningful sample cases under analysis.
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2.1.3 Verification Methodology
Evaluation of how well the synthetic feeders match real data is performed using
the Kullback Leibler (KL)-Divergence [Kullback and Leibler(1951)],
DKL(p‖q) =
∞∫
−∞
p(x) log
(
p(x)
q(x)
)
dx, (2.1.1)
which is often used to characterize the distance between two distributions4. In all
tests, q(x) is an analytical functional law, while p(x) will be the empirically observed
distribution/histogram of the data. Meaningful ranges for the KL-Divergence are
determined in the following way:
1. The functional law is determined by considering aggregate data from all the
feeders, for higher statistical relevance. Out of several possible distribution
functions, the one that exhibits minimal DKL with respect to the data is se-
lected.
2. KL-Divergences between each individual feeder and the selected functional law
are considered. These provide a weighted range for DKL, given the selected
function.
In Chapter 3.1, when transmission systems are considered, an additional distance
measure is introduced.
4The operational meaning of KL distance is as follows: an observer trying to determine if data
come from the distribution p(x) rather than q(x) will be wrong with a probability that decays
exponentially in the number of independent observations, with a rate that is the KL distance.
Therefore, a small KL distance means that a significant number of samples can be generated form
distribution p(x), that look indistinguishable from data generated from the statistic q(x) [Dembo
and Zeitouni(2009)].
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2.2 Data Analysis
Analysis presented in this chapter is used to inform the synthesis algorithm in
Section 2.3. In each section, trends in the form of distributions are identified, which
are later exploited for synthesis. Intuition is provided as to why a particular distri-
bution is a reasonable modeling choice for the data. This intuition is important for
potential expansion and manipulation of the algorithm. By adjusting the parameters
of the various distributions, the generation logic is preserved while more extreme or
conservative results are achieved, which may be of interest.
2.2.1 Node Generation
The radial assumption is fundamental to the synthesis algorithm because it allows
each node to be characterized in terms of distance in hops away from the HV source,
which is by design the first node in the feeder. For example, root node, r, as described
in Section 2.1.1 is by definition one hop away from the source, denoted as hr = 1.
Figure 2.2.1 shows the distribution of hop distances in the dataset as well as a fit line
following the Negative Binomial distribution,
f(x;n, p) =
Γ(n+ x)
x!Γ(n)
pr(1− p)x, (2.2.1)
where n > 0, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, x = 0, 1, . . . ,∞, and Γ(·) is the Gamma function. The
KL-Divergence for this fit, as well as the other distributions in this section and the
next, is given in Appendix A.1 Table A.1, and the values for the parameters in (2.2.1)
are reported in Table A.2.
The intuition behind the Negative Binomial is its interpretation as an over-dispersed
Poisson distribution. In other words, in the random process of deciding how far a
node is from its source, the variance does not equal the mean, however, a mean and
a variance are sufficient to describe the process.
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Figure 2.2.1: Distribution of hop distances, h, and the Negative Binomial fit.
2.2.2 Feeder Connection
By restricting the topology, the degree distribution actually reveals a fair amount
about the feeder. The degree distribution, f(k), describes the frequency of each de-
gree, k, in the graph, and is widely used in Complex Network Analysis [Lewis(2009)],
f(k) =
1
|N |
∑
n∈N
δ(dn − k), (2.2.2)
where dn is the degree of node n—the number branches incident on node n.
The empirical degree distribution for all feeders is fit by a mixture of Gamma
distribution,
f(x; p, a1, b1, a2, b2) = p · g(x; a1, b1) + (1− p) · g(x; a2, b2) (2.2.3)
with,
g(x; a, b) =
1
baΓ(a)
xa−1e−x/b, (2.2.4)
where a1,2, b1,2 > 0, x > 0, and g(x; a, b) is the Gamma distribution Probability
Density Function (pdf). The exponential degree distribution of transmission grids has
been widely discussed in literature [Wang et al.(2010b),Cotilla-Sanchez et al.(2012),
Watts and Strogatz(1998), Albert et al.(2004)], while in [Pagani and Aiello(2011)] a
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Figure 2.2.2: Degree distribution with a mixture of Gamma distributions fit line.
more split view is given on the appropriateness of an exponential decay versus a power
law for distribution systems.
The data displays a clear bimodal behavior as seen in Figure 2.2.2, with two very
evident rates of decay. As the conjugate prior of the Exponential distribution, a
mixture of Gamma distributions is a natural choice for modeling the two rates. This
also fits with the findings in [Deka and Vishwanath(2013)] that a sum of Exponential
distributions provided a good fit to the degree distribution.
2.2.3 Node Properties
At present, the node properties considered are the powers associated with each
node. Only the real power is considered, with the understanding that the reactive
power is handled by a power factor distributed according to the Cumulative Distri-
bution Function (cdf) in Table 2.2 . Three types of nodes are identified: intermediate
(no load), generation (negative load), consumption (positive load). Since the number
of intermediate nodes and generation nodes is quite small, single feeder statistics are
omitted in Table A.1.
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Table 2.2: Power Factor CDF
Power Factor cdf(Power Factor)
0.85 0.1649
0.90 0.2700
0.95 1
2.2.3.1 Intermediate Nodes
Some nodes in the data have neither positive nor negative load, pn = 0. Such inter-
mediate nodes are normally either junctions from which several sub-feeders spring,
or nodes associated with normally open connections. The fraction of intermediate
nodes per feeder is fit with a Beta distribution, shown in Figure 2.2.3a. The Beta
distribution,
f(x; , α, β) =
1
B(α, β)
xα−1(1− x)β−1, (2.2.5)
with 0 < x < 1, and B(·) the Beta function, is a common choice when modeling
fractional quantities.
Next, the distance of intermediate nodes from the HV source in terms of hops is
considered. Figure 2.2.3b shows the histogram as well as a mixture Poisson distribu-
tion fit to the data. The mixture poisson is defined as,
f(x; p, µ1, µ2) = p
µx1
x!
e−µ1 + (1− p)µ
x
2
x!
e−µ2 , (2.2.6)
where x = 0, 1, . . . ,∞, p ∈ [0, 1], and µ1,2 > 0. Nodes serving as feeder junctions occur
predominantly close to the primary substation, where the main sub-feeders separate
from each other. Less frequently, junction points occur one third to halfway down
the feeder, which may reflect further geographical splitting, or even a transition to
another voltage level5. This physical interpretation helps justify the mixture model,
5Secondary voltage levels are currently not implemented in the subsequent analysis and algorithm.
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Figure 2.2.3: Distributions for intermediate node assignment.
and the Poisson distribution is a natural choice for a random process on the integers.
2.2.3.2 Negative Load Nodes
Negative load, or power injections, represent the “active” part of the feeder. In prin-
ciple, the load at a given node is a combination of the power injected and consumed
at that node. Presently, the sum total is considered and as such, nodes that have a
net negative load, pn < 0, are of interest.
Again, the fraction of injection nodes is analyzed and fit with a Beta distribution
(cf. Figure 2.2.4a). Also similar to the intermediate nodes, the hop distance for
each injection node is considered. Here however, hn is normalized by the maximum
hop distance on the feeder. Figure 2.2.4b shows the histogram along with a mixture
Normal distribution described as,
f(x; p, µ1, σ1, µ2, σ2) = p · g(x;µ1, σ1) + (1− p) · g(x;µ2, σ2), (2.2.7)
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, and g(x;µ, σ) is the normal distribution pdf with mean µ and
standard deviation σ. The normalization is found to help rectify discrepancies be-
tween longer and shorter feeders. As might be expected, the main mode is close to
the primary substation, where small generators, larger photovoltaic installations, or
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Figure 2.2.4: Distributions for power injection assignment.
even single wind turbines are likely to connect. The slight bump further down the
feeder is most likely caused by lower voltage feeders that are feeding back power due
to the current loading scenario. While fairly rare, this does happen and is expected
to become more frequent as penetration of distributed generation increases.
Finally, Figure 2.2.4c shows the distribution of deviation between each power
injection—normalized so that all injections on a single feeder sum to one—and the
uniform distribution 1/Ninj. where Ninj is the number of injection nodes. The “error”,
injn =
|pn| · u(−pn)∑
n′∈N |pn′ | · u(−pn′)
− 1
Ninj
(2.2.8)
is found to be normally distributed. This seems reasonable, suggesting power injection
magnitudes on a given feeder are similar to one another.
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Figure 2.2.5: Histogram of the deviation in (2.2.9) of the load from the uniform distribution.
2.2.3.3 Positive Load Nodes
Distribution feeder design principles are such that the utility attempts to distribute
the load evenly across a feeder [Kersting(2012)]. Therefore, the error, loadn , between
the actual power consumed and the uniform distribution is an interesting quantity to
consider,
loadn =
pn · u(pn)∑
n′∈N pn′ · u(pn′)
− 1|N | , (2.2.9)
where each load has been normalized so that all loads on a single feeder sum to one.
Figure 2.2.5 shows the histogram generated by (2.2.9), which is indeed tightly
centered around zero. The t-Location-Scale distribution,
f(x;µ, σ, ν) =
Γ
(
ν+1
2
)
σ
√
νpi · Γ (ν
2
) [1 + 1
ν
(
x− µ
σ
)2]− ν+12
, (2.2.10)
where σ, ν > 0, is used to fit the data, reflecting the fact that the load is symmetrically
distributed around the Uniform distribution, but with heavy tails. In fact, as can be
seen from the parameters in Table A.2, the distribution is close to being Cauchy,
which is the case when ν = 1.
2.2.4 Cable Type
Node j is downstream of node i, denoted i → j, if the path from the source to j
passes through i. Similarly, node i is said to be upstream of node j. Define βi as the
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set of all nodes downstream of i, including i:
βi = {j : i→ j} ∪ {i}. (2.2.11)
The downstream apparent power at node i is defined as,
sdni =
∑
j∈βi
sj. (2.2.12)
Neglecting losses, the power flowing in each branch of the feeder can be estimated by
simply summing all downstream powers. If `⇔ {i, j} and j ∈ βi then Sdn` = sdnj .
Assuming nominal voltage, the current magnitude on branch ` can be estimated
as:
|Iest` | =
|Sdn` |√
3|V nom` |
. (2.2.13)
For notational simplicity the magnitude signs are neglected in the following. The
Exponential distribution,
f(x;µ) =
1
µ
e−x/µ, (2.2.14)
with µ > 0, and x ≥ 0, describes the ratio between estimated current and nominal
cable current, Iest` /I
nom
` , as shown in Figure 2.2.6. Since some of the feeders analyzed
are not 100% radial, the calculation of Sdn` is slightly erroneous, leading to minor errors
in Iest` . The discrepancy is quite small, given its low frequency, and it is observed that
there is no significant difference between using Iest as given in (2.2.13) or the currents
calculated from the power flow in the Vision program. Since the power flow requires
conductor parameters, which have not yet been assigned, using Iest` offers a significant
advantage.
This last point deserves reiteration. The most powerful result of the radial assump-
tion is that the power flow can be fairly accurately estimated without knowing line
parameters. If the radial assumption is lifted, this is no longer valid. Since distribution
systems are operated radially, there is still a deal of utility even in radial models. In
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Figure 2.2.6: Exponential fit to the ratio of estimated current, Iest, and nominal cable current, Inom.
fact, most of the publicly available test systems, such as the IEEE8500 bus feeder [Ar-
ritt and Dugan(2010)] or all the feeders available from PNNL’s project [Schneider
et al.(2008)], are radial. Nonetheless, reconfiguration options should be available,
and there are non-radial distribution systems as well. The former is addressed in
Chapter 2.5.
2.2.5 Conductor Length
While investigating the distribution of cable lengths, a clear exponential decay in
the magnitude of the empirical characteristic function—the Fourier transform of the
histogram—was observed, which can be seen in Figure 2.2.7b. Considering common
characteristic functions, only the Cauchy distribution with characteristic function,
φx(t;x0, γ) = e
jx0t−γ|t|, (2.2.15)
exhibits such a decay in magnitude. A modified Cauchy distribution is therefore fit
to the data,
f(x;x0, γ) =
[
arctan
(
x0
γ
)
+
pi
2
]−1 [
γ
(x− x0)2 + γ2
]
(2.2.16)
where x0 ∈ R, γ > 0, and the modification cuts the support of the distribution from
x ∈ R to x > 0. Figure 2.2.7a shows that the fit matches the data well.
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Figure 2.2.7: Distribution of cable lengths and modified Cauchy fit.
2.2.6 Clipping Distributions
Most of the distributions introduced thus far have either the whole real line or
the positive real line as support. Since several of them are heavy tailed distributions,
extreme values occur at non-negligible frequencies. However, from fundamental en-
gineering principles, certain situations do not make physical sense. For example,
constraints on acceptable voltage drop limit the length of a distribution conductor
given the nominal voltage. Therefore, for several of the distributions, bounds are
needed to restrict the range returned when sampling. All of these bounds are ex-
pressed in terms of the node’s hop distance, hn, from the source. In this way the
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graph description of the feeder is again leveraged to identify trends in physical node
and edge properties.
2.2.6.1 Maximum Degree
From the basic design principles of a distribution feeder, branching occurrences are
expected to diminish as the distance from the primary substation increases [Dickert
et al.(2013)]. The maximum degree for each hop level in the dataset, shown in
Figure 2.2.8, exhibits this trend, which is fit by a power law function,
gdmax(hn) = a · hbn, (2.2.17)
where hn is the hop distance, and a and b are fit to minimize squared error. The
specific fit parameters can be found in Table A.2. This function will be used in
constraining the degree assigned to nodes.
2.2.6.2 Maximum Nominal Current
Since the Exponential distribution for Iest` /I
nom
` places a significant weight on very
low ratios, it is possible that sampling would result in very large Inom` . However, as
Figure 2.2.9 shows, the largest cables are not used beyond several hops away from
the source. This is, if nothing else, an economics issue, since larger capacity cables
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Figure 2.2.8: Maximum degree at each hop distance along with a power law fit.
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Figure 2.2.9: Maximum Inom` for cables at each hop distance from the source. The dotted line is the
threshold chosen for nodes at h ≥ 8.
are much more expensive. Therefore, a threshold is selected that for hop distances,
h` ≥ 8, the nominal current is Inom` ≤ 450 A. The hop distance for branch ` relates to
its end nodes similarly to the downstream power in Section 2.2.4. That is, if `⇔ {i, j}
with j ∈ βi then h` = hj.
2.2.6.3 Maximum Length
Given the heavy tails of the modified Cauchy distribution, physically unrealizable
lengths could be drawn. Figure 2.2.10a shows the maximum length at each hop
distance, h`, as well as an exponential fit,
glmax(h`) = a · eb·h` . (2.2.18)
Since the data falls on both sides of glmax(h`), the errors made by using the function
instead of the empirical data are considered. The objective is to not overly constrain
the algorithm, that is, force a cable to be much shorter than it could be. Figure 2.2.10b
plots two different error functions. The first shows the fraction of cables that are
longer than the value returned by (2.2.18) at each hop distance,
g1(h˜) =
∑
`∈L
[u(l` − glmax(h`))− δ(l` − glmax(h`))] δ(h` − h˜)∑
`∈L
δ(h` − h˜)
(2.2.19)
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Figure 2.2.10: Clipping Function for Length Assignment.
where l` is the length of branch `. The second function shows the maximum fractional
error in length with respect to (2.2.18),
g2(h˜) =
max
`∈L
δ(h` − h˜) · l` − glmax(h˜)
glmax(h˜)
. (2.2.20)
These two tests reveal that when g2(h˜) (fractional error) is large, the fraction of cables
that are longer than glmax(h`), is negligible, i.e., g1(h˜) ≈ 0. Alternatively, as g1(h˜)
increases, meaning there are more cables longer than glmax(h`), the fractional error
in length is negligible, i.e., g2(h˜) ≈ 0. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that
(2.2.18) is a good bounding function for the length sampling.
2.2.6.4 Effect of Clipping
From the modeling perspective, applying the bounds is akin to applying a condition
to the distributions, from f(x) to f(x|x < xmax(h)). The effect of such conditioning
is to redistribute the weight from outside the constrained domain, to the domain,
depending on parameter h. Put another way, there is a relationship between the
support of the distribution and h. In the case of the degree distribution, the influence
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is fairly minimal, since so much is already dictated by the radial assumption. For
example, the average degree is fixed to 2− 2/N .
Consider the weighted adjacency matrix A, where the nodes have been sorted
based on hn. The effect of clipping the degree based on hn is to shift more of the non-
zero entries of A to the upper rows. For edge properties, such as length, the clipping
function is somewhat like a diagonal matrix with decreasing values that multiplies A.
Note, however, that clipping effects were trends observed in the real data.
2.2.7 Analysis Used for Validation
In addition to the previously introduced distributions, which, as will be shown
in the next section, are used to synthesize feeders, two additional distributions are
considered. The natural emergence of the same trends observed in the data further
validate the algorithm’s ability to synthesize realistic distribution system feeders. The
emergence of statistical behavior for edge and node properties is the main validation
of the work.
The first additional trend is the downstream power distribution (cf. Figure 2.2.11a).
Downstream power for node i, pdni , is defined just like (2.2.12) except that s is sub-
stituted with p, i.e., real instead of apparent power. For example, the HV source has
downstream power equal to the sum of all loads minus generation in the feeder. The
histogram is plotted in Figure 2.2.11a, is a normalization of downstream power by
the total load in the feeder,
∑
n∈N pn ·u(pn). Each node in this distribution is highly
dependent on the others, which is the main reason why this distribution does not
easily lend itself to be used in the synthesis algorithm.
The second emergent distribution considered is the estimated voltage drop mag-
nitude over a cable, expressed as a fraction of the nominal voltage. This can be
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Figure 2.2.11: Two additional distributions, not explicitly used in synthesis, that are used to validate
the effectiveness of the generation algorithm.
calculated using the estimated current, Iest` , and impedance, z`, of branch `:
∆V` =
|Iest` | · |z`|
V nom`
, (2.2.21)
where Iest` is as in (2.2.13), and z` is calculated using per distance cable data and
length, l`.
Both the downstream power, Figure 2.2.11a, and the voltage drop, Figure 2.2.11b,
distributions are fit by a Generalized Pareto distribution:
f(x; k, σ, θ) =
1
σ
(
1 + k · x− θ
σ
)−1− 1
k
, (2.2.22)
where, x > θ, and k > 0. The KL-Divergence for both reported in Table A.1.
2.3 Radial Feeder Synthesis Algorithm
The statistical laws and limiting distributions from the previous section are put
together to create the synthesis algorithm. Figure 2.3.1 provides an overview of the
algorithm. The parts that follow mirror those in Section 2.2 and describe how the
analysis is exploited in synthesis.
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Figure 2.3.1: Radial Feeder Synthesis Algorithm Flowchart.
2.3.1 Node Generation
Algorithm 1 uses samples from (2.2.1) to assign a hop distance property to each
node. In addition to the hop distance, a power factor is assigned to each node, from
an empirical cdf given in Table 2.2, which greatly simplifies further manipulations,
allowing to focus on real power.
The final step adjusting hop distances simply avoids gaps. It would be impossible,
for example, to have a node, j with hj = 20, without any node, i, with hi = 19. The
nodes are therefore shifted in until the hop distances are consecutive. An alternative
approach could be to add extra nodes to fill the holes.
2.3.2 Connection via Degree Distribution
Once the nodes have been created, Algorithm 2 is used to connect them into a tree
rooted at the root (MV bus) and by extension the source (HV bus). Due to the radial
structure, nodes with maximum distance from the source must be leaves and therefore
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Algorithm 1 Node Generation
1: procedure Generate Nodes(Power Factor cdf, Negative Binomial distribution)
2: The first node is by design the source at h1 = 0
3: The second node is by design the only node at h2 = 1
4: for i = 3, 4, . . . , |N | do
5: power factori ← power factor from input cdf
6: hi ← sample from the Negative Binomial distribution
7: end for
8: Adjust hop distances so there are no gaps
9: end procedure
have degree one. Additionally, by design only the root, r, has hr = 1, the degree of the
source, b, with hb = 0 must also be one. Finally, all nodes {i : hi = 2} and the source
must connect to the root, so its degree is also deterministically known following the
hop distance assignment. For the remaining nodes, a degree is assigned based on the
bimodal Gamma. The distribution is clipped based on the hop distance of each node
using function gdmax(hn), described in Section 2.2.6.1. In this way, excessive degrees
further down the feeder are avoided.
Once each node has an assigned degree, d?n, Algorithm 2 starts at the leaf nodes
and works its way up towards the root. Each step adds an edge ` between nodes i
and j such that (f(`), t(`)) = (i, j), where node i is called the predecessor of node j.
For each node j, predecessor i is picked from the viable setPj = {i : hi = hj−1}, i.e.
nodes one hop closer to the source. Predecessor, i, is chosen as the one with actual
degree6, di, furthest below its assigned degree d
?
i :
f(`)← arg min
i∈P
di − d?i , (2.3.1)
where t(`) = j.
6The number of edges already incident on node i.
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Algorithm 2 Node Connection
1: procedure Connect Nodes(Mixture Gamma, gdmax(·))
2: for all n ∈ {n : (hn = maxn∈N hn) ∪ (hn = 0)} do . leaf nodes
3: dn ← 1
4: end for
5: d2 ← 1 +
∑
n∈N δ(hn − 2) . Degree of root node
6: for all n ∈ N do
7: if No degree assigned then
8: repeat
9: dtmp ← sample from the mixture Gamma distribution
10: until dtmp ≤ dgdmax(hn)e
11: d?n ← dtmp . Assigned degree
12: end if
13: end for
14: Sort nodes into ascending order in h, i.e., hi ≤ hj if i < j.
15: for j = |N | , |N | − 1, . . . , 2 do . Moving from leaves towards source
16: Connect node j to a viable predecessor, i ∈Pj via (2.3.1)
17: end for
18: end procedure
2.3.3 Node Properties
Intermediate and injection nodes are somewhat special due to their small number.
For this reason they are handled first, after which, all the a remaining nodes are
assigned positive load.
2.3.3.1 Intermediate Nodes
Intermediate nodes are marked first, so that load will not be assigned to them by the
subsequent procedures. Algorithm 3 sets the number of zero load nodes, Nintermediate,
by sampling a Beta distribution for the fraction of intermediate nodes.
Next, the HV source is designated as having zero load. For each of the remain-
ing intermediate nodes, a sample is chosen from a mixture Poisson distribution, to
determine at what hop distance the node should be.
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Algorithm 3 Intermediate Node Assignment
1: procedure Intermediate(Intermediate Beta Distribution, Mixture Poisson Distribution)
2: Nintermediate ← b|N | · c, where  ∼ Beta distribution
3: Mark source node as intermediate.
4: for i = 1, 2, . . . , Nintermediate − 1 do
5: ← sample from mixture Poisson distribution
6: Mark a node n with hn =  as intermediate.
7: end for
8: end procedure
2.3.3.2 Power Injections
Since the algorithm only produces the sum total of load and generation at a node,
several nodes are picked in Algorithm 4, based on observations from the data, to have
a net negative load. The number of injection nodes, Ninj, is determined using a ratio
sampled from a Beta distribution and the hop distance for each injection node is then
selected by sampling a mixture Normal distribution. Finally, real power injection is
assigned by solving (2.2.8) for |pn|. Note that pinj,total is one of the algorithm inputs.
The Algorithm 4 module is an instance where the statistical distributions could
potentially be modified to achieve progressively more “active” feeders. One simple
way would be to vary the parameters of the Beta distribution, thus increasing the
fraction of injection nodes.
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Algorithm 4 Power Injection Node Assignment
1: procedure Power Injection(Injection Beta Distribution, Mixture Normal Distribution, Nor-
mal Distribution)
2: Ninj ← round(|N | · ), where  ∼ Beta distribution
3: for i = 1, 2, . . . , Ninj do
4: ← sample from mixture Normal distribution
5: Select one node, n, with hn = d ·maxn′∈N hn′e
6: repeat
7: ← X ∼ Normal
8: until 1/Ninj +  > 0
9: pn ← −Pinj,total (1/Ninj + )
10: qn ← pn · tan
[
cos−1(power factorn)
]
11: end for
12: end procedure
2.3.3.3 Load
After both intermediate and injections have been selected, the remaining nodes are
assigned load in Algorithm 5. All the procedure does is solve (2.2.9) for pn, generating
 by sampling the t-Location-Scale distribution. Once again, note that Ptotal is derived
from the total MVA algorithm input. Following all assignments, a normalization step
scales powers to match the inputs.
Algorithm 5 Load Node Assignment
1: procedure Positive Load(t-Location-Scale Distribution)
2: for n = 2, 3, . . . , |N | do
3: if n is not an intermediate or an injection node then
4: repeat
5: ← X ∼ t-Location-Scale
6: until 1/ |N |+  > 0
7: pn ← Ptotal (1/ |N |+ )
8: qn ← pn · tan
[
cos−1(power factorn)
]
9: end if
10: end for
11: end procedure
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2.3.4 Cable Selection
In a separate analysis, all nominal currents Inom` , incident on a given node are
considered. In roughly two-thirds of the cases, all are found to be the same. A
library of conductors is supplied, selected from the data via a k-means clustering
algorithm based on nominal current and r/x ratio. The library contains all the cable
data, as well as the frequency of occurrence for each cable type and can be seen in
Appendix A.2.
The key idea in Algorithm 6, is that Inom` serves as an identifier of the cable. Once
a desired Inom` is calculated, the cable which most closely matches it out of the library
is chosen.
The procedure performs three main functions. In two-thirds of the cases, a cable is
assigned by picking the largest cable connected to the downstream node7, in line with
the finding that roughly two-thirds of nodes have only one type of cable incident upon
them. In the rest of the cases, the Exponential distribution is used to sample a ratio,
Iest` /I
nom
` , and then solve for I
nom
` . There are some implementation details regarding
how parallel conductors are handled and how the cable type frequencies are used to
weight the cable selection, but these are left out of the present discussion. Finally,
branches with no current are given an Inom` taken as the average over the incident
branches on the upstream node, since the procedure using the ratio, Iest` /I
nom
` , does
not work in this case.
Note that Algorithm 6 does not explicitly show the threshold from Section 2.2.6.2
for clarity considerations. In implementation, however, if the threshold is exceeded,
a new sample is drawn from the Exponential distribution. While the threshold is
currently a scalar, it could be expanded to a step function if finer control is desired.
7Assuming there is a downstream node, i.e., for non-leaf nodes.
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Algorithm 6 Cable Assignment
1: procedure Cable Type(Cable Library, Exponential Distribution)
2: Sort branches by h`, i.e. h` ≤ h`′ if ` < `′.
3: for ` = |L | , |L | − 1, . . . , 1 do . moves from the furthest branches towards source.
4: if Iest` 6= 0 then
5: r ← U(0, 1) . Sample uniform distribution U(0, 1)
6: if r < 2/3 and Inom`′ assigned to branches `
′ ∈ f−1(t(`)) then
7: Inom` ← max`′∈f−1(t(`)) Inom`′
8: else
9: Iˆnom ← Iest` /, where  ∼ Exponential.
10: Inom` ← cable from library with closest Inom to Iˆnom, considering parallel
cable options and expected frequencies of cable types in the feeder.
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: for ` = 1, 2, . . . , |L | do
15: if Iest` = 0 then
16: Iˆnom ← average of maximum and minimum Inom`′ attached to node i = f(`).
17: Inom` ← cable from library with closest Inom to Iˆnom
18: end if
19: end for
20: end procedure
2.3.5 Conductor Length
Since cable types are assigned, and the cable library contains all the per dis-
tance parameters, all that remains is to assign length to each branch so that a total
impedance could be calculated. Algorithm 7, thus simply assigns length by sampling
from (2.2.16). Since this is a heavy tailed distribution, extreme values will inevitably
occur. However, there is a physical limit to how long a particular branch can be, which
is addressed by function (2.2.18). The modified Cauchy distribution is sampled for
each cable `, until the result falls below glmax(h`).
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Algorithm 7 Length Assignment
1: procedure Cable Length(Modified Cauchy Distribution, glmax(·) )
2: for ` ∈ L do
3: repeat
4: lˆ← Sample from Modified Cauchy Distribution.
5: until lˆ ≤ glmax(h`)
6: l` ← lˆ
7: end for
8: end procedure
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.4.1: Three samples generated with the following inputs: |N |: 195, Load: 23 MVA, and
Generation: 3 MVA. The width of each line represents the relative real power flow magnitude. Edges
with reverse flow are marked in red. The size of each node represents the relative magnitude of real
load/injection. Injection nodes are identified with green. The fourth feeder is a real feeder from the
data set with the same |N |, Load, and Generation. The real feeder is identified in Appendix A.3.
2.4 Feeder Generation Results
2.4.1 Individual Inspection
A visual test of the algorithm is done by using data from one of the real feeders
to generate some samples. Figure 2.4.1 shows three generated samples as well as the
real feeder from the dataset. As a fun exercise, the reader is encouraged to try and
pick out the real feeder before inspecting the solution provided in Appendix A.3.
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Figure 2.4.2: Procedure used to generate ensemble of synthetic samples.
2.4.2 Ensemble Testing
In addition to visual comparison of individual samples, 427 synthetic samples are
generated to observe the cumulative statistics. Input parameters to the algorithm are
drawn from a three dimensional Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) for the data vector
(|N |, Load, Generation). The input variables should therefore, be similar to the
dataset. Figure 2.4.2 shows a flow chart for the process used to create the ensemble
of synthetic feeders. The scatter plots and KDE slices shown in the figure are from
the real data, and reveal that in fact the inputs are similarly distributed.
Using the cumulative dataset, the distributions identified in Section 2.2 can be
evaluated. The distributions introduced in Section 2.2.7, which are not considered
in the synthesis process, are also assessed to further evaluate the realism of the syn-
thetic feeders’ behavior. These are found to naturally emerge with the same trends
observed in the data, further validating the algorithm’s ability to synthesize realistic
distribution system feeders. The emergence of statistical behavior for edge and node
properties is, in fact, the main validation of the work.
Figure 2.4.3 shows the various distributions from the synthetic data along with
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Table 2.3: KL-Divergences Results Comparison
Real Cumulative Synthetic
Property Distribution DKL Samples
Hop Distance Negative Binomial 0.0173 0.0101
No-Load
Fraction Beta 0.0014 0.0242
Hop Distance Bimodal Poisson 0.0755 0.0233
Power Injection
Fraction Beta 0.0620 0.2968
Hop Distance Bimodal Normal 0.1706 0.4240
Deviation From Uniform Normal 0.0459 0.2031
Load Deviation From Uniform tLocationScale 0.0008 0.1329
Degree Distribution Bimodal Gamma 0.0211 0.0147
Iest` /I
nom
` Exponential 0.0098 0.0102
Cable Length Modified Cauchy 0.0247 0.0108
Downstream Power Generalized Pareto 0.0111 0.0243
Voltage Drop Generalize Pareto 0.0917 0.0216
the original functions fit to the real data. Visual inspection suggests fairly good
matches, including for the emergent downstream power, Figure 2.4.3f, and the voltage
drop, Figure 2.4.3g, distributions. The KL-Divergence for each sample is reported in
Table 2.3, where relatively low values further support a good match.
2.4.3 Overload Testing
Next, the effect of inputs on output statistics is considered. A second set of feeders
is created from the same input data, except that the load is doubled. Two illuminating
results are shown in Figure 2.4.4. Because the input vectors are further separated from
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Figure 2.4.3: Results from the generated synthetic samples using procedure in Figure 2.4.2.
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Figure 2.4.4: As the input vectors to the algorithm are more distant from those seen in the dataset,
certain properties begin to diverge from the expected trend. Numerically DKL increases: 0.21 for
Iest` /I
nom
` instead of 0.01 with the original inputs, and 0.13 instead of 0.02 for voltage drop.
the actual data, the ensemble contains a larger concentration of extreme cases. As a
result, some emergent distributions diverge more strongly from their expected trend.
If the load on a given feeder were to double, more heavily loaded conductors and larger
voltage drops would be expected, exactly as seen in Figure 2.4.4, where the data lies
further above the expected trend line than in Figure 2.4.3. Correspondingly, the KL-
divergence between the empirical distribution and expected trends has increased by
roughly an order of magnitude.
2.5 Combining Feeders
This section addresses the question of how the radial feeders created up to this
point can be joined to form full distribution systems.
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2.5.1 Feeder Allocation
Feeder allocation refers to assigning feeder groups to an HV source bus. Fig-
ure 2.5.1c shows that there are either 1, 2, or 3 feeders connected to a given source.
This is consistent with [Short(2014), Table 1.2] that lists 2 as a common value of
transformers per substation. Figure 2.5.1 also shows that the Rayleigh distribution
is a reasonable fit at both the 1 and 2 feeder levels, to the total power delivered by
the HV bus. The Rayleigh distributions is,
f(x;µ, σ) =
x− µ
σ2
e−(x−µ)
2/(2σ2) (2.5.1)
where µ ∈ R and σ > 0. Note that normally µ is not a parameter of the distribution
and it is taken as 0.
Algorithm 8 describes how feeder allocation is done on a set of feeders P . The
size of the group, M , is drawn from the empirical distribution in Figure 2.5.1c. Then
the desired power, C, is sampled from the corresponding Rayleigh distribution, where
the parameters for M = 1, 2 are known (cf. Figure 2.5.1), and those for M = 3 are
linearly extrapolated. The set of remaining feeders and inputs C, M are passed to the
optimization problem in (2.5.2), which selects the optimal feeder group. The process
is repeated until there are no feeders left unallocated. The optimization performed
in Algorithm 8 simply tries to pick the combination of M feeders, with total load Pi,
whose power consumption most closely matches C:
Minimize
t,u
t (2.5.2a)
Subject to
∑
i
ui = M (2.5.2b)
t+
∑
i
Piui ≥ C, t−
∑
i
Piui ≥ −C (2.5.2c)
t ≥ 0, ui ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ P (2.5.2d)
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(a) Sources with 1 feeder (b) Sources with 2 feeder (c) Feeders Per Source
Figure 2.5.1: Grouping Statistics for Feeders.
Algorithm 8 Feeder Allocation
1: procedure Feeder Allocation(P)
2: repeat
3: M ← {1, 2, 3} Sampled from empirical distribution
4: C ← Rayleigh(µM , σM )
5: g ← Group of M feeders from P as returned by optimization in (2.5.2)
6: P ← P \ g
7: until P = ∅
8: end procedure
2.5.2 Adding Normally Open Branches
The task remaining for completing the system topology is to add Normally Open
Branches (NOB). In doing so, the following quantities are considered:
1. Hhop hop distance assortativity: the two dimensional distribution of the hop
distance for end nodes of NOBs. For example, there would be a +1 added to
Hhop5,5 for every NOB where both end nodes have a distance of 5 hops to the
source node.
2. Hdeg degree assortativity: the two dimensional distribution of the node degree
for end nodes of NOBs. For example, there would be a +1 added to Hdeg1,1
for every NOB where both end nodes have node degree 1 in their feeder. It
is important to note that the degree is now treated as a fixed number, i.e.,
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attaching an NOB to a branch does not increase its degree.
3. Hf fraction of NOBs that are intra-feeder, i.e., both end nodes belong to the
same feeder. That is Hf = NNOB intra-feeder/Ntotal NOB.
4. Hs fraction of NOBs that share the same source. These can be nodes on the
same feeder or nodes on feeders grouped by Algorithm 8.
5. Hfrac average ratio of normally open to normally closed branches per feeder.
This problem greatly suffers from dimensionality, since it contains roughly |N |2 /2
binary variables, where |N | is the total number of nodes in the system8. Considering
the Netherlands dataset with |N | ≈ 20× 103, that is around 200 million binary
variables. To combat the dimensionality, the problem is split into parts. First intra-
feeder NOBs are added and then inter-feeder ones, where in the inter-feeder step only
a small subset of “neighbor” feeders is considered.
2.5.2.1 Intra Feeder Normally Open Branches
For each feeder, the set of possible NOBs is constricted to connecting nodes that are
not at hop 0 or 1, and whose upstream branch has the same nominal current. The
nominal current requirement comes from observations in the data, as well as some
basic engineering judgment. Open branches are there to allow for reconfiguration,
therefore, they are likely to handle load similar to the edges they are incident upon.
The optimal selection from set u of all possible NOBs, is made based on optimiza-
tion problem (2.5.4). If entry ui,j = 1 then an NOB exists between nodes i and j.
Note that u is symmetric, and therefore only the upper triangular part is considered.
8The exact number is |N | (|N | − 1)/2− (|N | − 1), for the total number of edges in a complete
graph minus the closed branches in the tree.
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The fraction of desired intra-feeder edges to closed branches is Hfrac×Hf . Therefore,
the number of NOBs to add, Nf , for a given feeder with |L | closed edges is,
Nf = |L | ×Hfrac ×Hf . (2.5.3)
The optimization in (2.5.4) attempts to match the hop and degree distributions
on an entry by entry basis through constraints (2.5.5c) and (2.5.4d), while getting as
close to the desired number of NOBs through constraint (2.5.4e). Constraint (2.5.4b)
only allows one NOB edge to be incident on any given node. Finally, weights are
available in vector w to allow more or less influence to the different requirements.
The complete formulation is:
Minimize
t,u
wT t (2.5.4a)
Subect to
∑
j
ui,j ≤ 1 ∀i (2.5.4b)
thop +
1
Nf
∑
hi′=i
hj′=j
ui′,j′ ≥ Hhopi,j , thop −
1
Nf
∑
hi′=i
hj′=j
ui′,j′ ≥ −Hhopi,j ∀i, j (2.5.4c)
tdeg +
1
Nf
∑
di′=i
dj′=j
ui′,j′ ≥ Hdegi,j , tdeg −
1
Nf
∑
di′=i
dj′=j
ui′,j′ ≥ −Hdegi,j ∀i, j (2.5.4d)
tN +
∑
u ≥ Nf , tN −
∑
u ≥ −Nf (2.5.4e)
thop, tdeg, tN ≥ 0, ui,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j (2.5.4f)
where t = [thop tdeg tN ]
T .
2.5.2.2 Inter Feeder Normally Open Branches
To complete the NOB assignment, branches are added between feeders. For a given
feeder with |L | closed branches and the previously defined quantities, the following
values can be calculated:
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Ntot = |L | ×Hfrac Total number of desired NOBs
Ns = Hs ×Ntot Number of NOBs with the same source
Nf = Hf ×Ntot Number of NOBs on the same feeder
Nsame = Ns −Nf Number of NOBs with same source but different feeder
Ndiff = Ntot −Ns Number of NOBs with different sources
N+ = Nsame +Ndiff Number of new NOBs to add
For the inter-feeder problem the potential edges that qualify need to have exactly
one node in the feeder under consideration, the hop distance must be greater than one,
and the upstream nominal current must be the same for both end nodes, much like in
the intra-feeder problem. Additionally, only feeders that are ±Dmax are considered,
which refers to the difference between id numbers assigned to the feeders. The value
Dmax = 4 is chosen, which means that if feeder 10 is considered, the only nodes in the
feasible set are on feeders 6 through 14. Feeder distance is calculated with a modulus
so that the highest numbered feeder is considered one away from feeder 0. The sets
of edges connecting a given feeder to feeders that are distance n away is denoted with
ηn . For example, the NOB connecting node i on feeder 4 and node j on feeder 6 is
in set η2: (i, j) ∈ η2, indicating that it connects two feeders a distance of 2 apart.
Optimization problem (2.5.5) selects the NOBs out of set u to connect feeders
to one another. Constraints (2.5.5c), (2.5.5d), and (2.5.5b) work exactly the same
way in this optimization problem as in the inter-feeder one. Constraints (2.5.5e) and
(2.5.5f) do the same thing as (2.5.4e) except that the summation is partitioned in two.
Function b(n) returns the source node for node n. Finally, the sum of added NOBs
to feeders at different distances is added to objective along with weights c, allowing
some control on how these connections are handled. The complete formulation is,
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Minimize
t,u
wT t+
Dmax∑
n=1
cn ∑
(i,j)∈ηn
ui,j
 (2.5.5a)
Subect to
∑
j
ui,j ≤ 1 ∀i (2.5.5b)
thop +
1
N+
∑
hi′=i
hj′=j
ui′,j′ ≥ Hhopi,j , thop −
1
N+
∑
hi′=i
hj′=j
ui′,j′ ≥ −Hhopi,j ∀i, j (2.5.5c)
tdeg +
1
N+
∑
di′=i
dj′=j
ui′,j′ ≥ Hdegi,j , tdeg −
1
N+
∑
di′=i
dj′=j
ui′,j′ ≥ −Hdegi,j ∀i, j (2.5.5d)
tsame +
∑
b(i)=b(j)
ui,j ≥ Nsame, tsame −
∑
b(i)=b(j)
ui,j ≥ −Nsame (2.5.5e)
tdiff +
∑
b(i)6=b(j)
ui,j ≥ Ndiff, tdiff −
∑
b(i)6=b(j)
ui,j ≥ −Ndiff (2.5.5f)
thop, tdeg, tsame, tdiff ≥ 0, ui,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j (2.5.5g)
where t = [thop tdeg tsame tdiff]
T .
2.5.3 Results
The above procedures were applied to the feeders generated in Section 2.4. Ta-
ble 2.4 shows a comparison of the input data described in Section 2.5.2 for the real
data and the resulting synthetic system. The results demonstrate that from the
perspective of these metrics a valid, large scale, distribution system is created.
2.6 Related Publications
The radial feeder algorithm was published in [Schweitzer et al.(2017a)]. An im-
plementation, called synfeeder, is freely accessible on GitHub at: https://github.
com/eranschweitzer/synfeeder, where a conversion function to the Matpower
format is also available. An earlier incarnation focusing on topology was published
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in [Schweitzer et al.(2015)], but is mainly related in that statistics from the Nether-
lands system were used, as the actual algorithm differs greatly. The work on combin-
ing feeders was published in an internal technical report for the Flexible Elektrische
Netze Consortium [Schweitzer and Monti(2017)].
Table 2.4: Real vs. Synthetic Statistics for Connecting Feeders
Feature Real Synthetic
Hf 77% 77%
Hs 84% 83%
Average Hfrac 10% 15%
NOB node degree
assortativity
NOB hop
assortativity
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CHAPTER 3
TRANSMISSION CASES
Where the previous chapter considered radial distribution systems, attention is turned
in this chapter to meshed transmission systems. Analysis is first presented in Sec-
tion 3.1, that demonstrates the origin of a few properties, used to assess realism. The
difference between operational and topological tests is stressed. Section 3.2 shows an
example of how topological features can influence operational ones, and thus helps
justify the selection of validation tests from Section 3.1.
The focus of the remaining sections is the automated generation of transmission
cases by placing load, generation, and conductor properties on a topology. Sec-
tions 3.3 and 3.4 describe the basic problem formulation as a Mixed Integer Linear
Program (MILP) and some tools used decompose the problem and make it more solv-
able. Section 3.5 provides results, which also highlight further modeling challenges.
These are tackled in Section 3.6, which is a completely non-MILP solution to the
original problem posed in Section 3.3.
3.1 Analysis
An important element of creating synthetic cases, is determining ways in which to
validate them. As a first step, real data must be analyzed to extract various rules and
relationships that can then be tested for in the synthetic data. The data analyzed in
this section and the next comes mainly from The Federal Energy Regulatory Commis-
sion (FERC) through a freedom of information request, and comprises the three U.S.
interconnects: the Eastern Interconnect (EI), the Western Electricity Coordinating
Council (WECC), and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT). Additional
data, used mainly in sections 3.3 and beyond comes from publicly available cases in
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the Matpower software [Zimmerman et al.(2011)].
There is an endless number of possible metrics to consider in the analysis of power
system cases. Many of the metrics developed for the ARPA-E Grid Data project
[ARPA-E Grid Data(2017)], of which this work is a part, are published in [Birchfield
et al.(2017a)]. Two new features, not often considered, are discussed in the following.
Additionally, a new divergence measure, the Hellinger distance [Hellinger(1909)],
DH(p||q) =
√√√√√1− ∞∫
−∞
√
p(x)q(x) dx, (3.1.1)
is used to assess similarity between distributions, along with the KL-distance intro-
duced in Section 2.1.3. The Helligner distance is shown in [Comaniciu et al.(2003)]
to obey the triangle inequality, which is an attractive property. Another benefit of
using the Hellinger distance, is that it relates to the total variation distance, δ(p, q)
as:
D2H(p, q) ≤ δ(p, q) ≤
√
2DH(p, q). (3.1.2)
Therefore, the Hellinger distance provides a bound on how far the two distributions
could differ from each other at any given point. For all DH(p, q) < 1/
√
2 this gives
a non-trivial upper bound on the most extreme error between an estimate q and the
empirical distribution p.
3.1.1 Traditional Topological Studies
There have been many studies into the topology of the electric grid. These tend to
focus on three topological metrics: the node degree distribution, average path length,
and the clustering coefficient. The degree distribution is generally distinguished by
its tail. Small-world models as in [Watts and Strogatz(1998)], exhibit exponential
tails, while the preferential attachment model in [Baraba´si and Albert(1999)] has
power-law tails.
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Exponential tail are also found in Erdo˝s Re´nyi (ER) random graphs [Erdo˝s and
Re´nyi(1959)], with average path length similar to power systems. However, the
clustering coefficient1 is greater in power systems compared to ER graphs [Wang
et al.(2010a)]. The relationship between the clustering coefficient and triangles, which
are the smallest possible cycle, is the motivation behind the following study of the
cycle distribution.
3.1.2 Cycle Distribution
Cycles offer a way to describe the meshed structure of the system. They also relate
directly to classic circuit mesh analysis. In fact, Kirchhoff’s work [Kirchhoff(1847)]
used fundamental cycle bases for the application of his famous voltage law. Cycle
bases are however, non-unique, so to obtain a better level of consistency, minimum
cycle bases are used in the following analysis, which are calculated using the algorithm
in [Berger et al.(2004)].
A minimum cycle basis is one where the sum of the weights of all cycles is min-
imum. When unit weight is assigned to each edge, this translates to meaning that
it is the collection of the smallest cycles that form a basis for the graph. While this
collection is also non-unique, its distribution is. A cycle distribution is a count of how
many cycles of each size form the basis of the graph. For the distribution to change,
the count between different cycle sizes must change, which means that some cycle is
broken into smaller constituent parts. This, however, contradicts the definition of a
minimum cycle distribution, and explains why the distribution is unique even if the
1The clustering coefficient has two different but very similar definitions. In one form [New-
man(2003), pp. 183–184] it gives the probability that a path of length 2 will form a triangle. In
the other, popularized by [Watts and Strogatz(1998)] a local ratio of neighbors who are themselves
connected is calculated, and then averaged over the whole network.
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Figure 3.1.1: Minimum cycle distributions for topology graphs. The corresponding Negative Bino-
mial fit is shown in a line with matching color.
Table 3.1: Negative Binomial Fit Parameters and Divergence Measures to Cycle Distribution
p n DKL DH
EI 0.27 1.60 0.02 0.08
WECC 0.27 1.32 0.01 0.05
ERCOT 0.26 1.76 0.04 0.11
cycles making it up can be selected in different ways.
The distribution of minimum cycles is found to fit the Negative Binomial distri-
bution (2.2.1) nicely, as seen in Figure 3.1.1. Note that letting x˜ denote cycle size,
(2.2.1) is evaluated at x = x˜− 3, i.e, cycles with three edges map to the integer zero,
since no cycles are smaller than 3, yet the Negative Binomial distribution domain
starts at zero. Table 3.1 shows that the Negative Binomial parameters are tightly
clustered for the three interconnect cases.
3.1.3 Surge Impedance Loading
While topological tests can indicate potential structural issues with synthetic sam-
ples, operational criteria are of most interest for researchers who will be using syn-
thetic cases. In an attempt to link system structure to its operation in terms of power
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Figure 3.1.2: Fraction of SIL loading, Ls, distributions for two voltage ranges. Exponential fit lines
are plotted with corresponding colors.
flow, line loading is considered as a fraction of its Surge Impedance Loading (SIL).
SIL represents an impedance matched termination for a lossless line, in the sense that
there is no voltage drop when the line delivers its SIL [Glover et al.(2012)]. Defining
the ratio between actual loading and SIL as,
Ls =
Actual MVA flow
SIL MVA rating
, (3.1.3)
Ls is used to evaluate system loading. Figure 3.1.2 shows, for two different volt-
age ranges, that Ls roughly follows an exponential distribution (2.2.14). Values for
parameter µ and divergences are given in Table 3.2.
It is worth noting that µ ≈ 1 has some physical intuition, suggesting that lines
are on average loaded at their SIL rating. Since at SIL, the voltage profile is flat and
power systems operation attempt to maintain voltages close to 1 p.u., an average SIL
around one is quite logical.
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Table 3.2: Exponential Fit to Ls
80 < vnom < 200kV 200 < vnom < 400kV
Case µ DKL DH µ DKL DH
EI 1.08 0.02 0.08 1.04 0.04 0.11
WECC 0.85 0.02 0.07 0.88 0.06 0.13
ERCOT 1.23 0.04 0.11 0.63 0.05 0.13
3.2 Modifying cases
A natural question when dealing with validation is: what impact does property
x have? In other words, to justify why a particular property is used for validation,
it is helpful to at least provide some intuition as to its effect. To that end, the
relationship between the cycle and Ls distributions is investigated in this section.
The ACTIVSg2000 case [Birchfield et al.(2017b)] is used, since in its original form
it showed both a different cycle distribution, as well as a somewhat different Ls. A
comparison is made to the EROCT interconnect since the two cases roughly cover
the same geographic footprint.
3.2.1 Modifying Cycles
Considering that cycles imply parallel paths, an intuitive reasoning based on
Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) suggests a relationship between the cycle basis of
the power system graph and the resulting loading distribution. To test this hypothe-
sis, the ACTIVSg2000 case is rewired to target a cycle distribution more similar to the
ERCOT system. A simple greedy approach to achieve this is outlined in Figure 3.2.1.
Using the fit parameters in Table 3.1, Equation (2.2.1), and the total number of
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sizebreak ← arg max
cycle size
countactual > countdesired
sizecreate ← arg max
cycle size
countdesired > countactual
if :
- i > iteration limit
- maximum count error < threshold
collect set E of all edges in cycles
of the desired size to break
select {u, v} ∈ E
set E = E \ {{u, v}}
collect set V of nodes that are
sizecreate − 1 steps from u
select v′ ∈ V
set V = V \ {v′}
rewire {u, v} to {u, v′}
if :
- voltage base for u, v, and v′ is the same.
- u, v, and v′ in biconnected component.
- rewire maintains biconnected component.
- power flow solves after rewire
undo rewire
if V 6= ∅
update cycle basis
i← i + 1
- cycle basis
- desired distribution
- i = 1
End
False
True
FalseTrue
False
True
Figure 3.2.1: Flowchart describing how cases are rewired to target a specific cycle distribution
cycles2, the desired number of cycles at any size can be calculated. The procedure in
Figure 3.2.1 selects the cycle size that is most over represented in the current cycle
basis as the type of cycle to break (sizebreak), while the most under represented cycle
is the one to target (sizecreate). Edges participating in cycles of the appropriate size
to break are collected in a set E, and one by one, new neighbors are sought, until one
is found which fulfills the following requirements:
• The voltage basis of the new neighbors is the same (as it does not make sense
to rewire transformers).
• System biconnectivity is unaltered.
2The total number of cycles does not change since by Euler’s equation it is |L | − |N |+ 1 where
|L | is the number of edges, |N | the number of nodes, and 1 is the number of connected components.
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• A power flow solution exists.
Since the calculation of a minimum cycle basis is rather expensive, an update
algorithm is used, which is a modification of [Horton(1987)], in the main loop of
Figure 3.2.1. At the end of the procedure the full cycle distribution is calculated
again to catch any possible errors caused during successive updates3.
Figure 3.2.2 shows the minimum cycle distribution of the original and modified
ACTIVSg2000 cases, as well as the original ERCOT case for reference. It is visually
clear, that the desired change is achieved. Numerically, the change is evaluated by
considering the KL-divergence between the empirical distribution and the desired
Negative Binomial distribution parametrized by the ERCOT values in Table 3.1.
The empirical distribution simply refers to the histogram of the data, which could
have bins with no associated weight. This differs from the chosen Negative Binomial
model, which will map any value in its domain to an associated weight, irrespective of
the underlying data used to initially fit the model. For example, there might not be
cycles of size 52 in the dataset, but (2.2.1) can certainly be evaluated at x = 52− 3.
The following notation is used:
• pi refers to the empirical cycle distribution for case i. Whether the original or
modified case is intended is indicated either with a superscript or elsewhere.
• qi refers to the Negative Binomial distribution with parameters for case i. For
ERCOT the parameters are given in Tabe 3.1. For ACTIVSg2000 they are
p = 0.73 and n = 12.66.
Using this convention, the change in KL-divergence values is tabulated in Table 3.3.
The numbers strongly support the visual from Figure 3.2.2 that the cycle distribution
3It is experimentally found that the update does not perform perfectly. However, the error, on
the order of 0.1%, is minimal.
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Figure 3.2.2: Cycle distribution for the ACTIVSg2000 case before and after modification. The
targeted ERCOT case is also shown for reference.
Table 3.3: KL-Divergence of ACTIVSg2000 Cycle Distribution
original case modified case
DKL(pACTIVSg2000|qERCOT) 0.2050 0.0157
DKL(pACTIVSg2000|qACTIVSg2000) 0.0240 0.2316
for the modified ACTIVSg2000 case closely matches that of the original ERCOT case,
and furthermore, no longer matches the original ACTIVSg2000 case.
3.2.2 Effects On Operations
Having established the desired structural change, attention is turned to how sys-
tem loading is (or is not) impacted. A simple Unit Commitment (UC) determines
an economically optimal dispatch for both the original and modified cases, followed
by an AC OPF solved using Matpower [Zimmerman et al.(2011)], which also ac-
counts for losses, voltage deviations, etc., that are not captured by the DC model used
for UC. Line limits are neglected in the OPF since they are not considered during
topology manipulation, and could therefore introduce infeasibility that is merely an
artifact of the modification algorithm. As all cases are handled in the same manner,
the comparison is still fair and considers two identical cases but for a topological
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Figure 3.2.3: Distribution of Ls for ACTIVSg2000 case before and after modification. The ERCOT
case is also shown for reference.
manipulation. Once the operating point for both cases is established, statistics can
be compared.
Figure 3.2.3 shows the distribution of Ls for the original and modified ACTIVSg2000
cases. One can see that the peak of the distribution shifts in a desirable direction,
where desirable means more similar to the ERCOT case, although the change is ad-
mittedly not very significant. Table 3.4, however, provide further evidence to the
changes. First, losses increase following the modification, which agrees with the si-
multaneously observed increase in average Ls. That loading in the system increase is
further supported by a slight increase in the average ∆θ between adjacent buses, sug-
gesting higher real power flows. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that Ls behaves more
like an Exponential distribution, which is seen by the decrease in the KL-divergence
between Ls and the Exponential distribution parametrized by the Maximum Likeli-
hood Estimator, which in the case of Exponential is simply the mean value, µLs .
The change also manifests itself in the cost to operate the system, which increases
slightly. In this particular case, further insight is possible since generator commitment
happens to be unaffected by the modification. Letting p¯ be the average of all the
Locational Marginal Prices (LMPs), C and l total cost and losses respectively, and
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Table 3.4: ACTIVSg2000 Operational Values
Quantity Original Modified Case
Cost [$] 1,220,002.12 1,222,871.83
Average LMP [$/MW] 19.62 19.70
Losses [MW] 1389.19 1539.84
Average Ls 1.5498 1.6050
Average ∆θ [degree] 1.50 1.63
DKL(Ls|Exp(µLs)) 0.1625 0.0979
using subscripts 0 and m for original and modified cases,
(Cm − C0)− p¯(lm − l0) = −$97.46. (3.2.1)
In words: the cost difference between the two scenarios is largely attributed to losses.
3.2.3 Interpretation
Each of the changes demonstrated is on its own rather small. However, the ac-
cumulation of all of these effects strongly suggest that altering the cycle distribution
did in fact change the operational behavior of the power system. Furthermore, this
change largely agrees with the initial hypothesis. The basic intuition that cycles im-
ply parallel current paths, suggests that a higher density of larger cycles means more
parallel paths, and therefore, reduces loading on any individual branch. Decreases in
losses, Ls, ∆θ, and cost, all support this hypothesis. Finally, as the cycle distribution
changed, the loading distribution, measured by Ls, also shifted. The results presented
are one rewiring example. Out of 25 additional runs, only two show a different be-
havior in terms of cost, one in terms of losses (coinciding with one of the two cost
cases), and none showed a different trend in terms of average Ls.
While the direction of change is clear, its magnitude is fairly small. This test shows
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Table 3.5: KL-Divergence of ERCOT Cycle Distribution
original case modified case
DKL(pERCOT|qACTIVSg2000) 0.5243 0.4224
DKL(pERCOT|qERCOT) 0.0584 0.0891
that the cycle distribution impacts the loading distribution, however, it is clearly one
of many marginal effects. In other words, it affects but does not determine. The
implication is that a correct cycle distribution is not sufficient for correct operation
statistics. Since only a marginal effect is considered, rather than the full joint dis-
tribution of all variables, a definitive claim of necessity is problematic to make. The
impact, however, is clear and therefore, if this feature is not matched others may have
to be adversely manipulated to achieve desirable operational behaviors.
3.2.4 A Reverse Experiment
In an effort to further strengthen the argument, another test is performed where
the ERCOT case is modified targeting the original ACTIVSg2000 case’s cycle distri-
bution. The results of the cycle modification are shown in Figure 3.2.4. While the
mode appears to visually move in the “right” direction, closer numerical evaluation
show this is far less successful a modification than Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Table 3.5
shows the KL-divergence for the original and modified cases similar to Table 3.3.
While the modified ERCOT case is more similar to the original ACTIVSg2000 case
it is still quite different. At the same time, the modified case remains closer, at
least in the KL-divergence sense, to the original ERCOT case than to the original
ACTIVSg2000 case.
With the caveat that the structural change is less successful, a similar and opposite
trend is still seen in the operational statistics. Table 3.6 shows that as the cycle
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Figure 3.2.4: Cycle distribution for the ERCOT case before and after modification. The targeted
original ACTIVSg2000 case is also shown for reference.
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Figure 3.2.5: Distribution of Ls for the ERCOT case before and after modification. The original
ACTIVSg2000 case is also shown for reference.
Table 3.6: ERCOT Operational Values
Quantity Original Modified Case
Cost [$] 1,740,845.88 1,739,953.28
Average LMP [$/MW] 20.15 20.12
Losses [MW] 1570.72 1412.80
Average Ls 1.2065 1.1422
Average ∆θ [degree] 2.42 2.41
DKL(Ls|Exp(µLs)) 0.0358 0.0278
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distribution is pushed towards something more like the original ACTIVSg2000 case
losses decrease, as does average Ls, and ∆θ. These changes similarly translate to a
decrease in the total cost, however, in this case the UC is altered and therefore, it
is no longer possible to attribute the change in cost directly to the losses. Since the
structural change is much smaller as previously discussed, the observed changes are
also smaller compared to those in Section 3.2.2. Still, the fact that the changes are
consistent with those in Section 3.2.2 further supports the hypothesis that structural
cycles impact the loading distribution in the system.
3.2.5 Results from Modified Algorithm
Following the observations discussed above, a tweak was made to the ACTIVS
algorithm [Birchfield et al.(2017b)] to address the cycles issue. A second 2000 bus
case on the ERCOT footprint was created, referred to here as ACTIVSg2000 v2. Fig-
ure 3.2.6a shows that the algorithm tweak in fact alters the cycle distribution to be
more similar to that observed in the ERCOT case. The fit parameters to the Negative
Binomial distribution are, p = 0.31, and n = 1.53, which are significantly closer to
the ERCOT values in Table 3.1.
Since there are many other elements involved in the generation of cases, conclu-
sions from a direct comparison are limited. For example, the original version has
around 10% more load, which obviously impacts the loading distribution. In fact the
average Ls in the new case is 0.9, significantly lower than either value in Table 3.4.
Nonetheless, figure 3.2.6b shows the Ls distribution has also changed and in a manner
similar to Figure 3.2.3, i.e., the peak shifting somewhat to the left. While the change
cannot be strictly attributed to the change in cycle distribution, the agreement with
the previous findings serve as further support for the hypothesis.
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Figure 3.2.6: Cycle and Ls distributions following a tweak to the ACTIVS algorithm to address the
cycle distribution.
3.3 Creating Synthetic Transmission Cases
Building on the observations for how topology impacts power flow results, a so-
lution is sought for forming power system cases from constituents parts to obtain
realistic operational behavior. The synthesis philosophy in this section is a bit differ-
ent from Chapter 2. Whereas for distribution the topology itself is synthesized based
on observed statistics, in the following, it is assumed that the topological work has
already been done in one way or another. Expressed in this manner, the problem
can be viewed as permuting input data onto a topology lattice, and is therefore often
called a placement problem in the following. This section presents a MILP solution
to the placement problem.
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Figure 3.3.1: Conceptual illustration of the placement problem. A map is sought from sets w` and
wn, via matrices Z and Π respectively, onto topology G(N ,L ).
3.3.1 Preliminaries
The topology of the power system is described as a graph, G(N ,L ), where N
and L are the bus and branch sets, respectively. Figure 3.3.1, illustrates the place-
ment problem: given an |N | size set wn of node properties (e.g. load or generation
limits) and an |L | size set, w`, of branch properties (e.g. line impedance or rating),
how should wn and w` be permuted when mapped onto N and L ?
No assumptions are placed explicitly on the inputs. Rather, the algorithm does
its best to create a well functioning system with those provided. The implicit as-
sumption, therefore, is that the inputs are “reasonable”. When the goal is realism,
this means that load samples, for example, should have a realistic distribution, or
that the topology is realistic. For a “what-if” question, however, samples with more
novel distributions could be supplied.
As posed, the tasks of obtaining data samples and creating a full power-flow case
are decoupled. The first order statistics encapsulated in wn, w`, as well as topolog-
ical features of G can be relatively easily extracted from already available cases, or
other data sources. Higher order statistics, capturing the interactions between these
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elements, are far more difficult, since samples are few. For example, there are |L |
admittance samples in a single case. However, that case provides only a single sample
of the Ybus matrix, describing how these admittances associate with each other. As
formulated the placement problem enables independent data collection, while higher
order statistics are addressed via optimization. Furthermore, the literature on ran-
dom graph generation for grid topologies, such as [Wang et al.(2010a)], can be directly
used without modification.
In the following, graph G comes either from a reference case or from a topology
generation algorithm (see Section 3.5.2). The load data is sampled from a KDE fit
to a reference case. Since the generation and branch data exhibit much heavier tails
[Schweitzer et al.(2018c)], they are sampled directly from a reference case histogram.
It should be stressed that samples could be generated in a myriad of ways, whose
appropriateness depends on the application at hand.
Even when a single reference case is used, as just described, multiple, distinct
synthetic test cases can be created. First of all, the sampling process for w` and
wn yields different inputs, even if the topology is fixed. Second, given the specified
Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) gap4, it is almost certain that the solution to the
problem formulated in Section 3.3.2 is not unique, and therefore, multiple solutions
may be found even if the exact same inputs are given. Finally, when the branch
permutations are solved for in an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) approach (introduced
in Section 3.4.3) the very structure of the algorithm yields a set of different, distinct,
solutions.
4The MIP gap measures the difference in objectives between the incumbent and integer-relaxed
solutions.
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3.3.1.1 Notation
When used as superscripts f and t are used as labels for the from and to ends of
branches, respectively. Otherwise, they are the functions as defined in the List of
Symbols. For nodal values such as θ, the difference over a branch ` is writen as:
θft(`) , θf(`) − θt(`). A set of indexes can be used as a subscript to refer to the subset
of variables by the same name with indexes in the set.
The |L | × |L | matrix permuting w` is Z, and the |N | × |N | one permuting
wn is Π. S, P , and Q are used for apparent, real, and reactive power respectively.
Superscripts d and g stand for demand and generation, while f and t are used to
indicate branch flows. When used as variables, i, v, and y = g+ jb indicate currents,
voltages, and admittances respectively. The variable u is used for ln(v) and therefore
does not represent the step-function as previously.
3.3.1.2 Full Variable Linearized Power Flow
In order to formulate the problem as a MILP, a Linear Power Flow (LPF) formulation
that can be embedded in an OPF is required. The chosen LPF is introduced here
briefly, noting that a similar approach was recently published in [Li et al.(2017)].
Starting from a generic, two port branch model,If`
I t`
 =
yff yft
ytf ytt

Vf(`)
Vt(`)
 , (3.3.1)
the complex power at the from end of a branch is:(
Sf`
)∗
= v2fy
ff
` + V
∗
f Vty
ft. (3.3.2)
Noting that |V | = v = eln(v), and letting u = ln(v),(
Sf`
)∗
e-uf(`) = yff` e
uf(`) + yfteut(`)−jθft(`) . (3.3.3)
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Expanding the exponentials on the right about zero,
(
Sf`
)∗
e-uf(`) ≈ yff (1 + uf(`)) + yft(1 + ut(`))(1− jθft(`) − φ`), (3.3.4)
where φ` = θ
2
ft(`)/2, the second order term in the expansion of e
jθft(`) . Multiplying
through, neglecting further second-order terms, and setting e-u ≈ 1 on the left:
(
Sf`
)∗
≈ yff (1 + uf(`)) + yft(1− φ` + ut(`))− jyftθft(`). (3.3.5)
Treatment of St` is identical.
There is a good deal of literature about different linearizations of the OPF, see
[Yang et al.(2017)] for a comparison of some methods. While the placement problem is
embedded inside an OPF formulation, the desired output is not the typical generation
dispatch, but the permutation matrices Z and Π. The particular choice of LPF here
is due to familiarity with it from working with power flow (not OPF) linearizations,
where it showed good behavior, as also reported in [Li et al.(2017)]. Whether and
how a linearization choice impacts the final placement is an interesting question for
future research, but beyond the scope of this work.
3.3.2 Formulation
This section describes how Z and Π are embedded in a linearized OPF to form
a MILP for solving the placement problem. Each subsection describes a set of con-
straints that are gathered together for the final formulation.
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3.3.2.1 Nodal balance constraints
Energy balance due to KCL is enforced at each node via,
P gn − P dn −
∑
`∈t-1(n)
P t` −
∑
`∈f-1(n)
P f` = 0 ∀n ∈ N (3.3.6a)
Qgn −Qdn −
∑
`∈t-1(n)
Qt` −
∑
`∈f-1(n)
Qf` = 0 ∀n ∈ N , (3.3.6b)
where all P s and Qs are variables.
3.3.2.2 Linearized Branch Flows
Branch permutation matrix Z is embedded into the LPF formulation (3.3.5), along
with line limits r by,
−
∑
˜`∈L
Z`,˜`r˜`≤ P f,t` , Qf,t` ≤
∑
˜`∈L
Z`,˜`r˜` ∀` ∈ L (3.3.7a)
−(1− Z`˜`)MP f ≤ P f` − gff˜` (1 + uf(`))− gft˜` (1− φ` + ut(`))
−bft˜` θft(`) ≤ (1− Z`˜`)MP f ∀`, ˜`∈ L (3.3.7b)
−(1− Z`˜`)MQf ≤ Qf` + bff˜` (1 + uf(`)) + bft˜` (1− φ` + ut(`))
−gft˜` θft(`) ≤ (1− Z`˜`)MQf ∀`, ˜`∈ L (3.3.7c)
−(1− Z`˜`)MP t ≤ P t` − gtt˜` (1 + ut(`))− gtf˜` (1− φ` + uf(`))
+btf˜` θft(`) ≤ (1− Z`˜`)MP t ∀`, ˜`∈ L (3.3.7d)
−(1− Z`˜`)MQt ≤ Qt` + btt˜` (1 + ut(`)) + btf˜` (1− φ` + uf(`))
+gtf˜` θft(`) ≤ (1− Z`˜`)MQt ∀`, ˜`∈ L . (3.3.7e)
In (3.3.7a), Z permutes r to affect the appropriate branch5. In (3.3.7b)–(3.3.7e), g
and b are the real and imaginary parts of y, and each equality constraint is split into
5Since ratings are in S =
√
P 2 +Q2, which is non linear, another approximation is required. As
a conservative measure, the actual rating is scaled by 1/
√
2. This way, even if both P and Q flows
are at the limit, flow S should not be in violation.
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two disjunctive constraints utilizing big multiplier, M6. Term (1 − Z`˜`)M ensures
constraints are only active if Z`,˜` = 1.
3.3.2.3 Node Permutation
Bus permutation Π is embedded into the OPF formulation via variables P g, P d, Qg,
and Qd, which are assigned or constrained by permuting properties in wn (indicated
with a tilde) by Π:
P dn =
∑
n˜∈N
Πnn˜P˜
d
n˜ , Q
d
n =
∑
n˜∈N
Πnn˜Q˜
d
n˜ ∀n ∈ N (3.3.8a)∑
n˜∈N
Πnn˜P˜
min
n˜ ≤ P gn ≤
∑
n˜∈N
Πnn˜P˜
max
n˜ ∀n ∈ N (3.3.8b)∑
n˜∈N
Πnn˜Q˜
min
n˜ ≤ Qgn ≤
∑
n˜∈N
Πnn˜Q˜
max
n˜ ∀n ∈ N . (3.3.8c)
Superscripts ‘min’ and ‘max’ indicate respective generator limits. For example, if
Πnk = 1, constraint (3.3.8b) forces P
g
n to lie between limits P˜
min
k and P˜
max
k .
3.3.2.4 Variable Limits
Typical OPF limits are enforced by,
−∆θmax ≤ θft(`) ≤ ∆θmax ∀` ∈ L (3.3.9a)
umin ≤ un ≤ umax ∀n ∈ N , (3.3.9b)
where ∆θmax is the maximum angle between adjacent buses. Note that voltage limits
are mapped to u’s logarithmic domain.
6For more on how an appropriate size for the various M can be determined, see Appendix B.1.
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3.3.2.5 Binary Permutation Matrices
The definition of Z and Π as permutation matrices is enforced by,∑
n˜∈N
Πnn˜ = 1,
∑
n˜∈N
Πn˜n = 1 ∀n ∈ N (3.3.10a)
∑
˜`∈L
Z`˜` = 1,
∑
˜`∈L
Z ˜`` = 1 ∀` ∈ L (3.3.10b)
Πnn˜ ∈ {0, 1} ∀n, n˜ ∈ N , Z`˜` ∈ {0, 1} ∀`, ˜`∈ L . (3.3.10c)
Namely, each must be doubly stochastic and binary valued.
3.3.2.6 Minimum losses
For added realism, a minimum loss fraction, Ωmin is forced on the system,∑
n∈N
P gn ≥
∑
n∈N
P dn
1
1− Ωmin . (3.3.11)
For example, [Wong(2011)] gives Ωmin between 4–8% in California, while [National
Grid(2017)] reports losses in England’s National Grid to be around 1.5%. Variable
φ introduced in 3.3.1.2 plays an important role in modeling losses, as an additional
real term in (3.3.5). Capturing φ’s quadratic behavior is addressed next.
3.3.2.7 Polyhedral relaxation
Quadratic behavior in angle difference is modeled via a polyhedral relaxation, much
like in [Coffrin and Van Hentenryck(2014)]. This is done by adding h+ 1 constraints,
tangential to the quadratic curve, at points spaced d apart over [−∆θmax,∆θmax]:
φ` ≥ −(−∆θmax + td)
2
2
+ (−∆θmax + td)θft(`) ∀t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , h},∀` ∈ L . (3.3.12)
Figure 3.3.2 illustrates this geometrically for ∆θmax = 40
◦, h = 4, and d = 2∆θmax/h =
20◦. In the implementation that follows, h is determined by specifying maximum error
 = θ2ft(`)/2− φ`, and solving for h: h = d∆θmax/
√
e7.
7See Appendix B.2 for a derivation.
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Figure 3.3.2: Polyhedral relaxation of second order term in θft(`) expansion.
As noted in [Coffrin and Van Hentenryck(2014)] and [Akinbode and Hedman(2013)],
this sort of piecewise linear relaxation can lead to fictitious losses when negative LMPs
arise in the system. This problem is commonly circumvented in literature by includ-
ing binary variables to force selection of the correct linear segment [Akinbode and
Hedman(2013), Zhang et al.(2013), Fortenbacher and Demiray(2017)]. The present
concern, however, is not a perfectly accurate OPF solution, but reasonable permuta-
tion matrices Z and Π. The OPF is only a means to reach desirable Z and Π solutions,
of which there are many. Therefore, a few fictitious losses are not detrimental to the
objective, and accepted as added error in the solution rather than further increase the
computational burden with more binaries. Finally, there are other ways of modeling
losses, such as “loss factors” [Yang et al.(2018b)]. These, however, require generator
distribution factors, which would also have to be permuted with matrix Π. This
modeling choice is thus not suitable for this particular formulation.
3.3.2.8 Reactive Flow Magnitude
During initial trials, the reactive flows in the generated synthetic cases were unsatis-
factorily large. Reactive planning in general, is addressed in a post processing step
discussed in Section 3.4.5. However, to encourage the solution to already have smaller
magnitude flows variables qf` ≥ 0 and qt` ≥ 0 are first used to capture the magnitude
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of reactive power flow on line `:
qf` +Q
f
` ≥ 0, qt` +Qt` ≥ 0 ∀` ∈ L (3.3.13a)
qf` −Qf` ≥ 0, qt` −Qt` ≥ 0 ∀` ∈ L (3.3.13b)
Adding variables qf and qt to the objective function encourages the optimization
problem to find a solution with small reactive flow magnitudes. Minimizing reactive
flows makes sense from an engineering perspective as well. Reactive power is generally
considered a local property and should therefore be provided close to where it is
consumed.
3.3.2.9 Problem Statement
Unlike many OPF formulations, the objective function primarily minimizes losses
by assuming uniform cost, namely unity, for all generators. This decision and some
of its ramifications are further discussed in Section 3.5.3. Variable φ must also be
minimized to force it to lie on the piecewise linear approximation to the parabola
described by (3.3.12). Finally, as mentioned in the previous section, to minimize
reactive flow magnitudes, qf and qt are also added to the objective. Letting,
x =
{
Z,Π, θ, u, P g, Qg, P f , Qf , P t, Qt, qf , qt, φ
}
, (3.3.14)
the objective function is,
J(x) =
∑
n∈N
P gn +
∑
`∈L
(
φ` + q
f
` + q
t
`
)
, (3.3.15)
and the placement problem is formulated as:
Minimize
x
J(x)
Subject to constraints (3.3.6) to (3.3.13).
(3.3.16)
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Table 3.7: Divergence Between Real and Synthetic 118 Bus Cases
Quantity DH
θft(`) [
◦] 0.3106
P f` [MW] 0.3963
Qf` [MVAr] 0.2517
|Sf` | [MVA] 0.2893
3.3.3 Initial Results
The IEEE 118 bus system, as available in Matpower [Zimmerman et al.(2011)],
is used for a proof-of-concept test. Minimum losses are set to match the case with
Ωmin = 3%. Voltage limits vmin = 0.9, and vmax = 1.05 are also taken directly from
the reference data. Angle limits are chosen to be ∆θmax = 40
◦, and for the polyhedral
constraint  = 0.001⇒ h = 23. Similar to Section 3.1, the Hellinger distance (3.1.1),
as well as the empirical quantile function, are used to assess how distributions p and
q match each another8. Note that these are distributions for a single snapshot, there
is no consideration of time-series data.
Figure 3.3.3 shows both pdfs and quantile functions of several properties for the
synthetic case, created by solving (3.3.16), and the original 118-bus reference case.
Visually, the distributions appear well matched. Table 3.7 reports the corresponding
DH values. Considering the small size of L , the statistics are likely to be noisy,
and therefore the values seem satisfactory. Improved values on a larger system in
subsequent Section 3.5.1 further support this claim.
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Figure 3.3.3: Comparison of solving (3.3.16) to original IEEE 118-bus case.
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Figure 3.4.1: Relationship between topology and number of binary variables. For typical power
systems, the number of binaries cross half a million around |N | = 400.
3.4 Scaling Up
While the 118 bus case provides a proof-of-concept, the real value of automating
test case creation will come from making a larger number of large cases available.
With increased size, statistics become more meaningful, and testing on an ensemble
of cases can offer new insights.
A node’s degree describes how many branches are connected to it, and the average
nodal degree, k¯, is the average of this quantity over all nodes in N . There are
(k¯/2)×|N | edges in a graph with average nodal degree k¯, and |N | nodes. The total
number of binary variables is therefore, (1+ k¯2/4) |N |2. Quadratic growth of binaries
causes (3.3.16) to scale quite poorly. Figure 3.4.1 shows how the number of binary
variables grows with N for typical power systems k¯. Power system values of k¯ range
between 2 and 4, meaning that around 400 buses the problem crosses the half million
binaries mark. Since MILP problems with millions of binaries are still too difficult to
solve, decomposition becomes necessary.
8 Since both p and q are empirical distributions the Hellinger distance is better defined. DKL is
not defined for q(x) = 0, where DH is.
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3.4.1 Separation Into Zones
A spectral decomposition using the graph Laplacian Fiedler vector [Fiedler(1975)]
is used to partition the system into a set of zones, H , as shown in Algorithm 9. All
Algorithm 9 does is split graphs into two parts based on the sign of the Fiedler vector
elements, which according to [Mohar(1992)] has been shown to be a good heuristic
for partitioning graphs with small interference, i.e., few edges between the two parti-
tions. The problem of partitioning power systems has been studied quite a bit. The
Diakoptics technique [Kron(1963),Brameller et al.(1969)] is based on partitioning sys-
tems. More recently [Cotilla-Sanchez et al.(2013)] describes various methodologies for
partitioning. These different methods, either require or are at least intended to be
used with additional non-topological information about the system. Since electrical
properties have yet to be mapped to the graph, a simple spectral decomposition is
a reasonable choice for the strictly topological graph, although alternative methods
could be investigated in the future.
The set of nodes and branches in zone i are Ni and Li, respectively. Additionally,
set Ei contains all edges connecting zone i to its neighbors. Each boundary edge, `,
is associated with real flow, β`, and reactive flow, γ`. Two copies of each boundary
flow variable exist: one for each of the neighboring zones. Superscripts are used to
indicate to which zone a variable belongs. For example, βi` is in zone i, while γ
j
`
belongs to zone j. The following convention is adopted to clearly indicate which copy
is intended:
Eij =

Ei ∩ Ej i < j
∅ otherwise.
(3.4.1)
The β variables between zone i and j belonging to zone i are therefore, βiEij , while
the j copies are βjEij . Figure 3.4.2 illustrates the different uses of notation.
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3.4.2 Decomposed Formulation
Boundary variables β and γ require some constraint modifications. First, nodal
balance constraints (3.3.6), are adjusted to include boundary flows:
P gn − P dn −
∑
`∈t-1(n)
P t` −
∑
`∈f-1(n)
P f` +
∑
`∈t-1(n)∩Ei
βi` −
∑
`∈f-1(n)∩Ei
βi` = 0 ∀i ∈H ,∀n ∈ N (3.4.2a)
Qgn −Qdn −
∑
`∈t-1(n)
Qt` −
∑
`∈f-1(n)
Qf` +
∑
`∈t-1(n)∩Ei
γi` −
∑
`∈f-1(n)∩Ei
γi` = 0 ∀i ∈H ,∀n ∈ N . (3.4.2b)
Second, the minimum loss constraint (3.3.11) is modified to consider exported and
imported real power:
∑
n∈Ni
P gn + ∑
`∈t-1(n)∩Ei
βi` −
∑
`∈f-1(n)∩Ei
βi`
 ≥ ∑
n∈Ni
P dn
1
1− Ωmin ∀i ∈H . (3.4.3)
The modification treats imported and exported power as changes to the total gener-
ation. Since β` can be positive or negative, the subtracted term in (3.4.3) could in
fact represent a net import of power.
Algorithm 9 Algorithm for splitting transmission grid graph topology into zones.
1: procedure Form Zones(G(N ,L ),Nmax,Nmin)
2: H ← {G}
3: while Nmax < maxi∈H |V (i)| do . V (i) is set of nodes for subgraph i
4: S ← arg maxi∈H |V (i)|
5: H ←H \ S
6: Get Fiedler vector, vF of S
7: Form S+, S−, with nodes corresponding to positive/negative entries in vF , respectively.
8: H ←H ∪ {S+, S−}
9: for i ∈H do
10: if |V (i)| < Nmin then
11: Combine i with a neighboring subgraph in H
12: end if
13: end for
14: end while
15: return H
16: end procedure
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Figure 3.4.2: Illustration of boundary flow and zone definitions. Using the defined notation:
H = {1, 2, 3}, N2 = {d, e}, L1 = {4},
E1,2 = {2, 3}, E2,1 = ∅, γ2E1,2 = {γ22 , γ23}, β1E1,2 = {β12 , β13},
E1 = {1, 2}, t-1(a) ∩ E1 = {2}, and f -1(a) ∩ E1 = {1}.
Let β = {βi : i ∈ H }, γ = {γi : i ∈ H }, and x = {xi : i ∈ H }, where xi is the
set of all variables local to zone i,
xi =
{
ZLi,Li ,ΠNi,Ni , θNi , uNi , P
g
Ni
, QgNi ,
P fLi , Q
f
Li
, P tLi , Q
t
Li
, qfLi , q
t
Li
, φLi
}
∀i ∈H , (3.4.4)
The full problem in (3.3.16) can be rewritten to include zones as:
Minimize
x,β,γ,z,ζ
∑
i∈H
J(xi)
subject to βi` − z` = 0 ∀i ∈H , ∀` ∈ Ei
γi` − ζ` = 0 ∀i ∈H , ∀` ∈ Ei
constraints (3.4.2), (3.3.7)–(3.3.10), (3.4.3), (3.3.12) and (3.3.13).
(3.4.5)
Here z and ζ are the true values of boundary flows β and γ respectively. The aim is
to decompose (3.4.5) so that each zone could be solved separately. Boundary reactive
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flows γ (and ζ) are neglected in the subsequent derivation for clarity; their treatment
is identical to β (and z).
Relaxing the new set of equality constraints, the Augmented Lagrangian function
is,
Lp(x, β, z, ω) =
∑
i∈H
(
J(xi) + (ωi)T (βi − z) + ρ
2
‖βi − z‖22
)
(3.4.6)
From here, the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) algorithm is
used [Boyd et al.(2011)]:
βi[t+ 1] := arg min
xi,βi
J(xi) + (ωi)T (βi − z[t]) + ρ
2
‖βi − z[t]‖22 ∀i ∈H (3.4.7)
z[t+ 1] := arg min
z
Lp(β
1, . . . , β|H |[t+ 1], z, ω[t]) (3.4.8)
ωi[t+ 1] := ωi[t] + ρ
(
βi[t+ 1]− z[t+ 1]) ∀i ∈H . (3.4.9)
Following [Boyd et al.(2011)], the dual variable ω is shown to be zero in expectation
over the zones, leading to z = β¯, where y¯ denotes averaging over ∀i ∈ H . Equation
(3.4.8) is solvable in closed form,
z[t+ 1] = β¯[t+ 1] +
1
ρ
ω¯[t]. (3.4.10)
Averaging (3.4.9) over H ,
ω¯[t+ 1] = ω¯[t] + ρ
(
β¯[t+ 1]− z[t+ 1]) , (3.4.11)
and substituting (3.4.10) in (3.4.11) reveals that ω¯[t+1] = 0, and therefore, z[t] = β¯[t].
Letting ν be the dual variable associated with γ (as ω is to β), and collecting all
boundary variables,
yi = {βi, γi}, λi = {ωi, νi} ∀i ∈H , (3.4.12)
define,
g(yi;λi[t]) = (ωiEi [t])
TβiEi+(ν
i
Ei
[t])TγiEi+
ρ
2
(‖βiEi − β¯Ei [t]‖22 + ‖γiEi − γ¯Ei [t]‖22) . (3.4.13)
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The ADMM primal step, (3.4.7), formulation for zone i at iteration t is:
Minimize
xi,yi
J(xi) + g(yi;λi[t])
subject to constraints (3.4.2), (3.3.7)–(3.3.10),
(3.4.3), and (3.3.12)–(3.3.13).
(3.4.14)
For the dual update, (3.4.9), the elements of z[t+ 1] = β¯[t+ 1] are calculated,
β¯Eij [t+ 1] =
βiEij [t+ 1] + β
j
Eij
[t+ 1]
2
, (3.4.15)
and similarly for the ν, γ pair.
This consensus form of ADMM is very similar to Progressive Hedging, which
has been proposed in some power system applications [Watson and Woodruff(2011)].
The decomposition approach is a bit different from other ADMM formulations for
power systems in literature, such as [Erseghe(2014)], since branch, rather than node,
variables are communicated. An advantage of this approach is that the number of
copies is always two, since a single branch cannot connect more than two different
regions. This comes at the cost of effectively neglecting losses on border edges.
3.4.3 Evolutionary Algorithm
Initial results confirm that the decomposition produces similar results to the full
solution on the 118-bus case. However, even the smaller subproblems proved to be
too large to solve on a larger system (e.g. the Polish case)9. A key issue are the
disjunctive constraints in (3.3.7) induced by Z.
In an effort to alleviate this issue, solutions for Z and Π are separated into two
steps. An EA [Eiben and Smith(2015)] inspired approach is adopted for Z. The EA
9For this reason, it is not practical to provide a time comparison between the full MILP formu-
lation and the EA approach introduced here.
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algorithm eliminates the binaries associated with Z in favor of an iterative approach
where problem copies, each with a different possible realization of branch permu-
tations, are used. Disjunctive constraints (3.3.7) are simplified as discussed in the
following section, and the number of binary variables is cut by more than half, mak-
ing the problem easier to solve. Finally, working with ensembles of individuals (called
generations) is appealing, given the original goal of producing sets of cases. Certain
convergence guarantees of MILP formulations are sacrificed, however.
Algorithm 10, gives an overview of the EA approach, which consists of three main
steps. The Solve step on line 5 determines Π given a fixed Z. Since binaries are still
involved, the LPF formulation remains necessary. In the Selection step, the best
κ individuals are chosen as progenitors for the next generation. The Mutate step,
creates a new generation, Ψi, of K individuals, by selecting an individuals from Ψi−1
and swapping columns and rows in their Z matrix with probability pm
10.
Since initial permutations of Z are liable to be not particularly good, slack vari-
10If no previous generation exists, i.e. Ψ−1, K random permutations of Z are created.
Algorithm 10 EA: runs for nG generations, at the end of which. κ best individuals
are selected to from K new ones via mutation. Mutation entails swapping columns
and rows of the Z matrix with probability pm.
1: procedure EA(nG, K, κ)
2: for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nG − 1} do
3: Ψi ←Mutate(Ψi−1,K, pm)
4: for ψ ∈ Ψi do
5: Solve (3.4.23) given Z(ψ) .
6: end for
7: Ψi ← Selection(Ψi ∪Ψi−1, κ)
8: end for
9: return Ψi
10: end procedure
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ables are added to several of the constraints to avoid infeasibility. High cost associated
with slacks implies that individuals utilizing less are far more likely to become pro-
genitors for the subsequent generation.
3.4.3.1 Constraint Modification
Fixing Z alters or eliminates some of the original constraints. Constraint set (3.3.7)
becomes,
− (r` + sr`) ≤ P f,t` , Qf,t` ≤ r` + sr` ∀` ∈ L (3.4.16a)
P f` − gff` (1 + uf(`))− gft` (1− φ` + ut(`))− bft` θft(`) = 0 ∀` ∈ L . (3.4.16b)
Constraints (3.3.7c)–(3.3.7e) are handled exactly like (3.4.16b) and are importantly
no longer disjunctive. Slack variable, sr ≥ 0, is added in (3.4.16a), and (3.3.9) is
similarly relaxed using slack variables sδ` , s
u
n ≥ 0:
− (∆θmax + sδ`) ≤ θft(`) ≤ ∆θmax + sδ` ∀` ∈ L (3.4.17a)
umin − sun ≤ un ≤ umax + sun ∀n ∈ N . (3.4.17b)
Finally, all constraints involving Z in (3.3.10) are removed.
3.4.3.2 Further Modeling
New possibilities are also opened, now that all branch parameters are fixed during the
MILP optimization. Knowledge of line parameters allows, for example, to consider
Ls as described in Section 3.1 directly in the formulation.
In per unit, the SIL rating, which equals V 2rated/Z
c
` , becomes 1/Z
c
` , with,
Zc` =
√
r` + jx`
g0` + jb
0
`
, (3.4.18)
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where, r and x are the branch pi-model series components, and g0 and b0 the line
charging shunts. Constraint set (3.4.19) is added to target average loading value Lµs :
cs
∑
`∈S
Zc`p
f
` − ssil ≤ Lµs (3.4.19a)
pf` + P
f
` ≥ 0, pf` − P f` ≥ 0 ∀` ∈ L . (3.4.19b)
Variable pf ≥ 0, similar to qf , tracks the absolute value of real power flows, and
parameter cs compensates for the error associated with using real, instead of apparent,
power magnitude:
cs =
∑
`∈S
√
(P f` )
2 + (Qf` )
2∑
`∈S
pf`
. (3.4.20)
Choice of cs could be done by evaluating (3.4.20) for a reference case, or by any other
reasonable method. Summation in (3.4.19a) is over set S , containing all power lines,
i.e., non-transformer branches, where SIL is a sensible quantity11. Finally, ssil ≥ 0 is
another slack variable, allowing violations of (3.4.19a) at a cost.
3.4.3.3 EA Formulation
Redefining x as,
x =
{
Π, θ, u, P g, Qg, P f , Qf , P t, Qt, qf , qt, φ, sr, sδ, su, ssil
}
, (3.4.21)
the objective function is modified to,
J(x) =
∑
n∈N
(P gn + wus
u
n) + wsils
sil
+
∑
`∈L
(
φ` + q
f
` + q
t
` + p
f
` + wrs
r
` + wδs
δ
`
)
, (3.4.22)
11Branches in S must also have some line charging susceptance (b0` 6= 0), otherwise Zc` and
therefore Ls are not defined.
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where wu, wr, wδ, and wsil are tunable weights designed to discourage relaxing limits
whenever possible.
With consideration for all the modifications, the formulation solved by each indi-
vidual, ψ, in Algorithm 10 is,
Minimize
x
J(x)
Subject to constraints (3.3.6), (3.4.16), (3.3.8),
(3.4.17), (3.3.10)–(3.3.13), and (3.4.19).
(3.4.23)
Alternatively, a decomposed formulation as discussed in Section 3.4.2 can be used by
swapping constraints (3.3.6) and (3.3.11) for (3.4.2) and (3.4.3), and adding (3.4.13)
to each zone’s objective.
3.4.4 Convergence
A few considerations related to convergence are needed before results are pre-
sented. A MILP will eventually converge to an optimal solution, however, given time
constraints a so-called MIP gap is given that is considered good enough. A fairly
loose MIP gap of 15% is used, partially to help speed up the solution process, but
also because feasibility is more of interest than optimality for the given problem.
Since MILP is not convex, ADMM does not guarantee convergence to the global
optimum, but to a fixed point12. Again, as feasibility is the main concern, termination
is based only on primal feasibility, i.e the norm of the error between variable copies13.
Furthermore, due to time constraints, a limit of five ADMM iterations is imposed.
The results are thus close to feasible but may not be entirely so. Following all ADMM
iterations, (3.3.16) with both Z and Π fixed is solved on the complete system for a
12Assuming reasonable handling of step size.
13Also similar to Progressive Hedging.
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cohesive solution.
3.4.5 Additional Adjustments
Once a case has been created by mapping node properties wn and branch prop-
erties w` onto G(N ,L ), a few post-processing steps are carried out to enhance the
synthetic case, ensure its AC feasibility, and get a final dispatch solution. A key
tool used in these steps is the softlimits functionality in Matpower14, which was
substantially expanded as part of this effort. The improved softlimits relax any
of the OPF limits (generation, flows, voltage, etc.) at a high linear cost. They are
therefore able to pinpoint where violations are occurring and just how large they are.
For synthetic cases, this is particularly useful, since this information can be generally
used to modify the case and overcome violations.
A notable omission thus far are shunt elements for reactive power support. These
are added in a post-processing step similar to [Birchfield et al.(2018)], where gen-
erators with infinite reactive limits are placed at all buses and then iteratively re-
moved until a satisfactory solution is obtained, whereupon the generators are “con-
verted” to shunt admittances providing the same reactive power. Instead, the solution
used places generators at all nodes with real and reactive limits of zero. Enabling
softlimits for reactive limits, the AC-OPF is solved inMatpower. Due to the high
cost of the softlimits, only generators at nodes that require the reactive support
show violations. These are then converted to shunt admittances. Some additional
shunts are also added to further help minimize reactive flows using sensitivities cal-
culated from the power flow solution. A more detailed formulation can be found in
Appendix B.4.
Finally, to ensure that the final operating point is not overly restricted, binding
14https://github.com/MATPOWER/matpower
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constrained cases.
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End
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Figure 3.4.3: Full synthetic generation method, from inputs to AC power flow operable set of
case. The multiple cases arise from the fact that the “Branch Permutation” step returns multiple
solutions, that solve for their own node permutation. The loop starting from “Branch Permutation”
is described in pseudocode in Algorithm 10.
line ratings are increased by the smaller of 5 MVA, or 5% of the original rating. In
practice these are just a handful, and the statistics are negligibly influenced. Line
rating statistics are further discussed in Section 3.5.4.
A flowchart of the entire synthetic generation process, from inputs to a set of AC
power flow operable cases, is shown in Figure 3.4.3.
3.5 Numerical Results
3.5.1 Decomposition Results
The procedure from the previous section (see. Figure 3.4.3) is tested using the
Polish 2383-bus winter peak system, available in Matpower, as reference. In con-
straint (3.4.19a), cs = 1.1, and L
µ
s = 0.77 based on results from the reference case.
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Table 3.8: Range for DH between real and synthetic polish 2383wp cases
DH
Quantity min avg max
θft(`) [
◦] 0.123 0.129 0.137
P f` [MW] 0.143 0.151 0.159
Qf` [MVAr] 0.112 0.123 0.130
|Sf` | [MVA] 0.097 0.109 0.118
Ls 0.151 0.172 0.186
Also from the data, vmax = 1.12
15. Remaining constraint parameters are the same
as in Section 3.3.3. The algorithm runs for 5 generations (nG = 5) of 15 individuals
(K = 15), out of whom the best 7 (κ = 7) are selected. Solutions are saved as
Matpower cases, and reactive power planning and final dispatch are calculated as
in Section 3.4.5. During this stage, voltage limits are tightened to the more typical
range: [0.95, 1.05].
The range of DH between the synthetic cases and the reference are reported in
Table 3.8. These are better than results for the 118-bus case in Table 3.7, which is
attributed to reduced statistical noise due to larger sample size. Quantile plots of all
seven synthetic variants are labeled as “case set 1” in Figure 3.5.1. Visual inspection
reinforces the numerical evidence that the synthetic results match the reference fairly
well.
It should be stressed that multiple similar yet distinct cases are created, since at
each iteration of the EA algorithm seven individuals are retained. Different lines of
the same color are not different snapshots of the same case, but rather completely
15This is an atypically high value but is kept to match the reference case. More typical voltage
levels are enforced during the post-processing steps.
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different cases, similar only in that the same inputs were passed to the algorithm that
produced them.
3.5.2 Sensitivity to Topological Properties
Automatic creation of multiple, solvable, power flow cases, makes new types of
analysis possible. Where previous literature focused on classifying the topology of
the power system [Pagani and Aiello(2013)], this tool can investigate how different
topological features might impact power system operations. In a sense, it is an ex-
pansion of the modification from Section 3.2. Whereas the modifications required a
solved power flow case as an initialization, solutions to the placement problem allow
to deal with solvability after other desirable manipulations have been carried out.
Six case sets, summarized in Table 3.9, are considered for demonstration. All
have 2383 nodes and are differentiated only by topology model and average nodal
degree, k¯. Case set 1 comes from Section 3.5.1 using the reference topology, case
sets 2–3 are RTnested-SmallWorld (RT) topologies [Wang et al.(2010a)], and case
sets 4–6 are modified ER random graphs. All other EA algorithm parameters (c.f.
Algorithm 10) are kept the same. Where case set 1 is, loosely speaking, a permutation
of the reference case16, case sets 2–6 are even “more” synthetic, in the sense that the
topology too is fictitious.
In an ER graph with n nodes, each of the possible n(n − 1)/2 edges is selected
with probability p, resulting in an expected number of edges E(m) = n(n − 1)p/2.
Therefore, E(k¯) = 2E(m)/n = p(n− 1). Given a desired k¯, p is selected as k¯/(n− 1).
ER graphs famously require k¯ to scale at least as ln(n) to be almost surely connected
[Erdo˝s and Re´nyi(1959)], which is much larger than the desired k¯ for power system
applications. To ensure that the graph is 1) connected and 2) has the desired k¯, the
16Although the w` and wn sets are not the same.
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Table 3.9: Synthetic Case Legend
Case # Topology k¯
1 Polish 2383 bus 2.43
2 RTnested-SmallWorld2 2.43
3 RTnested-SmallWorld 2.86
4 ER1,2 2.43
5 ER1,2 2.86
6 ER1,2 3.20
1 Modification 1 performed.
2 Modification 2 performed.
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Figure 3.5.1: Results for case sets in Table 3.9 compared to reference Polish 2383wp case. Each
case contains 7 individual results. Zoomed in portions highlight stratification based on case in some
properties, and lack thereof in others.
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Figure 3.5.2: DH for cases in Table 3.9 and the various properties considered. Color bars go to
average values and gray error bars, , show the range per case. Black brackets, , highlight the
range over all case sets.
following modifications are adopted:
1. If multiple connected components exist, they are randomly joined with addi-
tional edges.
2. Edges are randomly removed, preserving biconnectivity, until the desired k¯ is
achieved.
Modification 2 is also used on case 2, while case 3 has the default RT inputs.
Quantile plots for all individuals in all case sets are shown in Figure 3.5.1, and DH
results for each quantity and case set are depicted in Figure 3.5.2. The two figures
tell an interesting story about the impact of topology on power flow solutions.
3.5.2.1 Effect of average degree k¯
First consider real power flow, P f` , and the closely related θfl(`). In general, the
cases are stratified by set, seen in Figure 3.5.1 by clear groupings. All cases from
sets with k¯ equal to the reference (1, 2, and 4) lie closer to it, and perform better
according to Figure 3.5.2. Furthermore, case sets 4–6, show how increasing k¯ reduces
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overall loading on the lines, which is quite intuitive. Higher k¯ implies more edges,
which means more parallel paths, or current division. One reason why even case set
1 appears to lie a bit below the reference in Figure 3.5.1b, is that its loading is a bit
lower than the reference. Slightly lower total load implies slightly reduced flows.
In contrast to P f` , there is no clear stratification in Q
f
` (cf. Figure 3.5.1c). Since
reactive power is a much more local property, it makes sense that increasing the graph
connectivity will not alter its flow much.
Finally, since Sf` incorporates both P
f
` and Q
f
` , and Ls incorporates S
f
` , both
properties show a mixed response to variation in k¯. Both have a somewhat smaller
range of DH , similar to Q
f
` as seen in Figure 3.5.2, but exhibit similar stratification
to P f` in Figure 3.5.1.
3.5.2.2 Effect of Topology Model
Focusing on real power and angle difference, where the topology appears to be most
impactful, and comparing case set 4 (ER) to case sets 2 and 3 (RT), provides further
insight on how topology influences operating conditions. With the assumption that
the RT model is better than ER for power systems, case set 4 is compared to 2 and
3 in Table 3.10. Poorer k¯ seems to outweigh a better topology model, since case
set 4 outperforms case set 3. However, with equal k¯, the RT model has superior
performance with respect to P f` and θft(`), since considering the DH for both, case set
2 outperforms case set 4.
3.5.3 OPF Related Considerations
The OPF community has expressed interest in synthetic cases, as these are critical
to testing different formulations. While the objective for the synthetic cases present
thus far is a realistic power flow solution, a couple OPF related results are discussed to
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Table 3.10: Topology Model Comparison
case set 4 Better
vs. case set top. model k¯ avg. DH
2 case set 2 — case set 2
3 case set 3 case set 4 case set 4
highlight the new analysis tools available, as well as point towards further development
discussed in Section 3.6. For clarity, all mention of OPF in the following always refers
to AC-OPF.
Two sets of OPF solutions are considered. In one, all generators have a uniform
price—arbitrarily chosen as $10 /MW—as assumed in the placement formulation. In
the other, cost information is mapped from the reference case to the synthetic cases,
and these varied costs are used.
3.5.3.1 Solution Time
OPF solution time is considered first. All solutions reported in the following were
solved withMatpower using the IPOPT solver from PARDISO [Kourounis et al.(2018)]
on a MacBook Air, with a 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 processor, and 8 GB of Memory. Time
itself, however, is not the main focus but rather the relative times between case sets.
Solution time for the reference case, as well as average times for the six case sets are
shown in Figure 3.5.3.
Varied generation cost cases are a bit slower, but do not alter the trend between
case sets. Namely, case sets 5 and 6 are notably slower. This can be partially explained
by the fact that these have higher k¯ and therefore more edges, which contribute to
a larger number of non-linear constraints. However, case sets 5 and 3 have the same
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Figure 3.5.3: Comparison of average OPF solution times for the cases in Table 3.9. The solution
time for the reference Polish 2383wp case is also shown with the label ‘ref’.
number of edges, yet cases in set 3 solve in half the time. This suggests that the
system topology—the main difference between case sets 3 and 5—may play a role
in OPF solution times. Future studies could investigate whether different strategies
might be more or less beneficial depending on observed topological features.
It has been reported in literature that convex relaxations return exact solutions
for radial systems [Low(2014b)]. In this specific situation, a strong connection exists
between system topology and solution approach performance. Synthetic cases pro-
posed here may help in further numerical investigation of these relaxations on more
general networks.
3.5.3.2 Locational Marginal Prices
LMPs are considered next. Figure 3.5.4 shows the minimum, maximum, average, and
standard deviation of LMPs for all case sets. The minimum and maximum values are
taken over all seven examples in each case set. For the average and standard deviation
values, the mean and standard deviation is calculated for each example within a case
set and those seven results are then averaged together.
Figure 3.5.4 contains some good and some not so good news. Average LMPs are
similar to the reference in all cases, even when varied generation costs are added.
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The spread of values is more complicated. With uniform cost, the standard deviation
for several case sets is very similar to the reference. When the real generation costs
are considered however, the standard deviation is somewhat less than half of the
reference. Similar behavior is seen in [Xu et al.(2017)], where costs are assigned to the
ACTIVSg2k-bus case [TAMU Electric Grid Test Cases(2017)]. Xu et al. design cost
functions for the generators, and while the average is met by one of the approaches,
the standard deviation is a third of the reference ERCOT case. In comparison, the
error in standard deviation in Figure 3.5.4b is actually better.
The most troubling part of Figure 3.5.4b are the negative LMPs. While negative
LMPs do occur, they are sufficiently rare that their prevalence in almost all the case
sets requires further investigation. Note, however, that the number of nodes with
negative LMP is small, and that not all cases exhibit them. For each case set, the
number of individuals with any negative LMPs is:
Case Set 1 2 3 4 5 6
# of Inds. with Neg. LMPs 2 4 6 5 7 3
This points to a possible explanation and future work to address it. Negative
LMPs occur when a cheap generator cannot operate at its maximum due to conges-
tion, and increasing load at a node would help alleviate that congestion by creating
counter flows. Systems are designed to normally have sufficient transmission paths
between large loads and large generation. These results suggest that, with respect
to price, the placement returned from the mathematical program presented does not
achieve this quite to the degree of a real system. This is not too surprising, since
generation costs are not considered in the optimization, and explains why the uni-
form cost results in Figure 3.5.4a are far better. Unfortunately, including generation
cost in the current framework would make the objective function bilinear, since the
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Figure 3.5.4: Comparison of LMPs for the case sets in Table 3.9. Note that standard deviation
values are on the right hand y-axis. Min and max values are over all seven examples in each set.
For average and standard deviation, the calculation is first performed on each example in a set and
then averaged over the seven examples. Values for the reference Polish 2383wp case are shown with
label ‘ref’.
costs must permute with matrix Π. Section 3.6 tackles this problem by switching to
an EA algorithm for permutations of Π as well as Z, thus sacrificing accuracy and
convergence guarantees for more flexible and detailed modeling.
3.5.4 Example Model Expansion
Power system cases are used for a variety of simulations and studies. To accom-
modate this variety, synthetic cases must be elaborated upon. As an example, the
N − 1 criterion with respect to generator failure is briefly considered. A detailed
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study of contingency management is outside the current scope, and is left for future
work. The following is intended as a proof of concept, for one way to expand the
synthetic cases created with the proposed method. Simple fixed zonal reserves are
used as implemented in Matpower’s toggle reserves set of callback functions.
These are formulated as:
0 ≤ Ri ≤ Rmaxi ∀i ∈ G (3.5.1a)
P gi +Ri ≤ Pmaxi ∀i ∈ G (3.5.1b)∑
i∈Gk
Ri ≥ Rreqk ∀k ∈H , (3.5.1c)
where G is the set of all generators, H is the set of zones, Ri are the reserves for
generator i, and Rreqk are the required reserves for zone k. For this example, H
consists of 3 zones, and Rreqk is the capacity of the largest generator in each zone.
Additionally, the maximum reserve for any one generator, Rmaxi , is required to be no
greater than 25% of its zones requirement:
Rmaxi = min(P
max
i , 0.25R
req
k ) ∀k ∈H ,∀i ∈ Gk. (3.5.2)
Note that ramp rates are neglected, partially for simplicity, and partially because
they are not available in the data.
After reserves are allocated, contingencies are tested by removing reserve con-
straints (3.5.1), setting, Pmaxi = P
g
i + Ri, removing generators one-at-a-time and
re-solving the OPF. Soft limits, summarized in Table 3.11, are used to model emer-
gency ratings and possible second stage decisions. The voltage range is relaxed to
[0.9, 1.1], and line ratings may be exceeded by up to 20%. Additionally, reactive
shunts can shift from their current value toward zero, for a crude model of possible
STATCOM or synchronous condenser action. Although these limits may be violated,
the high linear cost of violation encourages a solution within the original limits when-
ever possible. Before describing how the synthetic cases are minimally adjusted to
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OPF solvable case
Break into zones.
Solve for dispatch with reserves.
i← 1
Solve each contingency.
Record any line overloads.
All overloads below
acceptable emergency threshold?
or i > 1
Minimal modification
to line rating w.r.t. overloads.
i← i+ 1
end
False
True
Figure 3.5.5: Example model expansion. This flowchart illustrates how the base model can be built
upon to incorporate generator contingencies.
Table 3.11: Relaxed Contingency Limits
Limit contingency limit soft limit s
vmin vi + si ≥ 0.95 0 ≤ si ≤ 0.05
vmax vi − si ≤ 1.05 0 ≤ si ≤ 0.05
r`
√
(P f,t` )
2 + (Qf,t` )
2 − s` ≤ r` 0 ≤ s` ≤ 0.2r`
“shunt” generators Qgn − sn = 0 0 ≤ sgn(Bsh)sg ≤ |Bsh|
accommodate generation contingencies, it should be noted that one contingency failed
in the reference case under the modeling structure described.
Figure 3.5.5 provides an overview of how the synthetic cases are tested for gener-
ator contingency compliance, and minimally modified if need be. First, reserves are
added to the dispatch according to (3.5.1). In a first pass, the 20% line limit viola-
tion bound is removed, and violations are recorded. If all line violations are below the
prescribed threshold, then all contingencies have been satisfied. If some overloads are
greater than the threshold, line ratings are minimally modified to get them within the
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tolerable limit, and all contingencies are tested again. The second pass is in fact more
of a check, since the modifications should resolve any issues related to line ratings.
The expansion module is tested on the examples in case set 1. All contingencies
pass for five out of the seven synthetic examples, in one two contingencies fail, and
in another a single contingency fails. Thus the ensemble results are consistent with
the reference case.
A critical reader may be justifiably concerned that such modification will impact
the statistics of the original inputs. To ensure that altering line limit does not ad-
versely impact the case statistics, the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is
used on the synthetic line rating samples and the reference case samples. The KS test
fails if the probability of seeing a test statistic as extreme as the one observed when
two samples are in fact from the same distribution is below a level of significance
α. For all but one of the examples described, the KS test passes at the traditional
α = 5% significance level. Where the test fails, the unmodified case fails as well,
meaning that the underlying sample is somewhat further from the reference case. It
is, therefore, reasonable to say that the line rating statistics are not adversely im-
pacted by the modifications proposed. Furthermore, only about 1–2% of the lines are
modified at all.
This simple example shows how the base case created by the proposed method
can be expanded to other types of analysis. Due to its simplicity, it incidentally
highlights another benefit of conducting analysis on ensembles of test cases. As
stated on numerous occasions, the individual examples within a case set are similar
yet distinct. While the proposed simple modification served to make most of the
individuals N−1 secure with respect to generator failure, it did not succeed on all. As
a comparison, the shunt placement algorithm from Section 3.4.5 successfully achieved
the desired voltage profile for all cases. Algorithms can be better evaluated simply by
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running them on ensembles. The reactive planning algorithm is quite robust, while
the generator contingency algorithm requires more tweaking before it can be relied
upon consistently. That is the advantage of ensemble techniques: exceptions are more
likely to be found. In this case, voltage violations appear to be the reason for failure,
and a more robust N − 1 module should be considered in future work.
3.6 Non-MILP Solution
In light of the problems with the LMPs observed in Section 3.5.3.2, a solution
that allows for generator prices to be considered is desired. To do so, the integer
valued permutation matrices should be removed. The following describes work done
as part of syngrid, an extension planned for Matpower, that will provide built
in synthetic grid generation. Figure 3.6.1 provides an overview of the main program
flow, which is very similar to Figure 3.4.3. The key difference is that each block
contains heuristics for on how the permutations are implemented, so that no binary
variables are necessary.
Additionally, each permutation block in Figure 3.6.1 can itself be a loop, where
each loop produces one child individual per parent individual. For this reason, some
pruning is performed after each permutation block to prevent the number of indi-
viduals from exploding. The reactive planning block at the end of Figure 3.6.1 is
very similar to Section 3.4.5 except that the flow limiting shunt calculation (see Ap-
pendix B.4.2) is neglected. For this reason, it is not discussed further in the following.
The initialization and two permutation blocks are presented next, as well as some
sample results.
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DATA, TOPO or N Initialize base mpc by sampling data
Initialize generation 0:
-Random branch permutations
-Node placement based on Zdr
Branch Permutation:
Create new individuals by permuting w`
to alleviate overloads
Prune Individuals
Node Permutation:
Create new individuals by permuting wn
to alleviate overloads and extreme voltages.
Prune Individuals
If :
generation limit OR
no new better solutions
Final
Selection
Reactive Planning:
Add shunts to meet voltage limits
and target LMP range True
False
Figure 3.6.1: Flowchart overview of the placement problem solution implementation in syngrid.
3.6.1 Initialization
Permutation of branch parameters, w`, is in initialized randomly, at which point
a preliminary Ybus matrix can be constructed. The initial permutation of node pa-
rameters, wn, derives from observations in [Schweitzer et al.(2016)] regarding nodes
with generators and their driving point impedances, Zdr, which are the diagonals of
the Zbus matrix. In general, it is observed that generators are located at buses with
larger |Zdr|. Within the set of buses with generators, however, there is an inverse
correlation between generator size and |Zdr|.
To achieve a similar initial relationship the smallest generator should be assigned
to the largest |Zdr|, the second smallest generator to the next biggest |Zdr|, and so
forth. However, placing all generators at the largest |Zdr|, is a bit too extreme.
Instead the fact that the kth order statistic of the Uniform distribution is distributed
as Beta(k, n− k+ 1), is used to distribute samples. Here, n is the number of samples
and Beta(·) is the Beta distribution from (2.2.5).
Since for large n the distribution becomes quite narrow, n = 10 is fixed and
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the 8th order statistic is chosen. Indices into a sorted array of |Zdr| are chosen as
round(s · |N |), where s ∼ Beta(8, 3). Out of these, the ones with larger |Zdr| are
matched with the smaller generators. After the sampled buses have been assigned
parameters out of wn corresponding to generators, the remaining elements are as-
signed uniformly at random.
3.6.2 Branch Permutation
3.6.2.1 General Formulation
Given an operating point, the branch permutation problem can be though of as a
search for permutation Z of the branch ratings, r, and impedance, R+ jX, that min-
imizes overload flows. In the formulation, flows |Sf` | are assumed to remain constant.
As the new impedances approach the old ones the likelihood of dramatic changes in
flows decreases. Therefore, the difference between the old and new impedances should
be minimized. The problem can be formulated as:
Minimize
t,tr,tx,Z
∑
`∈L
(t` + t
r
` + t
x
` ) (3.6.1a)
Subject to t` +
∑
`′∈L
Z`,`′r`′ − |Sf` | ≥ 0 ∀` ∈ L (3.6.1b)
−tr` ≤
∑
`′∈L
Z`,`′R`′ −R` ≤ tr`
−tx` ≤
∑
`′∈L
Z`,`′X`′ −X` ≤ tx`
∀` ∈ L (3.6.1c)
Z1 = 1, 1TZ = 1T (3.6.1d)
t, tr, tx ≥ 0, Z ∈ {0, 1} (3.6.1e)
If |Sf` | is greater than rating [Zr]`, constraint (3.6.1b) in conjunction with t ≥ 0 forces
t` to assume the difference magnitude and thus discourages overloads. Constraints
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(3.6.1c) penalize deviation from the original impedance.
As already discussed, this problem suffers greatly from dimensionality, since Z is a
|L | × |L | matrix. A greedy heuristic approach is therefore adopted in the following.
3.6.2.2 Greedy Permutation Approach
First, set B of all overloaded branches that require attention is identified:
B =
{
` :
|Sf` |
r`
> τ ∀` ∈ L
}
, (3.6.2)
where |Sf` | and r` are the flow and rating of branch `, and τ is some ratio. Initially τ
might be 1 to find only truly overloaded branches. However, it can be useful to allow
τ to dip below 1, which effectively seeks capacity margins on all the branches.
For each element ` ∈ B there is a candidate set C` of possible branches with which
to swap properties,
C` =
{
`′ : r`′τ ≥ |Sf` |, |Sf`′ | ≤ r`τ, `′ ∈ L
}
. (3.6.3)
That is, the set of branches whose ratings are large enough to support the flow on
branch `, and whose flows are small enough to be supported by branch `’s rating.
The remaining task is to select one candidate, `?, out of C` to swap with branch
`. Three tests are used to determine the quality of each candidate:
Impedance Test Measures the distance between the impedance of each branch
`′ ∈ C` and `:
z`(`
′) = (R`′ −R`)2 + (X`′ −X`)2. (3.6.4)
Rating Test A Seeks the largest margin between the flow on branch ` and the
ratings on branches `′ ∈ C`:
ma` (`
′) = |Sf` | − r`′ (3.6.5)
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Rating Test B Seeks the largest margin between the flow on each branch `′ ∈ C`
and the rating of branch `:
mb`(`
′) = |Sf`′ | − r` (3.6.6)
Lower values for all three tests are desirable and therefore, the final selection can be
formalized as:
`? = arg min
`′∈C`
wz(`
′)z`(`′) + wa(`′)ma` (`
′) + wb(`′)mb`(`
′), (3.6.7)
where wz, wa, and wb are used to weights to the different tests.
Letting ordt(`
′) return the order statistic of element `′ ∈ C` for test t, so that if t(`′)
is the smallest ordt(`
′) = 1, second smallest ord(`′) = 2 etc., then the implemented
weighting scheme is:
wz(`
′) =
ordz`(`
′)
z`(`′)
, (3.6.8)
and similarly for wa(`
′) and wb(`′).
3.6.3 Node Permutation
The node permutation problem is solved in two steps:
1. A desired injection change, ∆P and ∆Q is sought, which, given several assump-
tions, should minimize overloads and stabilize the voltage profile.
2. A permutation vector pi is sought that best achieves the desired change in in-
jection calculated in Step 1.
3.6.3.1 Desired Injection Change
Bus and branch effects of changing injections, ∆P and ∆Q, are captures by linearizing
the power flow around the given operating point. Voltage effects are related via the
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P f`
Qf`
r`
([P f0 ]`, [Q
f
0 ]`)
α`
[Qfmax]`
[P fmax]`
Figure 3.6.2: Geometrical depiction of how line limits are set during the node permutation procedure.
columns of the system Jacobian associated with the voltage magnitude,∆P
∆Q
 = Jv∆v, (3.6.9)
and the branch flow effects are captured using AC-Power Transfer Distribution Factors
(PTDFs), ∆P f
∆Qf
 = Hf
∆P
∆Q
 , (3.6.10)
where ∆v, is the change in voltage magnitude, and ∆P f and ∆Qf are changes in real
and reactive line flows. Appendix B.3 provides a derivation of the AC-PTDFs.
To create linear constraints on branch flows, the angle of flow on line `,
α =

arctan
(
Qf`
P f`
)
P f` ≥ 0
pi − arctan
(
Qf`
P f`
)
P f` < 0,
(3.6.11)
is considered. New flows are only allowed to vary inside the box defined by the
intersection points of the rays with angle α and −α and the limit circle of radius r`
as shown in Figure 3.6.2. The effective limits are thus,
[P fmax]` = r` cos(α`), [Q
f
max]` = r` sin(α`). (3.6.12)
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With, P f0 , Q
f
0 , and v0 as the initial real and reactive flows, and voltage magnitude,
the desired injection change is formulated as the solution to:
Minimize
∆P,∆Q,∆v
‖∆P‖1 + ‖∆Q‖1 + wTp sp + wTq sq + wv · sv (3.6.13a)
Subject to
∆P
∆Q
− Jv∆v = 0 (3.6.13b)
vmin − v0 − sv ≤ ∆v ≤ vmax − v0 + sv (3.6.13c)
−
P fmax + sp
Qfmax + sq
 ≤
P f0
Qf0
+Hf
∆P
∆Q
 ≤
P fmax + sp
Qfmax + sq
 (3.6.13d)
1T∆P = 0, 1T∆Q = 0 (3.6.13e)
−∆Pmax ≤ ∆P ≤ ∆Pmax, −∆Qmax ≤ ∆Q ≤ ∆Qmax (3.6.13f)
Constraint (3.6.13e) forces the net change to be zero, since in the end a permutation
is sought, and the limits in (3.6.13f) are simply the range of the initial injections
vector. Additionally, slack variables are added to allow feasibility even in the event
that some violations cannot be avoided.
Finally, the desired new nodal injections, P ? and Q? are defined as:P ?
Q?
 ,
P 0
Q0
+
∆P
∆Q
 , (3.6.14)
where, P 0 and Q0 are the initial injection vectors. The next section seeks a permu-
tation to achieve the desired injections.
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3.6.3.2 Greedy Permutation Approach
The “errors” in real and reactive injection are defined as,
p = P
? − P 0
q = Q
? −Q0,
(3.6.15)
and the total magnitude error is,
 =
√
2p − 2q. (3.6.16)
The greedy node permutation approach fixes each error sequentially, beginning with
the largest. That is, vectors P ?, P 0, Q?, Q0 are sorted such that 1 ≥ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ |N |.
Then Algorithm 11 returns the desired permutation vector pi. Iterating over all buses,
the nearest injection to the desired injection at bus i is found in set x. The selected
bus is then removed from the set so that the final result will be a true permutation.
Algorithm 11 Greedy Node Permutation
procedure Greedy Node Permute(P ?, P 0, Q?, Q0)
x← {1, 2, . . . , |N |}
for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |N |} do
pi(i)← arg minj∈x
∣∣P ?i − P 0j ∣∣+ ∣∣Q?i −Q0j ∣∣
x← x \ {pi(i)}
end for
return pi
end procedure
3.6.4 Sample Results
As a demonstration that the approach described improves on the LMP results
from Section 3.5.3.2, a test using the ACTIVSg2k case [TAMU Electric Grid Test
Cases(2017)] as the seed to the sampling block in Figure 3.6.1 is performed. Five
cases are selected at the end of the EA iterations and passed to the reactive planning
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ACTIVSg2k sg1 sg2 sg3 sg4 sg5
16
18
20
22
16.36
17.58 17.54 17.55 17.55 17.58
20.6 20.97 20.94 20.95 20.96 20.97
[$
]
Min. LMP
Max. LMP
Figure 3.6.3: Range of LMPs for 5 synthetic cases ‘sg1’–‘sg5’ created compared to their seed reference
case, the ACTIVSg2k case.
stage. The LMP ranges for the original ACTIVSg2k-bus case, as well as the five
synthetic samples are shown in Figure 3.6.3.
First, no negative LMPs exist, which was the primary target for improvement.
Second, the ranges are quite similar. The slight differences can be attributed to mul-
tiple factors, not least among them is that the synthetic cases do not have the same
generation fleet as the ACTIVSg2k and therefore, the cost distribution is understand-
ably not quite the same.
3.7 Related Publications
Work relating to analysis and validation presented largely in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 is
published in [Schweitzer et al.(2017b)] and [Schweitzer et al.(2018d)]. A DC only ver-
sion of the placement problem is published in [Schweitzer et al.(2018c)], and the fuller
AC development comes from [Schweitzer and Scaglione(2018)]. The analysis leading
to the placement initialization based on Zdr comes from [Schweitzer et al.(2016)].
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— PART II —
Using Synthetic Power System Models
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CHAPTER 4
TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION CO-SIMULATION
A conceptual description of the problem addressed in this chapter is shown in
Figure 4.0.1. While specific TnD solvers are named in the figure, these are simply
the ones used in the following; the modeling principles hold irrespective of solver.
The main contribution is to combine [Huang and Vittal(2016)] and [Sun et al.(2015)],
allowing for three-sequence treatment of the transmission system, as well as closed
loops through distribution. It further expands on the work in [Sun et al.(2015)],
by explicitly deriving how an equivalent branch can be calculated, and validating
against a complete transmission and distribution model. In addition, the impact of
equipment configurations, specifically the distribution transformer, on co-simulation
modeling choices is considered.
While most distribution circuits operate radially, the ability to include distribution
k j
∼ ∼
∼
Transmission (Matpower, positive sequence)
Icross →
Distribution (Gridlab-D, three phase)
Figure 4.0.1: Conceptual set-up for the TnD co-simulation problem.
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loops adds value in certain cases:
• Whenever sub-transmission is modeled along with low voltage feeders in three
phase detail, several transmission substations are coupled by the model.
• Meshed distribution systems are found in denser urban areas.
• Future operation concepts could be explored with the aid of co-simulation tools,
as to whether relaxing the radial constraint is advantageous for distribution
feeders under certain conditions (e.g. high solar penetration).
• Depending on the particular scheme and speed of operation, current loops via
distribution may temporarily exist during a reconfiguration action.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 develops the co-
simulation model. Section 4.2 shows results to both validate the model, and highlight
the impact of decisions on the solution quality, and Section 4.3 further discusses
possible explanations for those impacts.
4.1 Model Description
The complete co-simulation procedure is shown in Figure 4.1.1. Highlighted blocks
are described in detail in the subsequent subsections.
4.1.1 Equivalent Impedance
The flow between transmission buses via the distribution system is captured
by equivalent branches that are added to the transmission model similar to [Sun
et al.(2015)]. Since [Sun et al.(2015)] does not explain how the equivalent model is
calculated, a solution method is described here. Connections between any pair of
transmission nodes through distribution, are modeled using the The´venin equivalent
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Transmission system powerflow with
initial Transmission system loads
Add:
Zthev to Transmission
Publish voltages
to Distribution solver
Solve each distribution system
for injection to Transmission
Remove Icross
from Distribution results and
publish to Transmission
Resolve Transmission system
Positive & Negative Sequence
‖Vnew − Vold‖ < V
‖Pnew − Pold‖ < P
‖Qnew −Qold‖ < Q
End
True
False
Figure 4.1.1: Flow chart for coupled TnD co-simulation. Highlighted nodes are elaborated on in
subsections 4.1.1–4.1.3.
impedance, Zthev, of the distribution system connecting the pair. Since the distribu-
tion model is three-phase, Zthev is a 3 × 3 matrix. The following expands to block
matrices classic derivations from [Grainger and Stevenson(1994), Chapter 8].
The relationship between voltages at buses k and j with respect to a current
injected at bus k and withdrawn at bus j , absent other injections, is desired, as
illustrated in Figure 4.1.2. Letting V abci and I
abc
i be 3 × 1 vectors of complex nodal
voltage and current at bus i, Zm,n are 3× 3 matrices of complex impedance, and 0 a
matrix of zeros of appropriate size, this relationship is expressed as
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Distribution
System
k
j
← Iabc
Iabc →
V abcj
V abck
Figure 4.1.2: Circuit for The´venin calculation.

...
V abck
...
V abcj
...

=

Zkk . . . Zkj
...
...
Zjk . . . Zjj


0
Iabc
0
−Iabc
0

V abck − V abcj = (Zkk + Zjj − Zkj − Zjk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Zthev,kj
Iabc.
(4.1.1)
The desired components of the Z matrix can be calculated from the triangular
factors of the admittance matrix, whose inverse is multiplied by a banded matrix,

Iak I
b
k I
c
k I
a
j I
b
j I
c
j
1 −1
0 1 0 −1 0
1 −1

T
. (4.1.2)
The result are the columns of Z corresponding to bus j subtracted from those corre-
sponding to bus k. Therefore, the bus k rows contain Zkk−Zkj, while the bus j rows
contain Zjk − Zjj. Subtracting the latter from the former gives the desired result:
Zthev,kj = Zkk + Zjj − Zkj − Zjk.
An equivalent branch is added between each pair of transmission system nodes
coupled through distribution. First, the three-phase, real-units matrix is converted
to sequence, per-unit values. The (1, 1), (2, 2), and (3, 3) entries of the inverse are
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taken as the zero, positive, and negative sequence admittances and added to their
respective transmission models.
4.1.2 Accounting for Cross Currents
Since the distribution system under consideration creates a current path between
transmission nodes, a current, Icross, will flow in one node and out another rather
than be consumed as load. An admittance matrix, Yeq, of all the equivalent branches
is constructed to calculate Icross using the full 3 × 3 primitives rather than just the
diagonal entries as described in the previous section. For example, when only two
nodes, k and j, are coupled through distribution, Yeq will be a 6× 6 matrix, Ythev,kj −Ythev,kj
−Ythev,jk Ythev,jk
 . (4.1.3)
Letting the known transmission voltages be Vcoupled, the currents between them due
to voltage differences are
Icross = YeqVcoupled. (4.1.4)
These are subtracted from the injected currents, Iinj, to give the final load current,
Iload,k = Iinj,k − Icross,k. (4.1.5)
In a similar manner to [Huang and Vittal(2016)], Iload is passed back to the trans-
mission system as three sequence load. The complex, positive sequence load at bus k
is calculated using the positive sequence current, I
(+)
k , and positive sequence voltage
V
(+)
k :
Sk = 3V
(+)
k
(
I
(+)
k
)∗
. (4.1.6)
Negative and zero sequence currents, are used directly to solve
I(0) = Y (0)V (0) and I(−) = Y (−)V (−). (4.1.7)
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4.1.3 Iteration Termination
Most algorithms in literature use a voltage-based criteria to terminate iteration
between federates, i.e., when transmission node voltages change less than some thresh-
old, V , between subsequent iterations. As shown in Figure 4.1.1 similar thresholds
are imposed for real and reactive loads, P and Q, in addition to the voltage-based
criterion. These criteria are needed since the coupled connection redistributes load
between the feeders. While transmission voltage is quite stiff, the exact load magni-
tude is occasionally more sensitive.
4.2 Results
To test the proposed approach, simulations connecting PNNL prototypical taxon-
omy feeders [Schneider et al.(2008)] modeled in GridLAB-D [GridLAB-D(2018)] to
the IEEE 118-bus case modeled in Matpower [Zimmerman et al.(2011)] are per-
formed. Feeders are connected to transmission buses whose load best matches the
total feeder load1. All termination thresholds are set to 0.1% change between consecu-
tive iterations. As described in the previous section, at each iteration the transmission
system sends voltages at coupled nodes to the distribution systems, who return loads.
Other transmission cases have been tested with similar results but are omitted for
presentation clarity. The method described is quiet general and can model multiple
loops, however, again for presentation clarity only two feeders at a time are modeled,
unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 4.2.1: Node voltages for the 118-bus case in Matpower and GridLAB-D, showing a good
translation of the model.
4.2.1 Validation Method
Co-simulation results are validated against a full, three-phase model of the com-
bined TnD system constructed in GridLAB-D, which is taken as ground-truth. “Er-
ror” in the co-simulation therefore means deviations from the full model solution.
Surprisingly, such validation is lacking from [Sun et al.(2015)], which only compares
the co-simulation result to independent transmission and distribution solutions.
Given the differences between the Matpower and GridLAB-D data models,
translation is needed. Figure 4.2.1 demonstrate that solutions in both solvers are
sufficiently similar, validating the translation. The code for translating the model is
provided in Appendix C.1.
4.2.2 Main result
Forty five tests are constructed by selecting a different pair of taxonomy feeders
out of a library of nine (pairs of the same feeder are allowed). Since a common ∆-Y
substation transformer configuration is used, zero sequence currents are neglected in
1Several nodes in the IEEE 118-bus system have smaller loads (< 20 MW) that closely match
the PNNL prototypical feeders.
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the transmission model, as they cannot exit the delta connection. After running both
co-simulation and full simulation for each case, phase voltages and currents at a few
key spots are compared:
Voltages • Distribution coupled transmission nodes.
• Distribution nodes at the coupling switch.
Currents • Substation step down transformers.
• Feeders’ coupling switch.
Figure 4.2.2 shows the maximum percent errors in each phase for the 45 cases.
Current error on phase A, for example, is
percent current error = 100× |IA,co-simulation − IA,full||IA,full| . (4.2.1)
While all the voltage errors are quite small, there are a few somewhat larger current
errors. The reason for these larger percent errors is due to a smaller denomina-
tor, rather than poorer performance. This is highlighted by the overlaid points in
Figure 4.2.2a showing the magnitude of the current in the full simulation. Errors
exceeding 5% are out of 15 A or less. In this respect current errors are also very
reasonable.
The impact of a few modeling choices are considered next by focusing on a single
case, the first from the series in Figure 4.2.2.
4.2.3 Convergence
Since [Huang et al.(2017)] shows that co-simulation without iteration between fed-
erates is possible, the convergence characteristics in these tests is considered. To that
end an additional test is introduced, where another feeder is connected, so that three
substations in the 118-bus system are coupled via distribution feeders. Figure 4.2.3
shows how the real and reactive powers converge to their final quantities at bus 23 of
the transmission system.
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(a) Per-phase current error (bars) and magnitude (markers). Phase colors are consistent
between bars and markers.
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Figure 4.2.2: Maximum percent errors between co-simulated results and full case.
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(b) Positive Sequence Reactive Power Convergence
Figure 4.2.3: Convergence of load termination criteria for Case 1 in Figure 4.2.2, as well as a
modification where an additional third feeder is added.
Some of the change between iterations 1 and 2 is due to initial model mismatch,
which is why Figure 4.2.3 begins at iteration two. Better initial matching should
somewhat minimize these jumps. A portion, however, is load rebalancing between
the feeders due to the coupling. This is highlighted by the slower convergence in the
altered case with three coupled substations.
Quick convergence in for the original case seems to support the findings in [Huang
et al.(2017)] that re-iteration is unnecessary. However, as the degree of coupling
increases so does the necessity for iteration. These results also highlight the need for
convergence criteria beyond voltage. Voltages traces are not shown since they are
practically straight lines. Even very small voltage changes, however, result in more
noticeable impacts in distribution loads, which should be taken into account.
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Figure 4.2.4: Impact of equivalent impedance branch addition to the transmission model on co-
simulation errors. Label ‘sw23’ refers to the node at the coupling switch on the side of transmission
bus 23’s feeder.
4.2.4 Impact of Equivalent Branch
The impact of adding equivalent branches to the transmission model as first sug-
gested by [Sun et al.(2015)] is investigated in this section. Using the setup from
Section 4.2.2 the co-simulation is run twice: with and without the equivalent branch.
In both cases, however, Zthev is still calculated and used to determine Icross as in Sec-
tion 4.1.2. Figure 4.2.4 shows that the case with the equivalent branch (solid bars)
has significantly smaller errors, suggesting that modifying the transmission model is
critical.
4.2.5 Impact of Including Sequence Models
Finally, the benefits of using negative and zero sequence models in transmission,
as done in [Huang and Vittal(2016)], are considered. The co-simulation is performed
three times, where transmission is modeled with: 1) only positive sequence, 2) positive
and negative sequence, and 3) all three. Additionally, both ∆-Y and Y-Y step-down
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Figure 4.2.5: Impact of additional sequences, as well as different step-down transformer models on
co-simulation errors.
transformer configurations are tested.
Figure 4.2.5 summarizes the results. As expected, there is no impact of including
zero sequence with the ∆-Y transformer. Surprisingly, voltage error almost always
increases with additional sequences, while current errors, form a more complicated
picture. Performance improves for ∆-Y transformers, while with Y-Y it is unclear.
This analysis suggests that variable solution approaches may be desirable, de-
pending on system configuration. It is worth emphasizing however, that errors are
small in all cases.
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Table 4.1: Comparison between Zthev with ∆-Y and Y-Y connected step-down transformers.
Zthev,∆−Y [p.u.] Zthev,Y−Y [p.u.]
0.00 0 0
0 1.04 + 2.02j 0.08 + 0.04j
0 0 + 0.02j 1.04 + 2.02j


2.02 + 4.98j 0.19− 0.09j −0.04 + 0.01j
−0.05 + 0.01j 1.04 + 2.03j 0.08− 0.05j
0.19− 0.09j −0.02 + 0.00j 1.04 + 2.02j

4.3 Discussion
Section 4.2.5 suggests that including additional sequence models could be disad-
vantageous. This unexpected result merits further discussion. Essentially, the errors
arise from the transmission model assumption that sequences are decoupled.
The The´venin equivalent impedances from the previous section are shown in Ta-
ble 4.1 for both ∆-Y and Y-Y connected step-down transformers. Non-zero off-
diagonals represent the degree of coupling between the sequences. In co-simulation,
the transmission model neglects the coupling, while the distribution model does not.
When transmission sequence voltages are translated to three-phase at the substa-
tion nodes, mismatch errors occur due to the decoupled assumption. These, errors
propagate through the distribution system, resulting in current errors. As seen in
Figure 4.3.1a, negative sequence voltage errors are greater at the substation buses
(102 and 23) than at the switch nodes (sw102 and sw23), which are further down the
feeder. Conversely, negative sequence current errors are much more pronounced in
the switch than in the substation transformers (cf. 4.3.1b). Larger coupling terms in
Zthev,Y−Y compared with Zthev,∆−Y in Table 4.1 help explain why errors increase more
in Figure 4.2.5 when additional sequences are added to the Y-Y configuration than
the ∆-Y one. Incorporating additional sequences in transmission is thus a balancing
act between extra information and the related approximation errors.
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Figure 4.3.1: Negative sequence errors with ∆-Y step-down transformers.
4.4 Related Publications
This work was first published as [Schweitzer et al.(2018a)] in the 2018 proceedings
of the IEEE’s Power and Energy Society, where it was named one of four best papers.
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CHAPTER 5
LOSSY DISTFLOW
Where the previous chapter uses synthetic feeders to create a larger TnD co-simulation
case, this chapter uses synthetic data to help train and validate an algorithm. The
DistFlow formulation, and specifically its linear, lossless variant, has recently been
used to study how inverter VAr control settings could be determined in a decentral-
ized manner [Zhu and Liu(2016),Baker et al.(2018)]. Motivation is drawn from these
efforts to maintain the mathematical properties of lossless DistFlow, useful for anal-
ysis, while improving accuracy. Single and multiphase formulations are developed
as matrix-vector equations with similarities noted between the two derivations. The
parametrization to approximate line losses and reduce error is performed numerically
utilizing synthetic feeders from Chapter 2.
5.1 Single Phase Balanced
Balanced systems are considered first in their single phase representation. As
such, in this section, all Φj are singletons, making Vj, I`, and z` scalars. Real and
reactive load and flows are also handled separately, e.g. sYj = pj + jqj.
5.1.1 Matrix-Vector Formulation
The classic DistFlow [Baran and Wu(1989)] equations are,
P` = pj + r`c
2
` +
∑
`′∈f-1(j)
P`′ (5.1.1a)
Q` = qj + x`c
2
` +
∑
`′∈f-1(j)
Q`′ (5.1.1b)
v2i − v2j = 2(r`P` + x`Q`)− (r2` + x2`)c2` , (5.1.1c)
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where (f(`), t(`)) = (i, j), c2` = |I`|2, and P` and Q` are the sending end real and
reactive power flows on branch `, such that,
v2i c
2
` = P
2
` +Q
2
` . (5.1.2)
Define the following |L | × |N | connection matrices,
[F ]`,i =

1 f(`) = i, ` ∈ L , i ∈ N
0 otherwise
[T ]`,j =

1 t(`) = j, ` ∈ L , j ∈ N
0 otherwise.
(5.1.3a)
Matrix F maps vectors of bus properties to the branches for whom those buses are
the from end. Its transpose sums branch properties at their from bus. Furthermore,
incidence matrix M0 is defined as,
M0 = F − T = [m0 M ], (5.1.3b)
where m0 is the column corresponding the the slack node. Using these definitions,
equations (5.1.1) can be combined as,
P = Tp+ D(r)c2 + TF TP (5.1.4a)
Q = Tq + D(x)c2 + TF TQ (5.1.4b)
M (v2 − v201|L |) = 2(D(r)P + D(x)Q)−D(r2 + x2)c2, (5.1.4c)
where v2 is the |L | × 1 vector of all bus v2s except the source bus, whose squared
voltage magnitude is v20. Solving for P and Q, and substituting, the matrix-vector
form of DistFlow is:
Mv2 = Mv201|L | + 2 [D(r)BTp+ D(x)BTq] +Cc
2, (5.1.5)
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where,
B = (I− TF T )−1
C = 2(D(r)BD(r) + D(x)BD(x))−D(r2 + x2).
(5.1.6)
A typical assumption, e.g. [Baran and Wu(1989), Method 1], is to neglect the quadratic
current term, c2, which accounts for losses, in which case (5.1.5) becomes linear in
v2. This is referred to as lossless DistFlow in the following.
5.1.2 Approximating Losses
An approximation for losses term c2 is developed next, controlled by parameter
α ∈ [0, 1]. Section 5.2 discusses how this parametrization is carried out.
The quadratic current term in (5.1.1) can be expanded as follows:
c2` = I`I
∗
` =
Vi − Vj
r` + jx`
· V
∗
i − V ∗j
r` − jx`
=
v2i + v
2
j − 2vivj cos(θij)
r2` + x
2
`
,
(5.1.7)
where, (f(`), t(`)) = (i, j) and θij = θi − θj.
Approximation: Using the small angle assumption, cos(θij) ≈ 1, the mixed term
is approximated as a convex combination of the two end voltage magnitudes squared,
vivj ≈ α`(v2i − v2j ) + v2j , 0 ≤ α` ≤ 1 (5.1.8)
Substituting (5.1.8) in (5.1.7),
c2` ≈ (1− 2α`)
v2i − v2j
r2` + x
2
`
, (5.1.9)
and in vector form,
c2 ≈ D(r2 + x2)−1 [I− 2 D(α)]M (v2 − v201|L |). (5.1.10)
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Defining,
A(α) = I−C D(r2 + x2)−1 [I− 2 D(α)]
R = 2M−1A(α)−1 D(r)BT
X = 2M−1A(α)−1 D(x)BT ,
(5.1.11)
the lossy DistFlow formulation is:
v2 = v201|L | +Rp+Xq (5.1.12)
Remark: When α = 0.5 · 1|L |, A(α) = I, and the lossless approximation, c2 → 0
in (5.1.5), is recovered.
Letting, Z = 1
2
(R+ jX) and s = p+ jq, (5.1.12) can also be written,
v2 = v201|L | +Z
∗s+Zs∗. (5.1.13)
This form mirrors the later derived multiphase result in Secton 5.3.6.
5.1.3 Connection to DC Power Flow in Meshed Systems
The following is a small detour to show how the DistFlow formulation relates to
the DC power flow. When considering a meshed system, (5.1.1a) becomes,
∑
`∈t-1(j)
(
P` − r`c2`
)
= pj +
∑
`∈f-1(j)
P`. (5.1.14)
Since set t-1(j) is not always a singleton, unlike a radial system, the summation is
needed. Using connection matrices (5.1.3), the matrix-vector form for active and
reactive flows is,
−MT0 P = p+ T T D(r)c2 (5.1.15a)
−MT0 Q = q + T T D(x)c2. (5.1.15b)
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Under the typical assumptions for control of P` in transmission systems [Glover
et al.(2012), Chapter 6.7] with (f(`), t(`)) = (i, j), and the classic DC power flow
assumptions [Stott et al.(2009)],
P` ≈ vivj sin(θij)
x`
⇒ P ≈ D(x)−1M0θ0, (5.1.16)
and (5.1.15a) becomes,
−MT0 D(x)−1M0θ0 = p+ T T D(r)c2, (5.1.17)
where θ0 is the vector of all bus angles including the slack bus. Equation (5.1.4c) can
also be solved for Q, and (5.1.15b) becomes,
− 1
2
MT0 D(x)
−1M0v20 = q −MT0 D(r) D(x)−2M0θ0
+
[
T T D(x)− 1
2
MT0 D(x)
−1 D(r2 + x2)
]
c2. (5.1.18)
If losses, c2, are neglected, (5.1.17) reduces to the DC power flow, whereMT0 D(x)
−1M0
is the well known susceptance “B” matrix. Equation (5.1.18) derives a link between
squared voltage magnitude, reactive power, and voltage angles.
Future work could consider whether and how approximation (5.1.10) could be
applied:
−MT0 D(x)−1M0θ0 = p+ T T D(r) D(r2 + x2)−1 [I− 2 D(α)]M0v20 (5.1.19a)
−MT0 D(x)−1 D(α)M0v20 − T T D(x) D(r2 + x2)−1(I− 2 D(α))M0v20
= q −MT0 D(r) D(x)−2M0θ0. (5.1.19b)
Note that all matrices are Laplacian, except for those involving α. Even these have
a somewhat similar structure only that MT0 is replaced by T
T . Future work might
investigate whether synthetic grids generated in some automated manner, as in Chap-
ter 3, could be used in a manner similar to the synthetic feeders in the next section,
to explore good choices for setting α.
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5.2 Single Phase Numerical Results
Parameters α` attempt to correct the relationship between voltages on both ends
of a branch due to losses. This is the classic non-linear, non-convex problem in power
flow solutions. This section demonstrates how synthetic test case generation from
Chapter 2 can be applied to appropriately choose α` values.
5.2.1 Parametrization via Test Data
The value of α` is informed by branch `’s characteristics, as branch losses de-
pend on impedance as well as the current flow. Combining (5.1.2) and (5.1.9) and
rearranging,
α` ≈ 1
2
− (P
2
` +Q
2
`)(r
2
` + x
2
`)
2v2i (v
2
i − v2j )
, (5.2.1)
where again (f(`), t(`)) = (i, j). P 2` + Q
2
` can be estimated by neglecting losses and
simply summing up all downstream powers. This this can be put in a general form:
α` = −m` · h(`) + 1
2
, (5.2.2)
where h(`) is some function of branch ` and m` captures the influence of the voltage
difference.
Keeping distinct m` for each branch does not simplify the problem formulation
as there are still |L | parameters to determine. Instead, reasoning that voltage drops
vary over a small range, assume that m` = m ∀`, and allow the intercept to shift from
1/2 to further assist the linearization. Given a range α` ∈ [α, α], α` is parametrized
as,
α` = −m · h(`) + b, (5.2.3)
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where h(`) is some function of branch ` and,
m =
α− α
max`∈L h(`)−min`∈L h(`)
b = α +m ·min
`∈L
h(`).
(5.2.4)
Equation (5.2.3) linearly maps the parametrization function h(`) onto the specified α`
range. Beyond the choice of h(`) = (P 2` +Q
2
`)(r
2
` +x
2
`), several other parametrization
are explored. Given the chain of assumptions in approximating α` and m`, it stands
to reason that the sensitivity may not behave exactly according to (5.2.1).
Using the synthetic feeder generation capability from Chapter 2 a large space
of possible feeders can be explored to determine good α` ranges. Feeders of size
|N | = {10, 20, . . . 600} are generated. For each size, k = 100 samples are generated,
for a total test set of almost 6000 feeders1. A grid search is performed for all combi-
nations of ranges for α, α ∈ [0.4, 0.6] in steps of 0.001. Combinations where α > α are
allowed, which amounts to switching the sign of m in (5.2.3)2. The lossless DistFlow
is implicitly considered, since α = α = 0.5 is among the options.
Each solution error is measured as,
 =
1√|L | (‖vnr − v‖2 + ‖P nr − P ‖2 + ‖Qnr −Q‖2) , (5.2.5)
where superscript ‘nr’ denotes Matpower’s Newton-Raphson solutions, taken as
ground truth. All values are in per unit, and the division by
√|L | provides a root
mean square measure. Error, , can be seen as a function of four parameters:
1. |N |: the size of the feeder.
2. k: the sample number for feeder set of size |N |.
1Occasionally, the power flow for a synthetic feeder fails to converge in which case it is simply
removed from the set. Therefore, there are actually only 5995 in the total test set rather than 6000.
2Note that as long as there are no reverse flows vi > vj and based on (5.2.1) m` > 0 ∀`.
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Table 5.1: Optimal α Ranges Per Parametrization Option
h(`) α α
∑
|N |
∑
k  ¯
¯lossless−¯h(`)
¯lossless
(P 2` +Q
2
`)(r
2
` + x
2
`) 0.483 0.499 62.73 1.046 · 10−2 0.58√
(P 2` +Q
2
`)(r
2
` + x
2
`) 0.486 0.500 69.38 1.157 · 10−2 0.54
(P 2` +Q
2
`) 0.490 0.499 75.58 1.261 · 10−2 0.5√
P 2` +Q
2
` 0.494 0.499 78.76 1.314 · 10−2 0.48√
r2` + x
2
` 0.492 0.499 90.99 1.518 · 10−2 0.4
(r2` + x
2
`) 0.485 0.499 93.21 1.555 · 10−2 0.38
lossless 0.500 0.500 150.74 2.514 · 10−2 0
3. i: an index into all possible pairings of (α, α).
4. h(`): the parametrization method.
The numerically obtained optimal range and method is,
(i?, h?(`)) = arg min
i,h(`)
∑
|N |
∑
k
(|N |, k, i, h(`)). (5.2.6)
Table 5.1 shows the optimal ranges found for six parametrization functions, h(`),
as well as the lossless DistFlow. Parameterizations are sorted from best to worst
based on the average error, ¯. The heuristic parametrization based on (5.2.1) indeed
performs the best. All parametrization methods perform 38% or better than lossless
DistFlow, including those that only use topology parameters.
This final observation merits further comment. In an OPF setting where injections
are changing, α` could become variable and (5.1.12) ceases to be linear. The results
in Table 5.1 suggest that fixing α` based on the branch impedance still improves
accuracy, while preserving linearity.
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Since the optimal range from Table 5.1 is selected considering many feeders of
different sizes, it is likely that for particular size sets the optimal range may differ.
Restricting further analysis to h?(`) from Table 5.1, there is some optimal range for
each feeder size set:
i?|N | = arg min
i
∑
k
(|N |, k, i, h?(`)), (5.2.7)
where each i?|N | might not correspond to the range in Table 5.1. For each |N |, define
the minimum cumulative error, ?|N |, as,
?|N | =
∑
k
(|N |, k, i?|N |, h?(`)). (5.2.8)
Similarly, let |N | be the cumulative error for feeders of size |N |, when using i?
corresponding to the range in Table 5.1:
|N | =
∑
k
(|N |, k, i?, h?(`)). (5.2.9)
If the increase in error from ?|N | to |N | is not significant, it is far more practical to
keep the parametrization fixed. This consideration is evaluated with results expressed
in Figure 5.2.1 showing the increased percent error,
100× |N | − 
?
|N |
?|N |
, (5.2.10)
for each feeder set, as well as the average over all feeder sizes. Small errors support
using the α values in Table 5.1.
5.2.2 Numerical Parametrization Validation
To test how well lossy DistFlow with the chosen parametrization of α` performs
in comparison to other method, a new and different set, C, of 4996 feeders with
sizes between 6 and 880 is created. The size and loading of each feeder is chosen by
sampling a KDE as in Section 2.4.2, except that only load is present on the feeders.
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Figure 5.2.1: Added percent error when using the α range in Table 5.1 compared with the minimum
error achieved for each size group.
The logarithmic voltage transformation approach from [Li et al.(2017)], denoted
with log(v), as well as the approach from [Fatemi et al.(2015)], denoted with ‘ftm’,
are considered in addition to the lossless and lossy DistFlow methods, denoted with
‘df’ and ‘ldf’, Voltage, real, and reactive errors are calculated for each sample i:
∆xti = x
nr
i − xti x ∈ {v,P ,Q}, t ∈ {df, ldf, log(v), ftm}. (5.2.11)
The root-mean-square and absolute maximum errors (infinity norm) for each sample
are calculated as,
[xrms]i =
1√|Li|‖∆x‖2
[x∞]i = ‖∆x‖∞,
(5.2.12)
and their histograms are show in Figure 5.2.2. Cumulative statistics are additionally
shown in Figure 5.2.3 and reported in Table 5.2. Errors for the ‘ftm’ method are
significantly worse than the other three methods and are therefore left out of plots
for presentation clarity.
Six radial feeders available in Matpower are also tested. These are quite small,
ranging from 18 to 141 buses. Cumulative statistics are also presented in Table 5.2,
and are generally similar in trend to the synthetic feeder set.
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Figure 5.2.2: Error histograms for 4996 synthetic feeders.
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Figure 5.2.3: Cumulative errors, average rms, average ∞, and maximum ∞, for lossless, lossy
DistFlow, as well as log(v) method.
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Table 5.2: Cumulative Error Statistics for Lossy DistFlow Validation
Synthetic Feeders Matpower Cases
|C| = 4996 |C| = 6
x [p.u.] df ldf log(v) ftm df ldf
1
|C|
∑
i∈C [
x
rms]i
v 0.0025 0.0010 0.0019 0.0221 0.0095 0.0104
P 0.0076 0.0034 0.0069 0.0575 0.0294 0.0223
Q 0.0127 0.0049 0.0056 0.0777 0.1265 0.0806
1
|C|
∑
i∈C [
x
∞]i
v 0.0051 0.0022 0.0056 0.0471 0.0110 0.0112
P 0.0714 0.0291 0.0460 0.2986 0.0861 0.0737
Q 0.1644 0.0620 0.0300 0.6570 0.3736 0.2430
maxi∈C [x∞]i
v 0.1820 0.1550 0.1896 0.3619 0.0500 0.0500
P 1.4620 1.1705 0.5191 3.1926 0.3958 0.2574
Q 2.6527 2.2143 1.2842 3.7284 2.1626 1.3306
Figures 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, as well as Table 5.2 support the argument that lossy
DistFlow outperforms the lossless version, and in general is an improvement over
other methods. Some interpretation is required, however, with respect to the log v
method as well as the Matpower cases. In terms of rms, lossy DistFlow outperforms
log v in all cases, as seen in Figure 5.2.3a. The log(v) method does perform better
in terms of average Q∞ (∼ 107%), as seen in Figure 5.2.3b. However, this is offset
by the outperformance of lossy DistFlow in P∞ (∼ 37%), v∞ (∼ 61%), and Qrms
(∼ 12%). The maximum ∞ in Figure 5.2.3c should not be given too much weight as
they represent a single event, are thus quite rare, and their statistics are less reliable.
Nonetheless, these results do suggest that if the most important consideration is
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reactive power flow, the log(v) method may be a more appropriate choice. In all
other cases, however, lossy DistFlow is expected to perform better overall.
Another advantage of the lossy DistFlow formulation over the log(v) method is
that the solution structure remains identical to the lossless case. Therefore, stability
analysis in the presence of multiple inverters performed under the lossless assumption,
which originally motivated this work, is directly transferable. Switching to log(v)
would alter such analyses. Finally, note that DistFlow does not calculate bus angles.
Therefore, the problem actually has half the number of variables, which may be
appealing in certain situations.
For the six Matpower cases, the average of both vrms and 
v
∞ are slightly worse
for lossy DistFlow (∼10% and ∼2% respectively). However, the improvements in
Prms (∼24%) and P∞ ( ∼14%), as well as Qrms (∼36%) and Q∞ (∼34%), still render
the lossy DistFlow approximation more accurate. The discrepancy in voltage mag-
nitude is likely due to the low sample number. Based on these results, the lossy
DistFlow, parametrized by many synthetic trials, is concluded to be an improvement
over the conventional lossless DistFlow, and broadly speaking also beats other linear
approximations from literature.
It is worth noting that the lossless solutions still provide good approximations
for v, P , and Q, and thus give further validity to the linearized DistFlow model.
Lossless DistFlow is an “optimistic” solution in which voltage drops due to losses are
neglected in (5.2.1) yielding higher bus voltages and lower flows than the nonlinear
solution. Lossy DistFlow, on the other hand, is a more “pessimistic” solution. By
considering loading due to losses, it reduces the likelihood of falsely predicting normal
operation in cases with violations.
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5.3 Multiphase Extension
The matrix-vector formulation of DistFlow is extened to unbalanced multiphase
feeders. At some abuse of notation, several symbols are redefined, to highlight the
similarity to the single phase formulation in the previous sections.
5.3.1 Definitions
The use of outer products in [Gan and Low(2014)] produces squared quantities of
interest. Bus j now has |Φj|2 indices rather than |Φj|. Let Φ2j = Φj×Φj the cartesian
product of the phase indices. The connection matrices become E ×N with,
E =
3∑
ν=1
Eνν
2 N =
3∑
ν=1
Nνν
2, (5.3.1)
where Eν andNν are the number of branches and buses, respectively, with ν ∈ {1, 2, 3}
phases. For branch-phase index pairs (`, φ) and bus-phase index pairs (i, ϕ), define
mappings,
e : (`, φ) 7→ k ∈ 1, 2, . . . , E ` ∈ L , φ ∈ Φ2t(`)
n : (j, ϕ) 7→ k ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N j ∈ N , ϕ ∈ Φ2j .
(5.3.2)
Using these functions, connections matrices T and F are redefined as,
[T ]e(`,φ),n(i,ϕ) =

1 t(`) = i and φ = ϕ
0 otherwise
[F ]e(`,φ),n(i,ϕ) =

1 f(`) = i and φ = ϕ
0 otherwise.
(5.3.3)
The source node (assumed to be the first) is by definition without predecessor, leading
its columns in T to be all zero. Define TE, size E × E, as T with the first all
zero columns removed. Incidence matrix M0 is still defined as in (5.1.3b), except
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that m0 is now an E × |Φ0|2 matrix corresponding to the source bus. Similarly,
v
(2)
0 = [v
(2)
0 , v
(2)]T , is the N × 1 “squared” voltage vector (see (5.3.24) for a more
precise definition), with v
(2)
0 the vector of |Φ0|2 terms corresponding to the source bus.
Define operator, ph(A), as taking matrix A, and removing rows corresponding to
physically non-existing branch-phases indices. Then,
M0 ph(1|N | ⊗ I|Φ0|)v(2)0 = 0, (5.3.4)
since ph(1|N | ⊗ I|Φ0|)v(2)0 creates an N × 1 vector, where entries n(1, ϕ) = n(2, ϕ) =
. . . = n(|N |, ϕ) = [v(2)0 ]ϕ. Letting 10 = ph(1|N |−1 ⊗ I|Φ0|),
M0v
(2)
0 = M0(v
(2)
0 − ph(1|N | ⊗ I|Φ0|)v(2)0 ) = M (v(2) − 10v(2)0 ). (5.3.5)
An example of these matrices and the ph(·) operator can be found in Appendix D.1.
Finally, if X and Y are block diagonal matrices,
X =

X1
. . .
Xn
 , Y =

Y1
. . .
Yn
 , (5.3.6)
then define the product X Y as,
X Y =

X1 ⊗ Y1
. . .
Xn ⊗ Yn
 . (5.3.7)
5.3.2 Constant Impedance Loads
The current flowing out of node j due to a wye connected constant impedance
loads is:
I0j = y
0
jVj, (5.3.8)
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where y0j is a |Φj| × |Φj| matrix. Shunt capacitances of lines could also be included
in this term, in which case y0j would not be diagonal. From (5.3.8) the power flowing
out of node j due to a wye connected constant impedance load is:
d(Vj(I
0
j )
H) = d(VjV
H
j (y
0
j )
H). (5.3.9)
For delta connected loads, incidence matrix ∆ is defined as in [Zhao et al.(2017)]
and [Bernstein et al.(2018)],
∆ =

1 −1
1 −1
−1 1
 . (5.3.10)
Additionally, letting ∆j be the 3 × |Φj| matrix with the columns corresponding to
ν ∈ Φj, the currents flowing in the delta branches are,
I∆j = ∆
T
j D(y
∆
j )∆jVj, (5.3.11)
where y∆j is a 3× 1 vector of load admittances. The power out of each phase node is
therefore,
d(Vj(I
∆
j )
H) = d(VjV
H
j ∆
T
j D(y
∆
j )
H∆j). (5.3.12)
Letting lHj = (y
0
j )
H + ∆Tj D(y
∆
j )
H∆j, the total power withdrawal due to constant
impedance loads is,
szj = d(VjV
H
j l
H
j ). (5.3.13)
5.3.3 Constant Power Delta Loads
Unlike wye-connected loads, changing line-to-line currents couple phase voltages
in delta connected loads. In per unit and at nominal voltage, constant power load is
equal to admittance conjugate. Therefore, constant power delta loads are modeled
similarly to (5.3.12) as,
√
3 · d(∆Tj D(s∆j )∆j), (5.3.14)
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where s∆j is the 3×1 vector of delta connected constant power loads, and the
√
3 factor
accounts for the difference between line-to-line and line-to-neutral voltages. This
modeling choice differs from [Zhao et al.(2017)], however, over the limited number of
test cases used it is numerically found to better match nonlinear power flow solutions.
5.3.4 Power Balance
Following the development in [Gan and Low(2014)] for a branch ` with (f(`), t(`)) =
(i, j), Ohm’s law states,
Vj = V
Φj
i − z`I`. (5.3.15)
The power at the receiving end of ` is,
VjI
H
` = S` − z`c2` . (5.3.16)
with redefinitions c2` = I`I
H
` , and S` = V
Φj
i I
H
` . The nodal power balance equation at
the receiving end is:
d(S` − z`c2`) = sj + szj +
∑
`′∈f-1(j)
d(S
Φ2j
`′ ). (5.3.17)
Using d(A−B) = d(A)− d(B),
d(S`) = sj + s
z
j + d(z`c
2
`) +
∑
`′∈f-1(j)
d(S
Φ2j
`′ ), (5.3.18)
and substituting for szj from (5.3.13),
d(S`) = sj + d
(
VjV
H
j l
H
j
)
+ d(z`c
2
`) +
∑
`′∈f-1(j)
d(S
Φ2j
`′ ), (5.3.19)
where sj = s
Y
j +
√
3 · d(∆Tj D(s∆j )∆j), is the |Φj| × 1 constant power load vector.
Instead of d(Sj), an equation in Sj is needed to substitute into the voltage dif-
ference relation to come. Excluding sj, all elements in (5.3.19) are inside the d(·)
function. The goal is thus, to take the “inverse” of the d(·) function, d−1(·), to get
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the, more constrained, full matrix equation. For this, the meaning of d−1(sj) needs
to be studied.
Assumption 1: Following [Gan and Low(2014)], assume the phase voltages are
balanced, i.e. V aj /V
b
j ≈ V bj /V cj ≈ V cj /V aj = ej2pi/3.
Using Assumption 1, the complex power is approximated as,
S` = V
Φj
i I
H
` ≈ γΦ
2
j D(d(S`)). (5.3.20)
Where,
γ =

1 a2 a
a 1 a2
a2 a 1
 , (5.3.21)
with a = e−j2pi/3. This suggests that d−1(sj) can be approximated with γD(sj), and
(5.3.19) becomes,
S` = γ
Φ2j D(sj) + VjV
H
j l
H
j + z`c
2
` +
∑
`′∈f-1(j)
S
Φ2j
`′ . (5.3.22)
The conjugate transpose of (5.3.22) will also be needed,
SHj = D(s
∗
j)γ
Φ2j + ljVjV
H
j + c
2
`z
H
` +
∑
`′∈f-1(j)
(S
Φ2j
`′ )
H , (5.3.23)
noting that c2j , and γ are hermitian matrices.
The matrix-matrix equations are next converted to matrix-vector form using the
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vec(·) operation. Define3,
σj = vec(D(sj)) ∈ C|Φj |2×1,
(v
(2)
i )
Φ2j = vec(V
Φj
i (V
Φj
i )
H) ∈ C|Φj |2×1,
ξ` = vec(c
2
`) ∈ C|Φt(`)|
2×1,
ψ
Φj
` = vec(S
Φ2j
` ) ∈ C|Φj |
2×1,
ψ˜
Φj
` = vec((S
Φ2j
` )
H) ∈ C|Φj |2×1.
(5.3.24)
Using vec(AXB) = (BT ⊗ A) vec(X) , Equations (5.3.22) and (5.3.23) become,
ψ
Φ2j
` = (I⊗ γΦ
2
j )σj + (l
∗
j ⊗ I)v(2)j + (I⊗ z`)ξ` +
∑
`′∈f-1(j)
ψ
Φ2j
`′ , (5.3.25)
ψ˜
Φ2j
` =
[
(γΦ
2
j )∗ ⊗ I
]
σ∗j + (I⊗ lj)v(2)j + (z∗` ⊗ I)ξ` +
∑
`′∈f-1(j)
ψ˜
Φ2j
`′ . (5.3.26)
With the definitions in Section 5.3.1, the combined matrix-vector equations are,
ψ = B
[
TE(I Γ)σ + TE(L
∗  I)v(2) + (I Z)ξ
]
(5.3.27)
ψ˜ = B
[
TE(Γ
∗  I)σ∗ + TE(I L)v(2) + (Z∗  I)ξ
]
, (5.3.28)
where, B = (IE−TF T )−1, σ and v(2) are the stacked σj and v(2)j for all nodes except
the source node, and matrices Γ, Γ∗, L, L∗, Z, and Z∗ are block diagonal matrices
with blocks γΦ
2
j , (γΦ
2
j )∗, lj, l∗j , zj, and z
∗
j respectively.
5.3.5 Squared Voltage Difference
Multiplying (5.3.15) by its complex conjugate and rearranging,
V
Φj
i (V
Φj
i )
H − VjV Hj = S`zH` + z`SH` − z`c2`zH` , (5.3.29)
the vectorized form is,
(v
(2)
i )
Φ2j − v(2)j = (z∗` ⊗ I)ψ
Φ2j
` + (I⊗ z`)ψ˜
Φ2j
` − (z∗` ⊗ z`)ξ`, (5.3.30)
3Note that v
(2)
i has complex valued entries, only the diagonals are strictly real.
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and the full matrix-vector formulation using (5.3.5) is,
M (v(2) − 10v(2)0 ) = (Z∗  I)ψ + (I Z)ψ˜ − (Z∗ Z)ξ. (5.3.31)
Plugging (5.3.27) and (5.3.28) into (5.3.31), noting that,
(Z∗  I)(I Z) = Z∗ Z
(I Z)(Z∗  I) = Z∗ Z,
(5.3.32)
and defining,
Z˜ = (Z∗  I)BTE(I Γ),
Z = (I Z)BTE(Γ∗  I),
K = (Z∗  I)BTE(L∗  I) + (I Z)BTE(I L),
C = (Z∗  I)B(I Z) + (I Z)B(Z∗  I)− (Z∗ Z),
(5.3.33)
the multiphase DistFlow equation is:
(M −K)v(2) = M10v(2)0 + Z˜σ +Zσ∗ +Cξ. (5.3.34)
Remark: When ξ → 0, (5.3.34) is a matrix-vector representation of the linearized
solution in [Gan and Low(2014)], with the added impact of constant impedance loads,
captured in the K matrix, and constant power delta loads.
5.3.6 Approximating Losses
Solving (5.3.15) for I`, with y` = z
−1
` , the quadratic current term on branch ` with
(f(`), t(`)) = (i, j) can be written as,
c2` = I`I
H
` = y`[V
Φj
i − Vj][(V Φji )H − V Hj ]yH` . (5.3.35)
Assumption 2: Angle differences across distribution branches are fairly small.
Therefore, in a similar spirit as (5.1.8), the mixed term voltage outer products are
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approximated as convex combinations of the two end nodes:
V
Φj
i V
H
j ≈ D(α`)(V Φji (V Φji )H − VjV Hj ) + VjV Hj , (5.3.36)
where α` is redefined as a |Φj| × 1 parameter vector with each entry 0 ≤ [α`]ν ≤ 1.
Substituting (5.3.36) and its conjugate transpose into (5.3.35), collecting terms,
and letting D(αc`) = I|Φj | −D(α`),
c2` ≈ y`
[
D(αc`)[V
Φj
i (V
Φj
i )
H − VjV Hj ]− [V Φji (V Φji )H − VjV Hj ] D(α`)
]
yH` . (5.3.37)
Vectorizing,
ξ` ≈ (y∗` ⊗ [y` D(αc`)]− [y∗` D(α`)]⊗ y`) [(v(2)i )Φ
2
j − v(2)j ], (5.3.38)
and stacking all branches,
ξ ≈
[
Y ∗ (Y D(αc))− (Y ∗D(α)) Y
]
M (v(2) − 10v(2)0 ), (5.3.39)
where Y , Y ∗, D(αc), and D(α) are block diagonal matrices with blocks, y`, y∗` , D(α
c
`),
and D(α`). Substituting back into (5.3.34) and letting,
A(α) = IE −C
[
Y ∗ (Y D(αc))− (Y ∗D(α)) Y
]
, (5.3.40)
the multiphase lossy DistFlow parametrized by α is,
(A(α)M −K)v(2) = A(α)M10v(2)0 + Z˜σ +Zσ∗. (5.3.41)
Remark: When α` = 0.5 · 1|Φt(`)|, c2` → 0 ∀` in (5.3.37), therefore, A(α) = IE,
and the lossless formulation is recovered. Additionally, the formulation in (5.3.41)
has essentially the same form as (5.1.13). While Z and Z˜ are not exactly conjugates
of one another, due to inter-phase terms, they are “conjugate like”. On the terms
corresponding to diagonal entries of the σj blocks, they are exactly conjugates, which
yields real values for the final voltage magnitudes.
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5.4 Multiphase Numerical Results
While an automatic generation tool for multiphase feeders is not available, a
similar loss parametrization to Section 5.2.1 is developed, and tested on four available
test feeders.
5.4.1 Multiphase Parametrization
Similar to Section 5.2.1, α` is parametrized based on properties of branch `. Be-
ginning with the definition of S`,
SH` S` = I`(V
Φj
i )
HV Φii I
H
` = ‖V Φji ‖22c2` , (5.4.1)
where S` is estimated by summing all downstream power and premultiplying by γ as
in (5.3.20). Substituting into the approximation for c2` in (5.3.37), and rearranging:
1
‖V Φji ‖22
(S`z
H
` )
H(SzH` ) ≈ [V Φji (V Φji )H − VjV Hj ]
−
[
D(α`)[V
Φj
i (V
Φj
i )
H − VjV Hj ] + [V Φji (V Φji )H − VjV Hj ] D(α`)
]
. (5.4.2)
Noting that d(D(α) ·A) = d(A ·D(α)), and letting v2i and v2j be the diagonal entries
of V
Φj
i (V
Φj
i )
H and VjV
H
j respectively,
1
1Tv2i
d[(S`z
H
` )
H(SzH` )] ≈ [I− 2 D(α`)](v2i − v2j ). (5.4.3)
Using D(x)y = D(y)x, d(D(x)) = x and rearranging,
α` ≈ 0.5 · 1− 1
1Tv2i
D−1(v2i − v2j ) d[(S`zH` )H(SzH` )], (5.4.4)
is the generalization of (5.2.1). The corresponding parametrization to (5.2.3) given
some range [α`]ν ∈ [α, α] is then,
α` = −D(mΦt(`)) · h(`) + bΦt(`) , (5.4.5)
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with,
mν =
α− α
max`∈L [h(`)]ν −min`∈L [h(`)]ν
bν = α +mν ·min
`∈L
[h(`)]ν .
, ν ∈ {1, 2, 3}. (5.4.6)
Function h(`) could be d[(S`z
H
` )
H(SzH` )] based on (5.4.4) or some other function of
branch `.
5.4.2 Sample Results
Unlike the single-phase case, there is currently no tool to generate very large
number of multiphase feeders. The results presented here are therefore a simple
proof-of-concept.
The IEEE 13, 34, 37, and 123 bus feeders from [IEEE PES Distribution Test
Feeders(2018)] are used to assess the performance of the multiphase lossy DistFlow.
A few modifications are made to conform to the current modeling status presented
thus far:
• Voltage regulators and transformers are replaced with overhead line models.
• Shunt capacitors are disabled.
• All load models that are neither constant power nor constant impedance are
converted to constant power.
Let v be the vector composed of square root of the diagonal entries of the “unvec-
torized” v(2) vector, P and Q be the real and reactive parts of the diagonals of the
“unvectorized” ψ vector, and E˜ =
3∑
ν=1
Eνν with Eν defined as in (5.3.1). The error,
 is measured as in (5.2.5),
 =
1√
E˜
(‖vdss − v‖2 + ‖P dss − P ‖2 + ‖Qdss −Q‖2), (5.4.7)
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Table 5.3: Multiphase Lossy DistFlow Results
h(`) α α
∑
 ¯
d[(S`z
H
` )
H(SzH` )] 0.492 0.501 0.1044 0.0261
d(z`z
H
` ) 0.498 0.500 0.1061 0.0265
lossless 0.500 0.500 0.1065 0.0266
where ‘dss’ refers to the non-linear solutions obtained with OpenDSS [Electric Power
Research Institute(2011),Reno and Coogan(2014)], taken as ground truth.
Table 5.3 shows results for two parametrization functions h(`) and the lossless
DistFlow. Once again, both parameterizations outperform lossless DistFlow, however,
as opposed to the results in Section 5.2.1 the differences are much smaller. Since
the sample size is so small, it is difficult to draw very general conclusions. Results
suggest that the loss parametrization is useful if the parameters are tuned correctly.
However, a larger set of cases needs to be considered before a stronger statement about
preferred parametrization settings can be made. If a future multiphase incarnation
of synfeeder is realized, the necessary larger case study will be possible.
5.5 Related Publications
The results presented in this chapter are currently under review in [Schweitzer
et al.(2018b)]. Both the single phase and multiphase lossy DistFlow implementations
are available on GitHub at: https://github.com/eranschweitzer/distflow.
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A.1 Statistical Analysis Results
Table A.1: KL-Divergences
Cumulative Per Feeder DKL
†
Property Distribution DKL < 90% < 95% < 1
Hop Distance Negative Binomial 0.0173 0.3903 2.3022 92%
No-Load
Fraction Beta 0.0014 — — —
Hop Distance Bimodal Poisson 0.0755 — — —
Power Injection
Fraction Beta 0.0620 — — —
Hop Distance Bimodal Normal 0.1706 — — —
Deviation From Uniform Normal 0.0459 — — —
Load Deviation From Uniform tLocationScale 0.0008 3.4103 4.5785 83%
Degree Distribution Bimodal Gamma 0.0211 0.1457 0.2701 99%
Iest` /I
nom
` Exponential 0.0098 0.2010 0.3795 98%
Cable Length Modified Cauchy 0.0247 0.6967 1.1387 95%
Downstream Power Generalized Pareto 0.0111 0.6691 1.0766 94%
Voltage Drop Generalize Pareto 0.0917 0.9961 1.5091 90%
† The number in column < 90% says that 90% of the individual feeders have a KL-Divergence with
the functional law below the tabulated number, similarly for column < 95%. Column < 1 reports
the percent of feeders whose KL distance to the functional law is less than 1.
Table A.2: Fit Parameters
Property Parameter Values
Hop Distance n = 7.46, p = 0.50
No-Load
Fraction α = 3.03, β = 49.54
Hop Distance p = 0.53, µ1 = 3.55, µ2 = 10.50
Power Injection
Fraction α = 4.28, β = 246.19
Hop Distance p = 0.92, µ1 = 0.12, σ1 = 0.04, µ2 = 0.32, σ2 = 0.32
Deviation From Uniform µ = 0, σ = 0.15
Load Deviation From Uniform µ = −0.001, σ = 0.002, ν = 1.46
Degree Distribution p = 0.03, a1 = 5.30, b1 = 1.24, a2 = 9.00, b2 = 0.21
Iest` /I
nom
` µ = 0.17
Cable Length x0 = 0.4807, γ = 0.3595
Downstream Power k = 0.27, σ = 0.015, θ = 0
Voltage Drop k = 0.67, σ = 4.12× 10−4, θ = 0
Maximum Degree a = 23.47, b = −0.68
Maximum Length a = 26.97, b = −0.13
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A.2 Cable Library
Table A.3 shows the 10 kV cables used in the feeder generation algorithm. Fre-
quency is the fraction of cables belonging to the particular group. For example,
around 20% of cables have a nominal rating of 240 A. Subscript 0 refers to the zero
sequence values.
Table A.3: Library of cables with 10 kV nominal voltage used in the radial feeder algorithm
Cable Type Inom [A] Frequency R [Ω/km] X [Ω/km] C [µF/km] R0 [Ω/km] X0 [Ω/km] [C0 µF/km]
3x16 Cu 82 0.0948 1.1585 0.1074 0.2058 7.2969 0.1706 0.1025
3x35 Cu 135 0.1056 0.5325 0.0978 0.2707 4.9507 0.1536 0.1358
3x95 Al 185 0.3205 0.3283 0.0867 0.3840 3.0182 0.1344 0.1945
3x150 Al 240 0.1949 0.2086 0.0821 0.4505 2.4068 0.1264 0.2292
3x120 Cu 275 0.0825 0.1567 0.0843 0.4167 2.6882 0.1303 0.2115
3x240 Al 320 0.1499 0.1308 0.0776 0.5311 1.9066 0.1187 0.2714
3x240 Al 355 0.0393 0.1308 0.0776 0.5311 1.9066 0.1187 0.2714
1x240 Alrm 445 0.0069 0.1352 0.1082 0.4355 0.7096 0.0505 0.4355
1x630 Alrm 575 0.0052 0.0511 0.0927 0.6410 0.4416 0.0395 0.6410
1x630 Alrm 700 0.0005 0.0511 0.0927 0.6410 0.4416 0.0395 0.6410
A.3 Real vs. Synthetic Feeders
Figure A.3.1 is identical to Figure 2.4.1 except that the real feeder (a) is identified
is identified with a frame.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure A.3.1: Three samples generated with the following inputs: |N |: 195, Load: 23 MVA, and
Generation: 3 MVA. The width of each line represents the relative real power flow magnitude. Edges
with reverse flow are marked in red. The size of each node represents the relative magnitude of real
load/injection. Injection nodes are identified with green.
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B.1 Sizing M
Using u for both uf(`) and ut(`) since boundary values will eventually be applied,
constraint (3.3.7b) is broken into two parts when Z`,˜` = 0:
MP f ≥ −P f` + (gff` + gft` )(1 + u)− gft` φ+ bft` θft(`) ∀` ∈ L (B.1.1)
MP f ≥ P f` − (gff` + gft` )(1 + u) + gft` φ− bft` θft(`) ∀` ∈ L (B.1.2)
To find the smallest possible MP f the right-hand side of each is maximized term by
term.
Constraint (B.1.1)
1. To maximize −P f` let P f` → −rmax, where rmax = max` r`, and the whole term
becomes rmax.
2. To maximize (gff` + g
ft
` )(1 + u) first let x` = (g
ff
` + g
ft
` ) and y = (1 + u), noting
that y > 0. There are 2 cases to consider:
(a) If ∃` ∈ L : x` > 0, then max`,y(x`y) = max`(x`) max(y)
(b) If @` ∈ L : x` > 0, max`,y(x`y) = max`(x`) min(y)
There final expression is:
max
{
max
`
(gff` + g
ft
` )(1 + umax),max
`
(gff` + g
ft
` )(1 + umin)
}
.
3. to maximize −gft` φ, minimize gft` φ, noting that φ ≥ 0. There are again 2 cases
to consider:
(a) If ∃` ∈ L : gft` < 0, then min`,φ(gft` φ) = min`(gft` ) max(φ)
(b) If @` ∈ L : gft` < 0, then min`,φ(gft` φ) = min`(gft` ) min(φ) = 0.
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The final expression is therefore, min
{
min`(g
ft
` )
∆θ2max
2
, 0
}
.
4. To maximize bft` θft(`) the maximum absolute value of b
ft
` is multiplied by the
maximum angle difference: max(
∣∣∣bft` ∣∣∣)∆θmax.
Combining the parts:
M1P f ≥ rmax + max
{
max
`
(gff` + g
ft
` )(1 + umax), max
`
(gff` + g
ft
` )(1 + umin)
}
−min
{
min
`
(gft` )
∆θ2max
2
, 0
}
+ max
`
(
∣∣∣bft` ∣∣∣)∆θmax (B.1.3)
Constraint (B.1.2)
1. To maximize P f` let P
f
` → rmax.
2. To maximize −(gff` + gft` )(1 + u), minimize (gff` + gft` )(1 + u), letting x` =
(gff` + g
ft
` ) and y = (1 + u), noting that y > 0.
(a) If ∃` ∈ L : x` < 0, then min`,y(x`y) = min`(x`) max(y).
(b) If @` ∈ L : x` < 0, then min`,y(x`y) = min`(x`) min(y).
The final expression is:
min
{
min
`
(gff` + g
ft
` )(1 + umax), min
`
(gff` + g
ft
` )(1 + umin)
}
.
3. To maximize gft` φ, noting that φ ≥ 0:
(a) If ∃` ∈ L : gft` > 0, then max`,φ(gft` φ) = max`(gft` ) max(φ)
(b) If @` ∈ L : gft` > 0, then max`,φ(gft` φ) = max`(gft` ) min(φ) = 0.
The final expression is therefore, max
{
max`(g
ft
` )
∆θ2max
2
, 0
}
.
4. Maximizing −bft` θft(`) is the same as before due to the symmetry of θft(`).
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Combining the parts:
M2P f ≥ fmax −min
{
min
`
(gff` + g
ft
` )(1 + umax), min
`
(gff` + g
ft
` )(1 + umin)
}
+ max
{
max
`
(gft` )
∆θ2max
2
, 0
}
+ max
`
(
∣∣∣bft` ∣∣∣)∆θmax. (B.1.4)
The greater of M1
P f
and M2
P f
is taken is the final big multiplier:
MP f = max(M1P f ,M2P f ). (B.1.5)
The same treatment is performed on Constraints (3.3.7c)–(3.3.7e).
Calculating MQf
M1Qf ≥ −Qf` − (bff` + bft` )(1 + u) + bft` φ+ gft` θft(`) (B.1.6a)
≥ rmax −min
{
min
`
(bff` + b
ft
` )(1 + umax), min
`
(bff` + b
ft
` )(1 + umin)
}
+ max
{
max
`
(bft` )
∆θ2max
2
, 0
}
+ max
`
(
∣∣gft∣∣)∆θmax
M2Qf ≥ +Qf` + (bff` + bft` )(1 + u)− bft` φ− gft` θft(`) (B.1.6b)
≥ rmax + max
{
max
`
(bff` + g
ft
` )(1 + umax),max
`
(bff` + b
ft
` )(1 + umin)
}
−min
{
min
`
(bft` )
∆θ2max
2
, 0
}
+ max
`
(
∣∣gft∣∣)∆θmax
MQf = max(M1Qf ,M2Qf ) (B.1.6c)
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Calculating MP t
M1P t ≥ −P t` + (gtt` + gtf` )(1 + u)− gtf` φ− btf` θft(`) (B.1.7a)
≥ rmax + max
{
max
`
(gtt` + g
tf
` )(1 + umax),max
`
(gtt` + g
tf
` )(1 + umin)
}
−min
{
min
`
(gtf` )
∆θ2max
2
, 0
}
+ max
`
(
∣∣∣btf` ∣∣∣)∆θmax
M2P t ≥ +P t` − (gtt` + gtf` )(1 + u) + gtf` φ+ btf` θft(`) (B.1.7b)
≥ rmax −min
{
min
`
(gtt` + g
tf
` )(1 + umax), min
`
(gtt` + g
tf
` )(1 + umin)
}
+ max
{
max
`
(gtf` )
∆θ2max
2
, 0
}
+ max
`
(
∣∣∣btf` ∣∣∣)∆θmax
MP t = max(M1P t ,M2P t) (B.1.7c)
Calculating MQt
M1Qt ≥ −Qt` − (btt` + btf` )(1 + u) + btf` φ− gtf` θft(`) (B.1.8a)
≥ rmax −min
{
min
`
(btt` + b
tf
` )(1 + umax), min
`
(btt` + b
tf
` )(1 + umin)
}
+ max
{
max
`
(btf` )
∆θ2max
2
, 0
}
+ max
`
(
∣∣gtf ∣∣)∆θmax
M2Qt ≥ +Qt` + (btt` + btf` )(1 + u)− btf` φ+ gtf` θft(`) (B.1.8b)
≥ rmax + max
{
max
`
(btt` + g
tf
` )(1 + umax),max
`
(btt` + b
tf
` )(1 + umin)
}
−min
{
min
`
(btf` )
∆θ2max
2
, 0
}
+ max
`
(
∣∣gtf ∣∣)∆θmax
MQt = max(M1Qt ,M2Qt) (B.1.8c)
B.2 Selecting h for Polyhedral Relaxation
Consider two tangent lines, f(x) and g(x), to the function q(x) = (x − x¯)2 at x0
and x1 > x0 respectively.
f(x) = 2(x0 − x¯)x+ x¯2 − x20
g(x) = 2(x1 − x¯)x+ x¯2 − x21
(B.2.1)
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Since both f(x) and g(x) lie below q(x), the maximum deviation from either on the
interval [x0, x1] will be at the intersection of the two, which occurs at the interval
midpoint, x0 + d/2, where d = x1 − x0. The error  at this point is,
 = q(x0 +
d
2
)− f(x0 + d
2
) (B.2.2a)
= (x0 +
d
2
− x¯)2 − 2(x0 − x¯)(x0 + d
2
)− x¯2 + x20 (B.2.2b)
=
d2
4
. (B.2.2c)
Therefore, to achieve a particular , spacing d should be chosen as,
d = 2
√
. (B.2.3)
Assuming that all tangent points are place equally on the interval [−∆θmax,∆θmax],
spacing d expressed in terms of number of points minus one h is,
d =
2∆θmax
h
. (B.2.4)
Equating (B.2.3) and (B.2.4) and solving for h, gives the desired h given an error :
h =
∆θmax√

. (B.2.5)
B.3 AC-PTDF
Several algorithms in Chapter 3 make use of AC-PTDFs, or linearized sensitivities
of the AC power flow problem around a particular operating point. These are briefly
derived here, in a similar manner to [Wood et al.(2014), Appendix 8D].
The desired sensitivities link changes in bus injection to line power flow via matrix
Hf 1: ∆P f
∆Qf
 = Hf
∆P bus
∆Qbus
 , (B.3.1)
1The superscript f indicates power flows at the from end of the branch. An identical derivation
can be carried out for the to end as well.
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where,
Hf =

∂P f
∂P bus
∂P f
∂Qbus
∂Qf
∂P bus
∂Qf
∂Qbus
 . (B.3.2)
The two ∆ vectors can be expressed in terms of the changes in complex voltage state
variable as: ∆P bus
∆Qbus
 =
J︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂P bus
∂θ
∂P bus
∂|v|
∂Qbus
∂θ
∂Qbus
∂|v|

 ∆θ
∆|v|

∆P f
∆Qf
 =
K︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂P f
∂θ
∂P f
∂|v|
∂Qf
∂θ
∂Qf
∂|v|

 ∆θ
∆|v|
 .
(B.3.3)
Matrix J is the standard 2(N − 1)× 2(N − 1) Newton method Jacobian matrix, and
matrix K is an 2L×2(N −1) similar branch flow Jacobian (see [Zimmerman(2010)]).
Substituting (B.3.3) in (B.3.1),
K
 ∆θ
∆|v|
 = HfJ
 ∆θ
∆|v|

⇒ Hf = KJ−1.
(B.3.4)
Matrix Hf is therefore, 2L× 2(N − 1), however, a column of zeros can be added for
the slack bus to make it 2L × 2N . It is important to note that different slack bus
choices will result in different Hf matrices.
B.4 Reactive Planning
B.4.1 Adding Shunts for Voltage Regulation
The basic reactive planning approach adopted is similar conceptually to [Birchfield
et al.(2018)] but leverages the OPF framework with soft limit capabilities. Generator
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with limits equal to zero are added to each bus, with soft limits enabled. Since the
soft limits are expensive, they will be non-zero only when necessary to satisfy the
voltage constraints. Once a solution is found, the desired shunt to add to node i is:
Bshi =
sqmaxi − sqmini
|vi|2 , (B.4.1)
where sqmaxi and s
qmin
i are violations in the positive and negative directions, respec-
tively, of the soft limit. Note that if the units on sqmaxi and s
qmin
i are MVAr, and vi is
in per-unit, then Bshi will be in MVAr, which is the required format for Matpower.
It is additionally possible to place an upper bound on the soft limits, so that the
magnitude of the shunts will be limited. Furthermore, to ensure that no shunt is
unreasonably small, all shunts with magnitudes greater than zero but smaller than a
given threshold, t, are set to that threshold:
Bshi =

Bshi (|Bshi | ≥ t) ∪ (Bshi = 0)
sgn(Bshi )t 0 < |Bshi | < t.
(B.4.2)
B.4.2 Adding Shunts to Limit Reactive Flows
Another reason to add shunts may be to limit the reactive flows. Given an oper-
ating point, sensitivities Hq:
Hq∆Qinj = ∆Qbranch, (B.4.3)
can be calculated as in Appendix B.3.
Define the magnitude of the flows given a change in bus injections as,
Qnewbranch = |Qoldbranch + ∆Qbranch|. (B.4.4)
A reasonable objective is to minimize Qnewbranch alongside the magnitude of ∆Qinj. The
`1-norm is used since sparse solutions, i.e. relatively few shunt elements, are desired.
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Minimizing ∆Qinj is of interest because a) linear sensitivities, Hq, are more accurate
with smaller injection changes, and b) the number of shunts added should be limited.
The full problem is formulated as,
Minimize
Qnewbranch,∆Qinj,sq
∑
Qnewbranch +
∑
sq
Subject to Qnewbranch −Hq∆Qinj ≥ Qoldbranch
Qnewbranch +Hq∆Qinj ≥ −Qoldbranch
sq −∆Qinj ≥ 0
sq + ∆Qinj ≥ 0
−∆Qmax ≥ ∆Qinj ≥ ∆Qmax
sq ≥ 0, Qnewbranch ≥ 0
(B.4.5)
Despite the use of the `1-norm, results in ∆Qinj are likely not sufficiently sparse.
This is addressed rather crudely with a desired fraction specifying how many buses
should have shunts. The default used is 10%, in which case a threshold value, t is
found satisfying,
90% = P(|∆Qinj| ≤ t). (B.4.6)
That is, t is the 90th percentile. The final shunt values are then,
Bshi =

[∆Qinj]i |[∆Qinj]i| > t
0 otherwise.
(B.4.7)
Unlike the previous section, the voltage magnitude is not used when converting be-
tween reactive power and susceptance. Given the errors associated with the linearized
sensitivities, it is not at all certain that such a division will increase accuracy and is
therefore neglected.
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B.4.3 Combining Procedures
In the specific application of Section 3.4.5 the following procedure is used:
1. Shunts are added according to Section B.4.1.
2. After resolving the OPF, shunts are added again according to Section B.4.2.
3. The original values from step 1 are subtracted from the current shunt elements
to avoid cumulative effects, and the procedure in Section B.4.1 is performed
again.
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APPENDIX C
TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION CO-SIMULATION DETAILS
170
C.1 Translation Code From Matpower to GridLAB-D
1 function s t r = mpc2gld (mpc , omega , vara rg in )
%%% conver t a matpower case s t r u c t u r e to a g r i d l a b d s t r i n g .
%%% Since g r i d l a b d does not support PV buses , a l l PV buses are converted to
%%% PQ. Phase s h i f t s are not supported cu r r en t l y but o f f−nominal tap r a t i o s
5 %%% are .
%%%
%%% KNOWN ISSUES :
%%% Base KV MUST be s p e c i f i e d in the mpc . bus matrics , o therwi se a l l
%%% vo l t a g e s w i l l be s e t to 0 in the glm model , which w l l r e s u l t in
10 %%% error s .
%%%
%%% INPUTS:
%%% mpc : matpower case
%%% omega : power radian frequency (2∗ p i ∗ f )
15 %%% OPTIONAL NAME VALUE PAIRS:
%%% exc l ude bu s e s : d e f a u l t empty .
%%% vec tor o f bus numbers to exc lude from the model .
%%% example : mpc2gld (mpc , omega , ’ exc lude buses ’ , [ 5 , 7 ] )
%%% nodes 5 and 7 w i l l not be crea ted . However , edges
20 %%% connect ing to nodes 5 and 7 w i l l s t i l l be
%%% wr i t t en ! ! ! The assumption i s t ha t t he se nodes
%%% w i l l be added e l sewhere as par t o f a f e ede r
%%% model .
%%% no shunt : d e f a u l t t rue .
25 %%% I f f a l s e , no suscep tances w i l l be added to the glm .
%%% OUTPUTS:
%%% s t r : formated s t r i n g in glm format ( note : preamble such as
%%% module l oad ing / c l o c k e t c . i s prov ided . )
%%%
30 %%% wr i t t en July , 2017 by Eran Schwei t zer ( eranschwei tzer@gmai l . com) at PNNL
idx = find (strcmp ( vararg in , ’ exc lude buse s ’ ) ) ;
i f ˜isempty ( idx )
exc lude buse s = vararg in { idx + 1} ;
35 else
exc lude buse s = [ ] ;
end
idx = find (strcmp ( vararg in , ’ with shunt ’ ) ) ;
40 i f ˜isempty ( idx )
shunt = vararg in { idx +1};
else
shunt = true ;
end
45
d e f i n e c o n s t a n t s ;
s t r = ’ ’ ;
nmap = sparse (mpc . bus ( : , BUS I ) , 1 , 1 : s ize (mpc . bus , 1 ) ) ;
50
for n = 1 : s ize (mpc . bus , 1 )
i f ˜any(mpc . bus (n , BUS I ) == exc lude buse s )
i f (abs (mpc . bus (n ,PD) ) > 0) | | (abs (mpc . bus (n ,QD) ) > 0) | | . . .
(abs (mpc . bus (n ,GS) ) > 0) | | (abs (mpc . bus (n , BS) ) > 0)
55 s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , l o a d s t r (mpc . bus (n , : ) ) ) ;
else
s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , node s t r (mpc . bus (n , : ) ) ) ;
end
end
60 end
branch mask = f a l s e ( s ize (mpc . branch , 1 ) , 1 ) ;
s o r t ed branche s = [min(mpc . branch ( : , 1 : 2 ) , [ ] , 2 ) , max(mpc . branch ( : , 1 : 2 ) , [ ] , 2 ) ] ;
for b = 1 : s ize (mpc . branch , 1 )
65 i f branch mask (b)
cont inue
end
i f mpc . branch (b ,BR STATUS)
par mask = p a r a l l e l m a s k ( sor ted branches , b ) ;
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par mask (b : end) = f a l s e ;
branch mask (b) = true ;
dummy num = sum( par mask ) ;
i f dummy num > 0
75 %pa r a l l e l branch , add dummy node
s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , dummy node(mpc . bus (nmap(mpc . branch (b , F BUS ) ) , : ) , . . .
mpc . branch (b , T BUS) ,dummy num ) ) ;
end
80 % a transformer has any o f the f o l l ow i n g p r op e r t i e s :
% 1) d i f f e r e n t v o l t a g e s at the ends o f the branch
% 2) a tap s e t t i n g not equa l to 0 ( even tap o f 1 w i l l be used as a
% transfomer )
xfmr check = mpc . bus (nmap(mpc . branch (b , F BUS ) ) ,BASE KV) ˜= . . .
85 mpc . bus (nmap(mpc . branch (b , T BUS) ) ,BASE KV) ;
xfmr check = xfmr check | | (mpc . branch (b ,TAP) ˜= 0 ) ;
i f ˜ xfmr check
Zbase = mpc . bus (nmap(mpc . branch (b , F BUS ) ) ,BASE KV)ˆ2/mpc . baseMVA ;
z = Zbase ∗(mpc . branch (b ,BR R) + 1 i ∗mpc . branch (b ,BR X ) ) ;
90 i f shunt
c = 1e9∗mpc . branch (b , BR B)/( omega∗Zbase ) ;
else
c = 0 ;
end
95 s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , l i n e s t r (mpc . branch (b , : ) , z , c , dummy num ) ) ;
else
% t r e a t as a transformer
z = mpc . branch (b ,BR R) + 1 i ∗mpc . branch (b ,BR X ) ;
i f shunt
100 bshunt = mpc . branch (b , BR B ) ;
else
bshunt = 0 ;
end
i f bshunt ˜= 0
105 zshunt = 1/(1 i ∗bshunt ) ;
s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , xfmr shunt (mpc . branch (b , F BUS ) , . . .
mpc . branch (b , T BUS ) , . . .
mpc . bus (nmap(mpc . branch (b , F BUS ) ) ,BASE KV) , . . .
mpc . bus (nmap(mpc . branch (b , T BUS) ) ,BASE KV ) , . . .
110 mpc . baseMVA, zshunt , dummy num ) ) ;
else
zshunt = 0 ;
end
s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , x fmr s t r (mpc . branch (b , : ) , z , zshunt , mpc . baseMVA , . . .
115 mpc . bus (nmap(mpc . branch (b , F BUS ) ) ,BASE KV) , . . .
mpc . bus (nmap(mpc . branch (b , T BUS) ) ,BASE KV) ,dummy num ) ) ;
end
end
end
120
for g = unique (mpc . gen ( : ,GEN BUS) ) . ’
rows = find (mpc . gen ( : ,GEN BUS) == g ) ;
for gnum = 1 : length ( rows )
i f mpc . gen ( rows (gnum) ,GEN STATUS) > 0
125 s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , g e n s t r (mpc . gen ( rows (gnum ) , : ) , . . .
gnum , mpc . bus (nmap( g ) ,BASE KV ) ) ) ;
end
end
end
130
end
function s t r = dummy node( bus row , tobus , dummy num)
s t r = node s t r ( bus row , sprintf ( ’ t o%d dummy%d ’ , tobus , dummy num ) ) ;
135 s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , sprintf ( [ ’ \ nobjec t switch {\n ’ , . . .
’name dummy switch%d bus%d to%d ;\n ’ , . . .
’ phases ABC;\n ’ , . . .
’ from bus%d ;\n ’ , . . .
’ to bus%d to%d dummy%d ;\n ’ , . . .
140 ’ s t a t u s CLOSED;\n ’ , . . .
’ }\n ’ ] , . . .
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dummy num, bus row ( 1 ) , tobus , bus row ( 1 ) , bus row ( 1 ) , tobus , dummy num ) ) ;
end
function mask = p a r a l l e l m a s k ( branches , bid )
145 mask = ( branches ( : , 1 ) == branches ( bid , 1 ) ) & . . .
( branches ( : , 2 ) == branches ( bid , 2 ) ) ;
end
function s t r = g e n s t r ( gen row , gnum , baseKV)
150 %genera tors w i l l s imply be t r ea t ed l i k e nega t i v e l oads
d e f i n e c o n s t a n t s ;
%nega t i v e s ince t r ea t e d as load in g l d .
S = −( gen row (PG) + 1 i ∗gen row (QG) ) ;
155 s t r = sprintf ( [ ’ \ nobjec t load {\n ’ , . . .
’ \tname gen%d bus%d ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tparent bus%d ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tphases ABC;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tnomina l vo l tage %0.3 f kV;\n ’ , . . .
160 ’ \ tconstant power A %s MVA;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tconstant power B %s MVA;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tconstant power C %s MVA;\n ’ , . . .
’ }\n ’ ] , gnum , gen row (GEN BUS) , gen row (GEN BUS) , baseKV/sqrt ( 3 ) , . . .
c omp lex s t r ing (S /3) , complex s t r ing (S /3) , complex s t r ing (S / 3 ) ) ;
165 end
function s t r = xfmr shunt ( from , to , baseKV1 , baseKV2 , baseMVA, zpu , dummy num)
i f dummy num > 0
170 from = sprintf ( ’%d to%d dummy%d ’ , from , to , dummy num ) ;
else
from = sprintf ( ’%d ’ , from ) ;
end
175 Zbase1 = baseKV1ˆ2/baseMVA ;
Zbase2 = baseKV2ˆ2/baseMVA ;
s t r = sprintf ( [ ’ \ nobjec t load {\n ’ , . . .
’ \tname xfmr %s %d shunt from ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tparent bus%s ;\n ’ , . . .
180 ’ \ tphases ABC;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tnomina l vo l tage %0.3 f kV;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tconstant impedance A %s Ohm;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tconstant impedance B %s Ohm;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tconstant impedance C %s Ohm;\n ’ , . . .
185 ’ }\n ’ ] , from , to , from , baseKV1/sqrt ( 3 ) , . . .
c omp lex s t r ing (2∗ zpu∗Zbase1 ) , complex s t r ing (2∗ zpu∗Zbase1 ) , . . .
comp lex s t r ing (2∗ zpu∗Zbase1 ) ) ;
s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , sprintf ( [ ’ \ nobjec t load {\n ’ , . . .
190 ’ \tname xfmr %s %d shunt to ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tparent bus%d ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tphases ABC;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tnomina l vo l tage %0.3 f kV;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tconstant impedance A %s Ohm;\n ’ , . . .
195 ’ \ tconstant impedance B %s Ohm;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tconstant impedance C %s Ohm;\n ’ , . . .
’ }\n ’ ] , from , to , to , baseKV2/sqrt ( 3 ) , . . .
c omp lex s t r ing (2∗ zpu∗Zbase2 ) , complex s t r ing (2∗ zpu∗Zbase2 ) , . . .
comp lex s t r ing (2∗ zpu∗Zbase2 ) ) ) ;
200 end
function s t r = x fmr s t r ( branch row , z , zshunt , baseMVA, baseKV1 , baseKV2 , dummy num)
205 [ F BUS , T BUS, BR R, BR X, BR B, RATE A, RATE B, RATE C, . . .
TAP, SHIFT , BR STATUS, PF, QF, PT, QT, MU SF, MU ST, . . .
ANGMIN, ANGMAX, MU ANGMIN, MUANGMAX] = idx brch ; %#ok<ASGLU>
i f dummy num > 0
210 dummy name = sprintf ( ’ dummy%d ’ ,dummy num ) ;
dummy from = sprintf ( ’ t o%d dummy%d ’ , branch row (T BUS) ,dummy num ) ;
else
dummy name = ’ ’ ;
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dummy from = ’ ’ ;
215 end
tap = branch row (TAP) ;
i f tap == 0
220 tap = 1 ;
end
from = branch row (F BUS ) ;
to = branch row (T BUS ) ;
225
s t r = sprintf ( [ ’ \n ’ , . . .
’ ob j e c t t r a n s f o r m e r c o n f i g u r a t i o n {\n ’ , . . .
’ \tname t r a n s b r a n c h c o n f i g %d %d%s ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ t connec t type WYEWYE;\n ’ , . . .
230 ’ \ tpower ra t ing %0.1 f MVA;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tp r imary vo l tage %0.2 f kV;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ t s e conda ry vo l t age %0.2 f kV;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ t r e s i s t a n c e %0.6 f ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ t r ea c tance %0.6 f ;\n ’ ] , . . .
235 branch row (F BUS) , branch row (T BUS) ,dummy name , baseMVA , . . .
baseKV1∗ tap , baseKV2 ,max( real ( z ) , 1 e−6) ,imag( z ) ) ;
s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , sprintf ( ’ \n}\n ’ ) ) ;
240 s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , sprintf ( [ ’ \ nobjec t t rans fo rmer {\n ’ , . . .
’ \tname t rans branch %d %d%s ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tphases ABC;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tfrom bus%d%s ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ t to bus%d ;\n ’ , . . .
245 ’ \ t c o n f i g u r a t i o n t r a n s b r a n c h c o n f i g %d %d%s ;\n ’ , . . .
’ }\n ’ ] , . . .
branch row (F BUS) , branch row (T BUS) ,dummy name , . . .
from , dummy from , to , . . .
branch row (F BUS) , branch row (T BUS) ,dummy name ) ) ;
250
end
function s t r = l i n e s t r ( branch row , z , c , dummy num)
255 [ F BUS , T BUS, BR R, BR X, BR B, RATE A, RATE B, RATE C, . . .
TAP, SHIFT , BR STATUS, PF, QF, PT, QT, MU SF, MU ST, . . .
ANGMIN, ANGMAX, MU ANGMIN, MUANGMAX] = idx brch ; %#ok<ASGLU>
i f dummy num > 0
260 dummy name = sprintf ( ’ dummy%d ’ ,dummy num ) ;
dummy from = sprintf ( ’ t o%d dummy%d ’ , branch row (T BUS) ,dummy num ) ;
else
dummy name = ’ ’ ;
dummy from = ’ ’ ;
265 end
s t r = sprintf ( [ ’ \ nobjec t l i n e c o n f i g u r a t i o n {\n ’ , . . .
’ \tname l i n e c o n f i g %d %d%s ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tz11 %s Ohm/ mile ;\n ’ , . . .
270 ’ \ tz22 %s Ohm/ mile ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tz33 %s Ohm/ mile ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tc11 %0.4 f nF/ mi le ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tc22 %0.4 f nF/ mi le ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tc33 %0.4 f nF/ mi le ;\n ’ , . . .
275 ’ }\n ’ ] , branch row (F BUS) , branch row (T BUS) ,dummy name , . . .
complex s t r ing ( z ) , complex s t r ing ( z ) , complex s t r ing ( z ) , . . .
c , c , c ) ;
s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , sprintf ( [ ’ \ nobjec t o v e r h e a d l i n e {\n ’ , . . .
280 ’ \tname l i n e %d %d%s ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tphases ABC;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tfrom bus%d%s ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ t to bus%d ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ t l eng th 1 mi le ;\n ’ , . . .
285 ’ \ t c o n f i g u r a t i o n l i n e c o n f i g %d %d%s ;\n}\n ’ ] , . . .
174
branch row (F BUS) , branch row (T BUS) ,dummy name , . . .
branch row (F BUS) , dummy from , branch row (T BUS ) , . . .
branch row (F BUS) , branch row (T BUS) ,dummy name ) ) ;
end
290
function s t r = l o a d s t r ( bus row )
[PQ, PV, REF, NONE, BUS I , BUS TYPE, PD, . . .
QD, GS, BS , BUS AREA, VM, . . .
VA, BASE KV, ZONE, VMAX, VMIN, . . .
295 LAM P, LAM Q, MU VMAX, MU VMIN] = idx bus ; %#ok<ASGLU>
s t r = sprintf ( [ ’ \ nobjec t load {\n ’ , . . .
’ \tname bus%d ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tphases ABC;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tnomina l vo l tage %0.3 f kV;\n ’ , . . .
300 ’ \ tbustype %s ;\n ’ ] , bus row ( BUS I ) , bus row (BASE KV)/ sqrt ( 3 ) , . . .
bustype ( bus row (BUS TYPE ) ) ) ;
v = bus row (VM)∗exp(1 i ∗bus row (VA)∗pi /180)∗ bus row (BASE KV)/ sqrt ( 3 ) ;
a = exp(1 i ∗120∗pi /180) ;
305 s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , sprintf ( [ ’ \n\ tvo l tage A %s kV;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tvo l tage B %s kV;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tvo l tage C %s kV;\n ’ ] , . . .
c omp lex s t r ing (v , ’ format ’ , ’ po la r ’ ) , . . .
c omp lex s t r ing ( v∗a ˆ2 , ’ format ’ , ’ po la r ’ ) , . . .
310 complex s t r ing ( v∗a , ’ format ’ , ’ po la r ’ ) ) ) ;
i f (abs ( bus row (PD) ) > 0) | | (abs ( bus row (QD) ) > 0)
S = bus row (PD) + 1 i ∗bus row (QD) ;
s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , sprintf ( [ ’ \n\ tconstant power A %s MVA;\n ’ , . . .
315 ’ \ tconstant power B %s MVA;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tconstant power C %s MVA;\n ’ ] , . . .
c omplex s t r ing (S /3) , complex s t r ing (S / 3 ) , . . .
complex s t r ing (S / 3 ) ) ) ;
end
320
i f (abs ( bus row (GS) ) > 0) | | (abs ( bus row (BS) ) > 0)
S = bus row (GS) − 1 i ∗bus row (BS ) ; %power in MVA
Z = bus row (BASE KV)ˆ2/( conj (S ) ) ; %impedance in Ohm.
s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , sprintf ( [ ’ \n\ tconstant impedance A %s Ohm;\n ’ , . . .
325 ’ \ tconstant impedance B %s Ohm;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tconstant impedance C %s Ohm;\n ’ ] , . . .
c omplex s t r ing (Z) , complex s t r ing (Z) , complex s t r ing (Z ) ) ) ;
end
330 s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , sprintf ( ’ \n}\n ’ ) ) ;
end
function s t r = c a p s t r ( bus row )
335 [PQ, PV, REF, NONE, BUS I , BUS TYPE, PD, . . .
QD, GS, BS , BUS AREA, VM, . . .
VA, BASE KV, ZONE, VMAX, VMIN, . . .
LAM P, LAM Q, MU VMAX, MU VMIN] = idx bus ; %#ok<ASGLU>
340 s t r = sprintf ( [ ’ \ nobjec t c a p a c i t o r {\n ’ , . . .
’ \tname cap%d ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tparent bus%d ;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tphases ABC;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tphases connected ABC;\n ’ , . . .
345 ’ \ tnomina l vo l tage %0.3 f kV;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ t capac i to r A %0.3 f MVAr;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ t capac i t o r B %0.3 f MVAr;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ t capac i t o r C %0.3 f MVAr;\n ’ , . . .
’ }\n ’ ] , . . .
350 bus row ( BUS I ) , bus row ( BUS I ) , bus row (BASE KV)/ sqrt ( 3 ) , . . .
bus row (BS)/3 , bus row (BS)/3 , bus row (BS) / 3 ) ;
end
355 function s t r = node s t r ( bus row , dummy name)
i f nargin == 1
dummy name = ’ ’ ;
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end
[PQ, PV, REF, NONE, BUS I , BUS TYPE, PD, . . .
360 QD, GS, BS , BUS AREA, VM, . . .
VA, BASE KV, ZONE, VMAX, VMIN, . . .
LAM P, LAM Q, MU VMAX, MU VMIN] = idx bus ; %#ok<ASGLU>
s t r = sprintf ( [ ’ \ nobjec t node {\n ’ , . . .
’ \tname bus%d%s ;\n ’ , . . .
365 ’ \ tphases ABC;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tnomina l vo l tage %0.3 f kV;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tbustype %s ;\n ’ ] , bus row ( BUS I ) ,dummy name , . . .
bus row (BASE KV)/ sqrt ( 3 ) , bustype ( bus row (BUS TYPE ) ) ) ;
370 v = bus row (VM)∗exp(1 i ∗bus row (VA)∗pi /180)∗ bus row (BASE KV)/ sqrt ( 3 ) ;
a = exp(1 i ∗120∗pi /180) ;
s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , sprintf ( [ ’ \n\ tvo l tage A %s kV;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tvo l tage B %s kV;\n ’ , . . .
’ \ tvo l tage C %s kV;\n ’ ] , . . .
375 complex s t r ing (v , ’ format ’ , ’ po la r ’ ) , . . .
c omp lex s t r ing ( v∗a ˆ2 , ’ format ’ , ’ po la r ’ ) , . . .
c omp lex s t r ing ( v∗a , ’ format ’ , ’ po la r ’ ) ) ) ;
s t r = s t r c a t ( s t r , sprintf ( ’ \n}\n ’ ) ) ;
380 end
function s t r = bustype (n)
switch n
case 1
385 s t r = ’PQ’ ;
case 2
s t r = ’PQ’ ; % PV buses are not implemented in g r i d l a b d !
case 3
s t r = ’SWING’ ;
390 end
end
function s t r = complex s t r ing (v , vara rg in )
idx = find (strcmp ( vararg in , ’ format ’ ) , 1 ) ;
395 i f ˜isempty ( idx )
fmt = vararg in { idx + 1} ;
else
fmt = ’ r e c t ’ ;
end
400 i f strcmp ( fmt , ’ r e c t ’ )
i f imag( v ) < 0
s t r = sprintf ( ’ %0.4 f %0.4 f j ’ , real ( v ) , imag( v ) ) ;
else
s t r = sprintf ( ’ %0.4 f +%0.4 f j ’ , real ( v ) , imag( v ) ) ;
405 end
e l s e i f strcmp ( fmt , ’ po la r ’ )
i f angle ( v ) < 0
s t r = sprintf ( ’ %0.4 f %0.4 fd ’ ,abs ( v ) , angle ( v )∗180/pi ) ;
else
410 s t r = sprintf ( ’ %0.4 f +%0.4 fd ’ ,abs ( v ) , angle ( v )∗180/pi ) ;
end
end
end
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APPENDIX D
DISTFLOW DETAILS
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D.1 Three-Phase Connection Matrix Example
Figure D.1.1 is used to illustrate how the connection matrices for a multiphase
feeder are formed.
a1
a2
a3
b1
b2
b3
c1
c2
d3
e2
Figure D.1.1: Example multiphase feeder.
The connection matrices are:
F =

a11 a21 a31 a12 a22 a32 a13 a23 a33 b11 b21 b31 b12 b22 b32 b13 b23 b33 c11 c21 c12 c22 d33 e22
`ab11 1
`ab21 1
`ab31 1
`ab12 1
`ab22 1
`ab32 1
`ab13 1
`ab23 1
`ab33 1
`bc11 1
`bc21 1
`bc12 1
`bc22 1
`ad33 1
`ce22 1

(D.1.1a)
T =

a11 a21 a31 a12 a22 a32 a13 a23 a33 b11 b21 b31 b12 b22 b32 b13 b23 b33 c11 c21 c12 c22 d33 e22
`ab11 1
`ab21 1
`ab31 1
`ab12 1
`ab22 1
`ab32 1
`ab13 1
`ab23 1
`ab33 1
`bc11 1
`bc21 1
`bc12 1
`bc22 1
`ad33 1
`ce22 1

TE
(D.1.1b)
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M0 =

a11 a21 a31 a12 a22 a32 a13 a23 a33 b11 b21 b31 b12 b22 b32 b13 b23 b33 c11 c21 c12 c22 d33 e22
`ab11 1 −1
`ab21 1 −1
`ab31 1 −1
`ab12 1 −1
`ab22 1 −1
`ab32 1 −1
`ab13 1 −1
`ab23 1 −1
`ab33 1 −1
`bc11 1 −1
`bc21 1 −1
`bc12 1 −1
`bc22 1 −1
`ad33 1 −1
`ce22 1 −1

m0 M
(D.1.1c)
ph(1|N |⊗I|Φ0|)︷ ︸︸ ︷
a11 a21 a31 a12 a22 a32 a13 a23 a33
a11 1
a21 1
a31 1
a12 1
a22 1
a32 1
a13 1
a23 1
a33 1
b11 1
b21 1
b31 1
b12 1
b22 1
b32 1
b13 1
b23 1
b33 1
c11 1
c21 1
c12 1
c22 1
d33 1
e22 1


[v20]11
[v20]21
[v20]31
[v20]12
[v20]22
[v20]32
[v20]13
[v20]23
[v20]33

=

a11 [v
2
0]11
a21 [v
2
0]21
a31 [v
2
0]31
a12 [v
2
0]12
a22 [v
2
0]22
a32 [v
2
0]32
a13 [v
2
0]13
a23 [v
2
0]23
a33 [v
2
0]33
b11 [v
2
0]11
b21 [v
2
0]21
b31 [v
2
0]31
b12 [v
2
0]12
b22 [v
2
0]22
b32 [v
2
0]32
b13 [v
2
0]13
b23 [v
2
0]23
b33 [v
2
0]33
c11 [v
2
0]11
c21 [v
2
0]21
c12 [v
2
0]12
c22 [v
2
0]22
d33 [v
2
0]33
e22 [v
2
0]22

(D.1.2)
⇒M0 ph(1|N | ⊗ I|Φ0|)v20 = 0E (D.1.3)
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